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cAiiiinAN FAMllv

\" Gen. 1 :28-31
I. Ours are challenging days.
A. Parents cannQt turn over to schools or anyone
else the moral traihingof"lr children.
1• Quotepn schools fr~ i ' 0 •.'~~ yoqd fl,
Pages 169-70. ~t'
!":/:I: 1
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2. Karl Marx spoke of the I~.~is c1~trap
about the famUy. II
B,t Remember God gave ~s' families.
Gen. 1 :2IIIAnd God s~id lmto ~,h
U. let lJf,.,i:ouS;ly consider
formu.t~ of
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your (]INn .' •..... '
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pONflts, you are ~t reGdy tE> fMftY·
(b) Qu*from Po. 78.
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lewis Mumford's ehGl'ge that fta thIrd of GOI' studeftt

....mF'ii':r.n'l
poputaff~

may, for aU practical purposes, be cOftsidered moral imbeciles •••
potential if not active delinquents ll may seem overly harsh. Yet :
there is no blinking aside the facts. that in the United States,
while the popul.ation from 1960-1965 gaifted only 6 per cent, the :
~.Me rate increased 46 per cent. And this is the generation whic~
heard the watning of Walter Uppmann: "Modern education is
.
based on a denial that it is oecessary or useful or desirable for the.
sc.hools and cotleges to tran~mit from generation tq generation the :
religious and: classical culture of the Western world. II
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HAIl 10 the Good" - By Robert 8. and Homer D.
Pages 169~170
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the ossembty hnesfeU
within weeks or afevi meJt\s.of ~
if 30 per cet\tofQU .el,\(o'Of!II, instatt~d in pubn~ buifdi. pl.. .
totlte ~tmnc)fthe shtJItS .~ty affer in$toUflItipn; if 0.,. .'. .
~".~aiFpIOJles c,.hed CIt the end'of tMl"lfflWElY or.~i
tf, the.,e would bea ..tionQ} i mlesf>1sotiol1 dtJli'J\I
wttldl offccwJ, elevatQn,or dirplalleswoufd be ngrou~d •••
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Despite the popular impression that 1'most divorces begin in
the boudoir u , the present writers have discovered that during ,more
than a half century of combined experience in counseling, even
where 'he first interview started off with sexual grievances, the
root problem was not the bed but the budget. It is impossible for
a young wife (or husband) to be romantically responsive with a .
spouse who is either a stingy pinch-penny or a thoughtless spendthrift.
"AII to the Good ll

-

By Robert B. and Homer D. Mclaren
Page 78
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tethe Good tl

-

By Robert B. and Hprner D.Melaten
,P~79

-
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Wedlock becomes a deadlock only when there tsst~bborn
refusel to work out differences in constructive fashion. The clash
of wiHs may be an opportunity for achieving greater insight andQPPreoiation for each other's orientation to life, and for develop- .
ins new qualities of character •

•·........tt.•-. e-"iv,*, .tftbt he ·~".\le lo&,.r • • _

h~f

to.". men ~ne.person.

And to stve .I.assfs.~

1f~~.f (tb4J coocontitQnt meanin$Jof ffadulteryfl) the Jeve
reli_~.pI~ed in' n1Qrnqse. Every eovple knows thCff in

prolf.iDithfrir love for each other the intrusion of a third person'
is 'pdtl'lfvtly disturbing.
I1Ai'! to the Goed" - Iy Rebert B", and Homer D. Mel.en
Pa~85

\,
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1t is significant to note how this is even reflected in language!
in Chinese, for example, the word-picture for peace shows a
woman under one roof, while the word-picture for chaos employs
the figures of rmny women under the same roof.
IIAII to the Good ll

-

By Robert B. and Homer D. McLaren
Page 86
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,..,... . ~y l,e"m.de h" he<'J¥enfi ~> SOMe ~tlt1__tl.~
insitt, ~t4edetaifsof Jiving t<>gather still have to be ~H
o~tl.~~-Qnd-4ut... dimensions of doily Jiving. tie
c~ >~ €ftffppel,tJMy f'cItther >gQt tomorry my
bvt
to >~ oUt >0"" merry a perf'ed stranger, JI Fe~realae'>III!IiiI_
G;t
~ps than he knew the secret anxiety of
pet'son embarking on matrimony.
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IIAII to the Good" - By Robert 8. ondHomerD. McLaren

- Page 87
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Two people, virtual strangers despite even a long courtship,
take a tremendous step into the unknown when they present
themselves for marriage, which is a lifetime commitment with no
escape cI ause.
"All to the Good lJ

-

By Robert B. and Homer D. McLaren
Page 87
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feminized, so thafeven men begin using'cosme;ties, and
1
adOlescent bos become preoccupied vdth"c1othins cndhoir shfl-es i
(on 0 glance 'CIt. recent rno azines or even out the
window"
wi prGvide evidence that this is happening), we may in~ed
hslve cause f&r-~larm.. _"

!JAil to the Good ll

-

By Robert B. and Homer D. Melcmen
Pages 89-90
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~n~~ 'Wfletlthi lawt.t< the hickory sttck ,fNIG¥ ..~~.
~,te~er, it put' a club in the nst ~f den,~tlt_.•.
'arents, abdic~t~ their di~jplh:tf!l"Y ,role 0 1<>ng time • •
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"A~ the GoodJl - Bf Robert B. and ~rner D. Mclaren
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Page 90
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D.

Theologians have long recognized that Christian ethics is notl
a body of ll principles ll which can be applied in every situation. .
Each generation, indeed each year and day, witnesses the
emergence of new social problems which requ.ire a refhlnking of
whQtis'Jd8ttt" and what is Itwrong. fI The Church has no computer
~ whf_ft·cQrl.feed such problems as race relations, sexuel
morality, and econem:ic boycott, hoping to receive neatJy coded
answers. ~4'MS CilJiuebecaU'5e of new relationships in a .iety
which is increGtinely avtommed and equipped wifh devices that
make imp~lllving frighteningly ~s.le. l
,
IIAII to the Good ll - Sy ROOert B. and Homer D. McLaren
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X IV (Preface)
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Hedonism, which proposed that 1tgood1t is a term to be appliedl
to whatever produces pleasure, and lIevil" to that which results in
pain, proved inadequate because of its lack of precision and its
tendency to disintegrate into mere liberfifte behavior.
~ert J3. and HomerD. McLaren

Page 6
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WHO A

1

Gen.1:26-31{ I
!
J. Two questions come to .l11e:
A. ~w dig I 'let her!? ;;
1 • Mindless evolution?!
,i
i
a .) Hutt1ey card.
2. By accident?
3. eX Q.>ecial creative act.
a.) IIAt the very beginning of time, when nothing
else was, God was. And today, in the midst
of time, God is. leroy lawson
b.) Poem.
c .) AlJO Johnson Poem.
d.) In the beginning God created.
I

--+-

fI

B.\__ F
n

1•
'most is 1'115! t i mpqrtWnt.
2. In~ei_, are y2,u I'I1Qde?
a.)

,.,tbirw.

1. Joey, Mechanical Boy, ,ilgnored as a. baby by
~"'Emts who d.idnlt want him, Jo:ey w."ecf,
e~d, toilet trained., ond in .vefy ~y
treated according too 'rigid mechariica1
schedule. Since neither his mother nor ~thet
really wanted anything to ckswith hiM, )o•.y
Pecame convinced that machines wer. kTter
"~~n people. Sone thought of him$eJI ClJ!' being
;f'r.l the imao~ of a Machine and he began 'to
')tunction like one. When he was hospitoJi;ed'
a sickly looking 9 year old, he corried.hts
ihloginarywire with htm from room to room.

em
tidbits

r

I

'I"

c .) Cemputer!1 . Genes wrQt~_ouL()~ pa::ggrgm.
2. Heredi ty predeterm i nes it.
3. Not..re~n~ib.!e for i~or9litl. & g.ime.
4. B. F. Skinner taught if we can totally control
a child's environment from birth we can control
his behavior as an adult.
5. Henry Morgan, itA kleptomaniac is a person whd
helps himself because he canlt help himself. II
d .) Summary.
a.) Machine - owned & manipulated for use and
advantage of someone else.
b.) Animal - driven by instinct & lust.
c.) Computer -' incapable of charting own action.
C. WJa, ace in image of GoS!!
1. I\l\ore than earth- 6reath .. ·of life in me.
, 2. Manage part of earth •
Gen. 2:15 I:And the Lord God took.tb.":.'Man, and put.
3. Responsible. M~Jo1 m..ule -.Ie> :?SIU'CI..~
.
4. In te iii g en t.
c 6;"cht ~""$
5. Resourceful.
.
6. Image - Ii ke God but dist i nct from Him.
Ruckert
In every man there I ives an image
Qi what he ought' to be.
A~long as he is nott-hat image
ne-eer at restwill be.
D. How achi eve it?
1. Be like Jesus~

t1I
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man has no reason to be ashamed of having an ape for his
grandfather. II This was Thomas Huxley's famous reply to Bbhop
Wilberforce in their creation-evolution debate before the &itish
Association for the Advancement of Science meeting in Oxford
June/la60. One clergyman returning home from the meeting
told his wife of Huxley's horrifying assertion that man was
descended from apes. His wife e>$Jaimed, liMy dear!
Descended from apes! let us hope it's not true, but if it is let us
pray that it will not become generally knownl fI
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teen horses!
And the
Chinese
"How do you know that's
luck?"
A few
was
wild ~'UUA~'U

to war, never
the young
was saved because of his broken

knows what's
what's bad for us. And with that
bors came back
"Your in mind we must learn to trust
son broke his
What bad God.
luck!"
the wise father
Do you remember the
"How do you know it's bad
Jesus
with his disciluck?" Sure
a few
The twelve were
later a Chinese war lord came with desperate despondency and
town and conscripted doubt. They were few in
every able-bodied young man, had no allies, no wealth, no credentials and no references.
had come to the city ofJerusalem
with foreboding. The night
WE'RE GRATEFUL ...
. . . streets- were tense. Angry men
lurked in the shadows. Religious
f.or the gener.ous resp.onse .of .our
readers t.o the financial needs .of the
leaders were seeking the death of
magazine. In July we sent .out .our
their Master. There were so
annual rep.ort. Since that time .our
many things of which to be
mail b.ox has c.ontained daily d.onaafraid. And what did Jesus say to
ti.ons large and small fr.om d.ozens .of
his followers? "Let not your
you.
THE APPEAL is published by a
hearts be troubled; believe in
n.on-pr.ofit c.orp.orati.on as m.ost .of y.ou
God ... " (John 14: 1). That's it.
kn.ow. N.ot .one cent .ofpr.ofit g.oes int.o
Trust in God!
anyb.ody's p.ocket. Y.our d.onati.ons
And remember that Jesus
are used 100 percent f.or the spreading .of the message .of .our L.ord.
never preached anything that he
We w.ould be pleased t.o send the
didn't practice. I am glad thatPeannual financial rep.ort t.o any.one
ter saw fit to remind us thatJesus
wh.o requests it.
took his own medicine. "He
Our thanks t.o all wh.o have sent
trusted to him who judges
c.ontributi.ons t.o put the magazine .on
str.ong f.o.oting f.or the new fiscal year.
justly." Why shouldn't we do the
same?
•
e
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2. Not odvantageous
3. Not comfortab Ie
4. Not beneficial /'>..b,,*,~-,, __.~
5. G
.
t
In. 211 Children have ye any me.at
Matt.'~1/ Daily bread
(P;.22" /J2AJ'{ neec {)if.ul lf
Lu. 8~~l Clothed & in right mind
I Tim .6:6 IiBut godliness c contentment" &r~
6. God ~117 1"17'0 I flllll,ii,s
Phil. 4:19 "But my God shall supply all your" f'/ClJes.
7. Mal• •j!llilfl5l!!,el~nimals
(a) ~iu" ,1(1'. . 1118.
"JIt.llI1tJU.l11I i'li

_.y

,,,U

CJ",,~ . . 4ii ifte"
,
(b) \fuji) :ef1wevte does not suit fcc JZ;g 'V.2

"

8.t

S. .till slow
... ly.pas5~d t.,he m.e..Ianch.ol.,tday.~ .'
A.'1d ,sti II th~ strangt!r wist !,!ot, wh~re to str
'~
The workl was sad, 'the garden ~as a wild
""'_,
. .nd man, thejherrrli t '. sigh~,d.ti (I. woman s.
""; V, 18 III will.m1··. im a helpmeet for him
1, Seme MMS
v . II 1
ilty

3 ".:

4

- : '

\j.,ntse

....

.,

(0) Lit. a helper .<;I[cc::ord!.rl~ me
i1 'j! r jill
(b) An~l, ~ats,
(c¢) Hii'lp Sf b'§rnt - ,d' I I' JJ$lpe -{reason I
JI]liJrried a pretty girl
(d)4n to ' In, halll created in imQe-e ¢ God,
.,.rfect in ody, do~inion over creatures, h0!la

n

. "*'lI'i1i
3. In ;;;;=:;
s:.::~;fj ,:: ;'3: : "'I~ar. ?
eS'lli.;!1IiInltd'lf :..........l.i'h,..
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:~ere

1 . Was it to avoid pain - be,fore sin, was
anY1ll",t"",1
pain?
~1~t?:1\;0~111fid~ <m~
d' •
•• ?~(l, Ihl"
cal(!t.it.,.~I)."\
2 • T0 hOd
I e
!Vlne activity. fOt'.l.cn h:1'11 ~ll-f~/"
j
3. Job speaks of the "deep sleep that falleth on menl
Job 4: 13
"
,
[tJIIIIIIB• • 2:21)
1. Took one of his ribs
(a) Really £1111 I 2fltlt wrOIIIIll,'"
(b) Woman's not a"~i-b the divin;;;;iptor f(ashion
.1//
,I
but lit. lIa side of ma~1 ... "'Tn lifE o! r JI.'Il!'

DJ_I.'

o

I" .

21lf

;

1

".

1'1

is

J ., '9"

(a) You are the 01.:1, thiml IIlld. in ,
'I !' the
ggrden
(b) Yo~ are made out of man -Adam ou~of dir!! .•,.
thus woman is"
rfi?o¢I'" UviAi~~
(c) God lit.
woman ... tte fast creclt:ive '
~{JOfn 1st formed:, then Eve (I Tim .2: 1
ired time 'fiefll (I

"bur"" "

God ... He' do it.
(b) She is product of God's genius
(c) Jehovah Jireh ... Crd ,,01' I
lie
:(d)·
- protection
. ._,.. -loved'

\'1$1

_1-

to trqmple

t4l.•, h.m? ... to rut e
(e) M~~i •• ;6 t,'5t+rm i'n fur
t

'at

to.

z,,.; If

whish "'II" ,

ab~tm€+Id,J&Am,him, '¥i&t\jQi,Gt • • •,~\God

;,

,:1

c1Qsed up the fl esh - YIp 2U I t ttl . 'I ,
(f) WOmQn not made from dirt but from man - ,Lvis I
t

SOli ,"

PI

tk

I

t ,

l:cd It 1651 ti

,

I

(g) She brings back more than he lostt
(h) Woman never pictured as inferior

e'"
Gen. 2:22 "And the rib which the Lord God

1. Aw~ofGod.
2. Marriage i.[I~tLtutedjJlj[lno..c_ency.
3. Marriage made in paradise.
4. God g'~,
,S.~5/:/1/~vur~tl 'ff

r

--'I

5. God knew' a wife was good for m(:!ln.
(0) Soc,{aJ Iy

-1fd-~

(b) Physically
(c) IrtteHecf4glly
(ay $p-irituoHy

. ill tds

;'8' ..
GM. 2:23 1\l'ld Adam said ;';;;lr. . . . .'rle of my
J
7

f

11

2.
3.

- thjs~e,
,

r

izl1!.t of

JdJ[ ,rc:Jbe.

the fo.Gtin
e~e;~
J

*'D

my ,one
,
!.hfl& semetime.s for Us~lft'
Jp'i 14:21 IIHe that hQ-th n:ry'comm~ments, (ma'
Mi 10:18 II No man fak~th .it from..me",~ I loy f

6.

(e ',.,
-'man - ass" Gen~ 2;23.1$J.- Isht
~) Iff 1l"'G~, 5:~, ... ind,i,~,ubte ~nity,one ~fle
, .,e~'~me.
tttM',j;$I'f;'~Wl, -:.l'1tL,~~,'
".

CJ'W
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AUSTRALIA-K~ngaroo

Australia baffled the first
; white .explorers. When Capt
'. Cook pointed to the strange
animal, the. aborigine kept.
~ shouting
back, "Kangaroo,
lkangaroo!" So that's how it got
lits name. "Kangaroo" is
laborigine for "What did you
!say?"
JENKIN LLOYD
.JONES.

X

ORIGIN::-:-Tuxed0-45

The name for formal male attire
(ruxedo) actually means "woll"· to
the American Indians. It began after the India,J;lS naIlled a lake, 40
miles from New Y<>rk City, "tuksit"
or wolf. Yeaisa£terWard the white
irlan fi,rst wore the type of full dress
suit that is now£ormally" accepted

~ ~!m.t.:St!x:k~Ol:.

\ .

:. .
..

~a.n.k~.

t.~ "!

b
a
.. .
a..sletr.
e.:r.·i:.rt. . . Tth
.
clothing and .beca~e a .\vord in . the
.English language. Ii!)Wever, a tuxedois .still a "wolf ~uif to the Indians. - Why We Sflysynd ~oI,
4~I8~68.
.
.

..
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tablished
,and is a uni
between one man
to continue until dea
, Rom. 7
that
s
and the bed to be undefiled
wife is to be in
ection
; that the husband is t
ove
own flesh (Eph . .5:28) since
flesh" (Matt.19:.5; Eph.
J
; and that the relat
of husband
and wife is no less
and honorable than
Christ!s own relat
with his
the
church
. .5:J2~
Woodroof
'THE DIVORCE DILEMJ'.'IA

vows
Nor mindful of the weather.
They braved the showers of falling rice,
Nor sought a place of cover,
Because - that age-old word "because" Because they had each other!
A balding husband, greying wife
Speed down the years together,
Gone is their youth, the charm oflife,
And often rough the weather.
But come what may of time or tide,
Their bonds no foe can sever,
For love found strolling down the lane
Will light their path forever!

i
I. This is
A. Not

i

.
I
b emg.!

1.

2.
3.

re;U2'lLouS .
ss, isolation, irreligion is
not God's way.
B. God Cares For Man.
1. He saw the need of the one created
--created with need.,
2. I will make a helpmeet, a counterpart.
. 3. As is he, she too will bear the
Image of God.
en. 1:26-27
4. Essential for me to know my orIgm.
5. Helpmeet will later explore.
C. Brought All Animals & Birds to Adam.
1. Shows he knows material and
spiritual~

2. God wants man to be a classifier

and organizer.
en. 2: 19-20
3. Risked his call of animals.
4. Named.
a) Lower animals his subjects.
b) By his authority he named them.
c) Man is born to rule.
d) Naming shows dominion,peroeption
ability, intellect, reasoning.
e) In the ancient world to give a
person a name was a sign of
authority over him.

I

\

I

2.
f) First recorded act of man's

dominion over animal.
g) Fish not included.
h) Don't know language used.
i) Show acquaintanC'e with nature.
5. But also shows nothing made so far
fit for his companionship.
D. I will make a Helpmeet.
1. Woman is the creation of God.
2. Man had no equal in the animal
world--so God "built" literally a
counterpart for him.
3. Man's above the animal world.
4. He feels, re.asons, judges, wants,
needs, gives, loves in way animals i
cannot.
5. Helper before him--as your face is
before in a mirror.
6. She is man's complement, fills up
what is lacking.
,I
7. Counterpart.
8. She answers in every part the needs!
of man.
II
9. In all animal species Adam saw no
companion--he was alone.
10. Among animals he saw 2 sex with
marked differences--but he was
alone.
11. Partnership based on need & desire.
12. Helpmeet in Beb. implies fitting into
a unity in which each helps the
other egually.
13. In our best state we need one
another's help.

I
I

,,
\

r

a.

E. So God "Bu'ilt" a Woman.
1. Deep sieep on Adam--Adam slept
while God built her!
2. Rib from side--shows they belong
together.
3. Built: not a servant, an inferior,
but a companion. ~
4. Candish called it "another self whom
he must love and cherish as his own
body. "
5. Ish -- Issah -- man, woman.
F. Brought Her to Man
1. God had ordained labor, right of
property, dominion .
.2. Now matrimony.
3. 3 cords--man, woman, God.
Ecc. 4:12
4. Marriage instituted in innocency-before sin--in the Garden.
G. Adam's Reaction.
1. "Bone of my bone."
a) Welcomed as part and parcel of
himself.
b) Eve from Adam~~essential unity,
oneness, not an independent,
i
competing creature.·
I
c) As he awakes he sees in Eve
what he'd never seen in anotherhis counterpart.
2. "This is it, this time."
3. RSV This at last is bone.
4. Saw one for whom he was look~ng
and longing.
i

j

~I

4.
5. One man, one wom~, til death-not Adam and Robert!
II. Demands Something.
A. Leave and Cleave.
1. Superior relationship.
2. Monogamy.
3. Glued.
B. One flesh.
1. Mankind is one.
2. What had been 1 became 2.
In marriage what had been 2
became 1.
3. Marriage is the total response of
2 human beings to one another.
C. Unashamed in nakedness.
1. Pure, blessed, without shame.
2. God with them.
3. Blameless and without fear.
4. God made them for each other.
5. Happy with each other and all
outside circumstances.
6. God creates and God cares.
III. What's ,Happened?
Gen. 4: 3 "And in the process of time"
A. Where is this sweet innocence?
B. We run from God and scowl in
definance.
C" Woe to those who change God's order!
1:) • First effects of sin seen in the family
in the process of time.
Ei From Authors:
1. Jacques Ellul
#1
2. Black & Durant #2

I

\
\,

5.
3. Allan Bloom
#3
4. Frank Martin #4
5. Nelson
#5
6. Nelson
#6
7. Nelson
#7
8. Chr. Studies #8
#9
9. Harrell
10. Nash
#10
11. Wm. Penn
#11
ICJUe.ve. HaLe. - 8/2/95
ILindauer Rd., Forrest City, AR - 9/10/95
I
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"No one seems to remember," writes Jacgues
Ellul, Hthat there has never been a societY-ill
withOut a moral code, and the chief thing
~
lacking in our Western world is precisely an
.
ethical code and a system of accepted values."

---Jim Nelson Black
When Nations Die, pg. 195

Never in the history of man has any society .k1/
been able to establish standards of decency~'
cooperation, and social order without a code
of moral values. The historian Will Durant
said, "There is no significant example in
history, before our time, of a society
successfully maintaining moral life without
the aid of religion." Yet the modern code
of the humanists who dominate the culture
today tells us that the Christian principles
upon which this nation was founded are
dangerous, destructive, and divisive.
--Jim Nelson Black
When Nations Die, pg.9

are just the problems we all
on the surface. Many of their struggles are
more subtle and confusing-the mixed message
they get from sex and violence on television;
the humanistic approach to education that
counters everything they've been taught at home
the lack of moral guidance in the community,
school and government; the eggshells they walk
on daily due to the "politically correct"
environment they are forced to live in; the
pressure girls face from the backlash of the
"women's movement;" the influx of cultic ideals
and theories brought on by the New Age
- over -

movement; and on and on.

--Frank Martin
The Kid-Friendly Dad, pg.16
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violent crime leapt from 250,000 1962 to 1.7 million 1990.
In short the court-mandated removal of prayer, devotionals, and
any exposure to religious values from our schools has been the
major contributing cause of the moral breakdown in our society.

'''illegitimacy is
st impor~ rant social problem Q.£tQJu: .time " an
i ;Y:-lnstah' ,
d
~
single-paIe~t'-~ies ~.-4irect contu llltors-tG-the...sOciol~ical
~
,j
problems
of
our
day.
.
'
II'
....
..
New research shows that children without fathers are more
likely to get involved in ~rime and other antisocial behaviors.
According to a recent report from the Washington-based Family
Research Council, it is "children without fathers who commit the
crimes." Citing Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) , the report
shows that more than 70 percent of juveniles in reform institu~-

~.,.

tions grew up in single-paren) or no-pareJ;lt families. '~ttacking
the crime problem," they say, 'is disproportionately a problem of
young unsupervised males." 5
Half of all first and second marriages in America end in
idivorce. The idea of three, four, and five marriages-once a sure
sign of d~bauchery reserved for movie stars and celebrities-is
becoming common in suburbia. Living together has become the
lifestyle of choice for the majority ofyoung couples today; despite
all the evidence that shows that couples who cohabit are less
likely to stay together than those who choose marriage. ~
Perhaps the saddest statistic of divorce, and one that is often i
',overlooked, is that nearly 60 percent of all first and second i
,divorces involve children under the age of eighteen. Each year i
'more than a million children become the innocent victims of !
divorce. Lawyers and counselors once suggested that the effects \
of divorce on children were about as serious as the common coldy
\
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To adapt or accommodat
~, n faith
and practices, especial
worsh'; to the
tastes and moods of a g ven
or culture
is always dangerous. There is a sober wisdom
in the old adage that "he who marries the
spirit of the age soon becomes a widower."

Jg

--Christian Studies

No.13, pg.53

~

Now it may be that everyone needs to read a few
•
sex books in order to satisfy his adolescent curiosity
safely, to understand the nature of his own body.
But successful sex in marriage isn't acquired by a
study of technique or anatomy. It's acquired by
growth in loving, in giving to, in wanting to please
the person for whom you've forsaken all others.
--Irene Burk Harrell
"Good Marriages Grow",pg. 90
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~Irene

Burk Harrell
pg. 2

I expect to pass throught life but once.
If. therefore. there be any kindness I can show.
or any good thing' I can do to any fellow being,

Let me do it now, for I shall not pass this way again.
--William Penn
Train up a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old he will not depart from it (Proverbs 22: 6)
He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed
often, and loved much.
--Bessie Anderson Stanley
A Father's Book of Wisdom, Compiled by H. Jackson
Brown, Jr.
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what essential att~'des would I list? Does my
list i nelude:
a.) love.
b.) Self acceptance of self & of spouse - or are we ;
in a process of remaking?
c .) Ci rcumstantia I acceptance--i ncome, house,
education, vocation, in-laws?
5. Do I anticipate happiness?
6. Am I tuned to the ideal that this can be nothing
but successful?
7. What am I as a woman?
a .) Earth mother?
b • ) Temptress?
c.) Weakling? Read Gen. 1:26 IILet them, etc.
=
d.) Matriarchal aggress()r?
e.) Made in the image of God?
f.) What Bible impressions do I get from the Bible
& everyd.ay speech of a woman's Uplacel':
(l) Sun (he ).
'
(2) Earth (Mother).
€3}Dove (her)Gen. 8:11 - Holy Spirit - Matt. 3:
16 - John 15:26.
(4) Freedom Gal. 4:4; 31
(5) Purity Rev. 21:2
(6) Wisdom (her) Prov. 9: 1; 14: 1
(7) Church Rev. 19:7:"8
g. }::Are you mad because God is He? What's the
Devil? Rev. 12:9 2 Cor. 11:14-15 Iso. 14:
13

Mk. 12:30 I1Thou shalt •.• all thy mind
a.) Can you intelligently discuss what me.ans most
to him?
b.) Can you Iet him come home & forget his work?
c.) Do you help him maintain balance?
d.) Are things kept in proper p,erspective?
e.) Do you do "outside readings" & run a IIclipping
service" for him?
3. Sexually
Gen. 1:31 IIAnd God saw everything ••• verygood
I Cor. 7:5 II Defraud ye not qne the other
a.) Do sexual relaHonships delTlonstrate love?
b .) Is there a need to be met inman stronger than
in woman?
c.) How do you avoid the two pitfalls-"'she, feels
used of body & he feels abuse"Qtp~:IIetbook? '
4. Emoti ona Ily
a.) Do I have a steady.dispesition?
b.) Do I know what makes him:.,' .",
Sad?
Glad?
Satisfied?
Frustrated?
I
c.) ~:~t do I appreciate most in my husband -tell I

1

d.rQoes he carry the workloac;l?Jf so, does he
!fant supper" paper, .TV, kjds,or sloppycl9the
when he comes home & do I cooperate?
e.) Do J watch for the minor crisis
,

f.) Clipping

:~~~ale:_~~~~~1 cy~le~_~_

~~J

I ties - no I

ve them?

b.) By
c.) By

nagging?
from?
I to
?

,(':"

..-"--"
Male Emotional Cycles
Did you know that men have emotional cycles too?*
The cycle usually changes every two weeks. but t~ir
. "mOOds" seem more pronounced once a month. I have
read that many businessmen are aware of these cycles
and will not make important decisions during their low
points. With some men these moods are more obvious.
During these times they need special, tolerant understanding. You may find that your husband sinks peri;.
odically into gloom and discouragement for seemingly
no reason at aU. His responsibilities at work trouble
him and he tends to lose his perspective. From his

J

~

·Time Magazine, August 31, 1970, page 7, "Rarely publicized
male condition ..• cycle every 51·55 days .•• Ni::Jmen
became monsters .•• some decisions made ... hastily changed."
Hargreaves, Industrial Health Consultant.
~
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A MAC

i

,A,walked
T,

~

ran"cher, Ilnd his w,'ife
into a, hank with a
huge sack of money.
"I want' to deposit this cash. It
ad<;ls up to~q$,QOO."
l'\!Cf' t~l1ersaia, "It will take
tw:~,;.houl7s to count this;"
rigijt"j'slli<lthe rancher,
"IiiI' be back after lunch." ,
Wh~n the .couple, returned, the
teIter siid~"I'm Sorry, sir
have
COUtlt¢a tbe money: toU.r
~nd
,EXAS

"'All

we

•

know and
husband?
not
Can be con·
know his
will be safely
Do you minimize his weaknesses and empha-
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THE BEGINNING OF SIN
Gen. 3:1-12
(These notes are from Elam's Notes - 1926)
I. Today we cannot positively locate the

garden.
A. Eden means pleasure, delight.
B. But we can locate the beginning of
sin.
II. Note these Jhings.

A. Sin began when man disobeyed God.
Gen. 2:16-17
1. But sin was already in existence
before man fell.
In. 8:44 "He was a murderer from the
be ginning ... "
2. Angels sinned.
2 Pet. 2: 4 "God spared not the angels that
sinned ... "
Jude 6 "And angels that kept not their
first ... "
3. Sin lawlessness.
1 In. 3:4
1 In. 5:17 "All unrighteousness is sin ... "
Rom~3: 20
"Through the law cometh ... "
4. Adam and eve sinned when they
disobeyed.

!

\
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death ... II
Ju, 5:29
Rom,

:12-21

E. Tree
Gen. 3:22-24

F.

there

a

the tree man had

Rev, 22:2
III, Note the subtlety of Satan.
A. Jesus commends his wisdom.
Matt. 10: 16
2 Cor. 11:3 "But I fear, lest by any means."
1. He is the old serpent.
2. He is the deceiver.
Rev. 12:7-9
2 Cor. 11:13-15 "Satan fashions himself
into ... "
3. There is no truth in him.
4. He well knew what God had said
when he asked the question.

~.

B. Instead of driving Satan away Eve
parleyed with him.
1. She was unsatisfied with what
she had.
2. Satan progressively moved her to
sin.
C. Temptation threefold.
1 In. 2:16 "The lust of flesh, eye, vain
of glory .. "
1. Good for food--Iust of flesh.
2. Delight to eyes--vain of glory.
3. Made wise.
4. Didn't see shame, sorrow and
death.
D. Eve yielded and felt consequences.
Gen. 3:16
1 Tim. 2: 11-15
1 Cor. 11:3
1 Cor. 14: 34-35
E. Woman out of place a great menace.
F. Rebellion greatest sin - but submission brings peace.
G. Made ashamed and afraid.
In. 3:19 "And men loved darkness
11
1 In. 4: 18 l1There is no fear in love ... l1
Nu., 32: 23 l1Be sure your sins ... "
IV .•· Great question now - where art thou?
Rom. 6:23

'

4.
"For a lie which is half the truth is ever
the greatest of lies
Since a lie which is all a lie may be
met and fought outright
But a lie which is part a truth
is harder matter to fight.
Tennyson
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-ne<=ame.
commoner I unfi t to i nher i t throne.
OK by Griselda.
6.

$i;~~i~f>ft~~I;~to.ldpwf:t:~twJ;fe

he must divorce her f marry royalty - she
weM.·JtGme iA .•di. •ace.~t.Cl)eomplaint.
7. Li.j·rrr~s.e's ~t·ledbQ"ckpal.ae~
toi;jIi:~~e'or Walter's wedding. Oi1!Ls~
sweetly. One request - ~f·ldH·chi~r~n
of",.is;u.ion - high QPrn lady might not
could toke it.
'""

~.

8. Wolter satisfied - revealed his new bride
was their 12 year old daughter. 8 year old
brother brought bock.
9. Griselda passed 3 tests - 2 pretended
murders, cruel divorce - now could live
in peace - proved she wos submissive.
10. Do these 1212 lines of Middle English
,
poetry prove submission?
B. Reminded of Martin Luther when C~ernicus
taught earth orbits sun said "This '~I wishes
i
to reverse the entire scheme of astronomy.
But sacred Scripture tells us Joshua commonde~
the sun to stand sti II, not the earth. II 0 n e .
wrote, Kathrun Lindskoog, "I enjoy a rnedr
w~ errs in heroicprCi)portions
he ert's. II
" . . . . ..,15 SUbmission -Qf Women. to Man: Is it
h.e, is it absolute, is it CUfTent?

'linen

A.
y desire sholl be to thy husband & he l '
1 • Was this to punish Eve or giveAdom
responsibility for order in the family?
2. hUll 7ts used in Bible to speak ~f 0 ruler
of a· nGlition , hoW? pcrsnn F111 .. !:i, own
sAidt.
,.3. Have dominion, subdue, guide, oversee.
2 ISIii. 13;3 "He that r. ovet men must be just,fear"
PH" 't.D 1- Diligent
~jji-~ Righteous
Roaring lion, ranging bear - Wicked
(husb~nds bears & lions?)
ruJu

==:i
L

'0 r.s,;z,

~_~~______ . _____~_____ ~~_~l~ ____ j
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3.

EI

L

4. We wmfor proteetion, not punishment.
today'?
tting yourselves one to another fl
1 • Mutual subjugation - both parties submit
themselves one to another.
2. Each has a role.
tWives submit yourselves unto your own hus.
3 • •1Il,", tiAl\1Vetlffied but lias to the Lord'·.
4. N.¥ersubmtt to sin, se
orWtrory will of hU!l:o,,,nrr.
5. Help husband grow to full I"...,""UI
stature of Christ. (4:13)
6. Christ is our model.
7. ~ or.,not~·~endent i arrogent.
8. They.e in"'
ctiGn to agopEf 10Ye of
husband.
' ~
a)ielfless.
iallMI1J1!
b) Jelf socrHieing.
.
c) ~efromthe'heart. .
.
9. Christ "gDve ll (v-25) wives submit. to the
giving of the husbands.
10.• A II Creatures with 2 e~ceptions have
willingly token place appointed them by
God:
Is who rebelled & Adom and Eve.

:z

J+'~

,

"Wives submit ••• asitis fitll
sbands love ••• be notbi tter:!'
JJ:'O~!N seeks not its own gOod but that

of0thers.

-.--?
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17 • ~_'lIf~d!~l
III. But you
"You are dealing with
mdlTioge - show a universal sphere II
A. Turn to I Cor. 11 :3-15
1. Is this broad or does
for husband and wife.
2. Tough passage because:
V~x~Wemeft"l5F8r&'~'op'resy'""wh ere?
V-~fftrtli'ngc::,; covering I hair I vei I.
Are hots or hair veils?
SCtroh:nhererF~"sore"iIoIi»mr0'~kter~xdre""""

feW"''WftM+''h'CIts!

5.
3. In those days of Paul.
a) When in public women veiled.
b) Hair in knot Or braid on top of head.
c) This a sign: not available.
d) Unmarried & prostitutes not so.
e) Shaven if guilty of adultry.
4. Did Christian women go to extreme to
show new liberty?
5. Should we be concerned about our
appeorance & example?
6. Headship does not mean superiority or rule
but sourCe or origin.
7. Authority - v-:-10
a) Does not meen eXli1t, ~f1S,ength •
b) But being in leadership roll.
8. If not married, are an:.vo~en to be in
subjection to all men? Hardly think so.

, nUll,

2 i21

-Ht

'

.,1V . " "___ is What?

A. Overt WnJvcwf.t ~tion.
1 • ¥roce,ds out of ettitude of ,hut:ni lity.
2. _ ............ ~ owselves.
3 • .,.. . .,.~.-ut enother's needs &

)if ekl~1'I rights to benefi t •
B.• We submit to 1. God's will.
Jdi 2
wbmit yourselves therefore to God"
2. Christ
"':: 3.24 ii1@tefore as the church is subject unto Ch ..
,j

........

6.
3 Higher authority.
'Rom. ; "eC Let every soul be subject unto the h .pow~
4. Children to parents.
'
211
2 Children, obey your parents in the LordI!
C. SUbmission is not:
1 • Power conqueroring but voluntary yielding.
:2. NOt Big I bUt fovi'ng' you •
i

3.
4.
Had a wife & couldn It keep her;
Put her in a pumpkin shell
And ll£iJlI.there very well.
5. Not suhmissionte evi'.' '
:
1 Pet. 3:2 nWhne.'th.E;y~ehol~·'~u-:. ~~t.~. conversmj~.
6. ""_"II_I~'''''''fty wife
·1

7t

-

m.~.cisrori$f"; ~ ~I.

I I 5 "') ". ' ' ;

(I) Subject: to set in order ~

b) Word not dishonored or spoken
injuriously of.

~·~··~"~·h7·J~···""·~
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,;ARE,zWO~NEN!{ITLED .TO?

'.""".

,-

",_.n'·-·",_""
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':Miss'andMrs;;atebothabbreviated forms of the old' title
Mistress (remetnber"Mistress'Mary,quite contrary, how
doesyolJrgarden"grow?"},;~nd Mistress was used for either
single orm(irriedwomen.Ms.; although a new invention,
follows haturally in that dId tradition as a new abbreviation of
the same old neutral teI1Jl that gave
Miss and Mrs.
There is nothing sinister or disrespectful about the! noncommital Ms. It is short'; polite, and practical and will save the
nation m~ ink, time, and energy. (Of course, we would save
more jn( time, and energy if ~e fOIlQwed the exam~le of the
old/Quakers and dropped the whole silly title business
aj,(ogether.) The .on~l
. disapvantagelo Ms.,is that it looks bet- .
ter than 'it sounds. Try readiag my limerick Moud. (This
limerick is having .' nwith;abbfeviatiofls .rather than making
Jun 6f fe,minists.) ,
'.
'" ' .
,
".

,q.

:

',,"

,.

;.,

us

.

,J

Gee Whs.!
A thirsty young lady named Ls.
~
Was a Iibber_ and caHed herself M 1
She drank a whole pail
Of ice-cold ginger ale
~
And said, "How I do like /i~
fs."
./
\
-/

min~r

Of cou;se the adoption of Ms. is a
compared
to the trend for some women to retain their birth-given
names when they marry rather than taking' tbeirhusbands'
nauies.. W()men who are public figures have dQne that all
along, 'but tlirelyhave QJ~iinary womentdeo it until no~. It'is
legal inmost states; It, wiTlm~~~~'~.~Q.i~'pll:lgmoredif~ ,
ficult, I .suppQse.but. the;real puzz.lerlJ,bowto r;,ame
'j
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i';~;~WIiffl'ff:itf!, "....:.61U~ ...'
;'{AM.M~J' ~ 1</;':";--

.· .· .Vf I"'ft
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man
would
Why is this college educating women
mary calling is to be motherhood?
WOluen in the Christian world have a difficult
e~otigh time without adding insult toirij1!ry.They

But then the
Service ruled that a
woman
can deduct the C.08t of a wig if it
contributes to her men.tal wellbeing. No such allowa
made for males.
\
St. Louis Lab
\

When you ~eonewh6 ca1jJ
cook a~ll!l'tSework, don't hel'
itate a minut~~uum:y him.
""'~fii.i.#&>~d£<

I admit I don't understand
women. But I don't understand
sorne men, eitherl
-Val Palmer
1,1985 _ _ _ _ _
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coming event.
A. Christmas Eve ~
B. New Year~i:ve
II . I~iil*.'1du IF Iii II r.,..rll: IliIi~~1T11il'dily
wijl..pass.
III. M..-l1Ilfrnm III :11 _ ••' .•111111 1I1'.'Ik. "
tells of a blessing still ours and still
gloriously producing good, namely women.
A. The first oneWRs Eve, the mother of
all living.
B. Th-e present oneis all my sisters in
Chrift,:· ~iHg good--married,
, singte, or widowed.

I

!
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i
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IV.
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Hmiug.
the promise of the s,eed .
of the woman bruising head of
serpent.
2. ~i.,,--·e garden expulsion.
B. Thus note it was a 'WlOllIM£JlPb
A.~&:th&·

l.

8Jht.

C .*<··A~·'6~>·fttsJW'~:i~

1.
2.

and
itfinally ends

3.

"

hes!

N.

mI,

t lmm,r!
~'Wi!;fti".I\II'iIR"''Sa w
Eve h~ was so startled (contrasting
herw.1th apes & baboons) ~.r.l!!l.d
not~"".A'I.~i~d .

4• B

.
\

not a

a) He saw his wife in t"'I~~r~i*Fij~l1rer
3~~~ue - life.
b) %She is the comlil,_~~tion.
c) Adam looked
Eve and
th _ _~4_~'~~i;fall - but thought
ofh~~~~>~~ft~~~~~e

in

d)
~.ple?

28:20
2.
:9

alike
Deut. 22: 5
2.

WiE)1""lif~6mmt'1Et3t~jPY@J"~~~~~~'~

a',~~pa:B~;j":fi~,,,';}!j;~1j'8~~"+t'5"~i'iltl1.

3 . I I veii';;liv~(i!;If'I'l!f0tf~'m'affyi'&'t~e't!hanges
and"'j!i'hm:r"'Tev'oI11t'ions --w~~_",~~ort
andit;;_n~'ijwfri~. '
4 . I 'tl'lJe'ilike"t;}!j;eltttl:e:"l£)@~'w~o';W'~nted

a hai~~~li)',Ji1ki\~ig;Qi:l$ij,g~ds+lj~;~/~~;;?i,ti~1tl.fld
hol~ffi'gjjl!I',::tJJ,e.
mi.d dIe.
;::;Y;,4;-;$1JJ;<'!"'>(i;; ~.'hi?';:"'~'~~,:. ,'-'{ .'" "'--

a

Barnhouse.
6.
s

. 9: 3 .

iEee. 3: 18

VI.

it.
is

1.
2.
n~,,::r~fm~h.
We have virtually
nothing to offer .

. 28:20
3'··~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~n

4.

5.

~.
Hftrm~t
vl8l'~lfg._'Pi~"'1!ll~i!~
llad 1
1£8 SliM
their sirts.'
.
@ !~n

G. Unfallen man - no covering.
Fallen man - conscious of need.
Fallen man - attempts to cover.
Fallen man - must have God provide. •
B

1. otniob's 'oath;

Uu 3M @Mering.:
2. Cletbee God Smkii: en? tsJrable -sq js Gbrjgt t wver us.
3. Awnl
fU? hpd PC Ns
7 n it GeS clothes do!
4. WhilE 1 t'
ere pet . d no:'g3?q
Cs
IR'us
1

t

spt'tHeH¥ -

l'

7

eew

j

e

hOld};,! ~ .... " -

..............

IIdlllll!..

HI'S

Rf,ence.
adison Cliurc
12/23/87
iverwood Church - 12/27/87
Southside Church, Shelbyville, TN - 1/3/88
Oak View, CA - 1/10/88
West Nashville Heights ~ 2/14/88
. Watters Rd., Pasadena1..TX - 2/28/88
Tuscumbia, AL - 3/27/~8
est Erwin Church, Tyler, TX - 4/3/'88
Shiner Church, Wililamsburg, KY - 4/10/88
Mike Lewis (B)
sabel, KS - 4/17/88
~. Main Church, Weatherford, TX - 4/24/88
Antoine, AR - 5/8/88
Echo Meadows Church, OregoUl- OH - 5/22/88
W.7th Church, Columbia,.lN - 6/5188
Lafayette, TN - 6/13/88
Somerville, TN - 7/24/88
Chisholm Hills, Florence, AL - 8/22/93

FACTS FROM CAIN AND ABEL
(These notes from Elam's Notes 4/25/1926)
Gen. 4:1-2
I. Abiding in this account are great

lessons.
A. Proper Worship - first worship
account.
B. Necessity of Faith.
C. Anger and Murder - first murder
D. Religious Divisions - first time
II. Relative to Faith
A. It's impossible to please God without

it.
Heb. 11:6 "He that cometh to God .•. "
B. God required blood.
Heb. 9:22 "Apart from the shedding ... no
remission. "
1 In 1: 7 "The blood of Jesus his Son
cleanseth .. "
C. Sacrifice prefigured Jesus- In. 1:29.
The lamb.
III. Worship
A. We cannot substitute man's wisdom
for God's way.
B. God states how He wants to be
worshipped.
1 .. Worship in spirit and truth.

\.

2.
2. It is after the spirit not flesh.
Gal. 4:29
3. Satan's way is not superior to
God's.
4. He tells man he knows best.
Mark 7: 6-9 nWell did Isaiah prophesy ... "
a) To worship via tradition is to
reject God's commands.
b) To worship God's way is to
reject the It doctrine and
precepts of man."
c) We make the choice of the
method: . God's way or devil's
way.
C. Cain and Abel never in Eden.
Gen. 5:4
1. Eve rejoiced with Cain firsborn
"with the help of Jehovah."
2. Then came Abel not twins, and
there were many more born.
3. Abel a shepherd; Cain a farmer.
4. Adam 130 years old when Seth
came.
Gen. 4:25-26
Gen. 5:3
D. After a time Cain and Abel came to
worship God as from the beginning
men need to do this.
.
Gen."4:26 "Then began men to call upon .• "
Gen. 8:20

,

\

~.

1. There were altars, offerings, and
the revealed will of God.
2. Worship could be acceptable or
unacceptable.
3. Cain brought the fruit of the
ground.
4. Abel brought the firstlings of his
flock.
E. Obvious Truths
1. Both men believed in the existence
of God.
2. Both believed God should be
worshipped.
3. Both worshipped God.
4. To Abel God had respect.
5. To Cain God had not respect.
F. Why was one acceptable and one not?
1. Cain's (v.7) sin lay at the door,
sin prompted what he did.
1 In. 3: 12 Cain was of the evil one and'
slew--his works were evil, his
brother's righteous.
Jude 1 1. Wicked and rebellious went the
way of Cain.
2. Satan led Cain to offer unacceptable worship.
3. A man can be unrighteous and
evil while offering to God.
4. Difference was not in the worth
of the sacrifice.
5. Faith was the difference.

\
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4.

!

Heb. 11: 4 "By faith Abel offered unto God .• 'I
Rom. 10: 17 "Faith comes by hearing the
word ... It
He b. 11: 6 "Without faith it's impossible to
please •.. "
6. One cannot do by faith what God
has not commanded.
7. If God has not spoken it, we
cannot know what pleases Him.
1 Cor. 2:10-16 "Not in the words which
man's wisdom teaches but
what spirit teaches ... tI
8. God said what He wanted else
Abel could not have worshipped
by faith.
9. By faith we can't' offer a sacrifice
God has not commanded.
10. No blood via Cain.
Blood via Abel's sacrifice.
11. Cain offered that of his own
choosing.
12. No salvation without blood of
Jesus--so must not in any way
slight it.
G. Essential we believe in God, that He
should be worshipped, it's done by
faith, not human wisdom. .
1.' Devil trip to get us to alter it.
. 2. Example of Moses at Kadesh.
Num. 27: 12-14

,
'\
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5.
a) Aaron rebelled against word.
b) Action shows they "believed in
God. fI
c) Moses struck twice and spoke
unadvisedly.
Mark 20:10
Ps. 106:33
d) Speaking not enough--so he
did more, doing what God did
not command.
e) Such action springs from an
"evil heart of unbelief."
Heb. 3:12
1 Sam. 15:22

"To obey is better than to
sacrifice ... "
H. God conversed with Cain.
Heb. 4: 6-7
1. We can worship God and not do
well.
2. We do well when we obey; the
conscience then is clear.
3. If we do not well; sin is at the
door.
4. We should rule over sin.
I. Satan is happy for you to worship if
you do it his way.
1. Cain never asked for God's
instructions.
2. We get it today from the Bible.
J. Cain and Abel talked it over - v. 8.

,
\

6.

l;'

1. Only safe way is to do what God
calls for.
2. Our way not superior to God's.
Isa. 55:8-9
3. Thus the first religious division
came.
4. What caused it? Your way, my
way, or God"s way?
5. Are we the ones at blame if we
do it only God's way?
6. Cain had the bitter spirit.
7. All this· led to murder, as one sin
leads to another--vain worship,
jealousy, lying, murder. '
"Where is your brother? I know
not. "
8. Let's be our brother's keeper.
9. Can't live and die unto ourself.
Acts 20:26
Rom. 14:7
10. Abel bless us.
Heb. 11:4

,
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a) Did she know the .~IlWl.l

Gen.

3:15~

. ;;. 6'6&1
Was this

c) Were they
mentioned

c.
1.

a)

~ ~ "I4Jk bJ
8.

b~.I'Ar'lf

.''m~~~~:BCE~pt:ion

is

. . . .~. .~'~Rth2. same

1!

2.
a
b)

wGIIIaU I

rCla,

Job 31: 15"Made me in the womb"

aa.·.llllnr

Ps. 139: 14"1 am fearfully & wonderfully made"
Ps. 139: 13"Thou covered me in my mother's"

_tllT

k

Jer. 1: 5" Before 1 formed thee in the. body"

1j,H~!;a.,:!!~~ _. ••

f..
~ A~~$l
Ps. 127; 3/rJ11rJh,. Df- 'f(t' ~
1')

Gen. :;:: "Me4" te#\
d)

w",."

d 211,1 BU••·•.•'IU•.t;gift

11.
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. 2 •.

work.
3. Nothing derogatory intended about
either.
4. ~;,,:,;;."'."'{;ffilf. -:#[
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1
1 H1ltit'm" .......· ·,l:···~a't!·ri'f:it~~

12)
of

Atonem~nt)

1:

29g;;T!f~·~5~J:;1~w:e f~ofdb&
4.

he

[ Gen. 45:18
Ezek. 34: 3
6
I
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4.

See:
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Exo'. 13:12 $'et 'il~,.~ ~
I JeO U: w.~,{:

1
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IJ.
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·IIB 1 mrnrrlpt?
a) By faith.
2. 'Mbl'" j I nit'

a) Not properly prepared.
b) Not bloody
c) NottM best
d.) ~~i
.. elf with it

c..

•

1 In. 3: U:-t~
e) Not in aith

'f) Not from one who would resist
tern tation.

3.

R_a', 0."
4. De we see a personal Go~?
5. Nothing special about Cain's gift--

t.

anything will do.
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J

,I

!lUI rD • •III'IIIOIIIII"

ace tbat reveals God is
p'rettiest.

'),Of

b) "

• •_ _ _ _ _
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7.

----·time
b) .. . , . . " I( ITlIilJ ,
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c)
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Heb.
8.

a
b)
c)
d)

e)
9.

Ie same in every generation-sin--evade--punjsh; repent, live.
• • Ibilllll,p.'§~.or--take
itlfia grace.
Sin c
s.
It's
• •_ _- _
It's not difficult to obtain.
t God

Woodmont Hills church - 1/25/89
Goodpasture Christ:Lan School ((l!.apel) - 1/27/89
Bethel church, Joelton, TN - 1/29/89
Eureka church, Olney, IL - 2/5/89
40th & Hazel, Pine Bluff, AR - 3/5/89
Susan Mullins (R)
Palo Alto church, Panama City, FL- 3/12/89
Bobby & Bry~e Sullivan (R)
Pratt, KS - 3/19/89
Cox Blvd., Sheffield, AL - 3/28/89
Be.nton., AR - 4 / 1 1 / 8 9 ·
Richm.ond" KY - 4/16/89 ,Kathy Va.v-U - IB)
Aubunn., Ai - 4/23/89
vUcUill1, MS - A / 29/ 89
North~.aiSt church, Indianapolis, IN - 5/14/89
Shady Grove church, Duck River,TN - 5/21/89
Centra,;;L Ave., Valdosta;GA - 6/6/89
cho Meadows church, Oregon, OH - 6/25/89
Richard Terry (B)
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General Motors' research laboratories, was
ginning his inventive career in Ashland, Ohio. he
out
a centtalbattery telephone exchange. This did away with the
nuisance of crmking the phone in the rural communities. It
seemed like a huge success, but at one point was in danger of
being scrapped. Every afternoon the whole system went. dead
for about two hours. Kettering worked frantically fm weeks
trying to locate the trouble. He finally discovered that out on
one Q[ thefarms a~~grandfuthsrJ!~, the ~"of IaJing

his.....

$j....

e~. .:a£~.".e._.~~()n. .;... tOI!.

~very afternoon while

h~. . !Q.Ok~.lblbis explaine . e difficulty. His glasses shott5p..

circuited e whole syste •
The
epentant Ca.iIi
us short-circuits the blessing of
worship.

--

INFURIATING WORSHIP
Gen. 4:1-15
I. The worship of God should bring peace
and joy--not anger and hurt.
A. Rachael Slimp article.
B. Dr. Thurman and Ed Turrentine
argue and Ed walks home.
C. With Cain and Abel we come to praise
and poison--it should not be.
II. Early days of civilization and God speakin~
to man--Annual Lessons, July 19, 1942.
A. These early Genesis chapters cover
many years.
1. Small amount of events could be
told, but what we need to know is
revealed.
2. No idea how many children Adam
and Eve had.
3. Of necessity brother and sister
married each other.
4. To show how great was the population sometime after the Abel
episode, Cain built a city and that
takes a lot of people.
Gen. 4: 16-17
"Cain went out from the
presence of the Lord."
5. But let's go to the story at hand.
B. We tell the story to emphasize the
importance of God authorized worship.
1. We are not left to our own desire •.

2.
2. We are to offer him what he asks
for.
III. Cain and Abel
A. Are they the first children born?
Don't know.
B. Were they twins as Adam Clark says?
Don't know.
C. Were they children in this event?
No, many years passed.
D. Were both established in their
occupations? Yes.
1. Abel kept sheep.
2. Cain tilled ground.
3. Life rather simple and spacious.
E. "In the process of time" they bring
gifts to God.
1. Who told them what to do?
2. It was not following Adam as there
is no record of their dad doing
such.
3. Yet at same time it seems they
both brought sacrifices.
a) Surely something coordinated
this.
b) Surely they had some
instructions.
c) We have yet to find any tribe
on earth that does not have
some expressed feeling that
there is a hereafter.

to
God we must do what he says.
j) To do what we please.
• or
receive
not the criteria
worship.
k) It's God's way--not my way as
we do all, not part of what God
says. It's more than sincerely.
4. So they made their offerings
(V.3-5) - read this.
F. Reactions to worship experience.
V.5-7 (Read)
1. Cain disappointed.
2. God told him how to worship
correctly.
3. Lessers Translation: "If thou doest
well, shalt thou not be accepted?
(cont'd)

4:.
3. (cont'd)
If thou doest not well sin both at
the door; and unto thee is its
desire. but thou canst rule over
it. "
4. Every way of man is clean in his
own eyes.
5. Contrast with.
Acts 10:35
"But in every nation he that
feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted with him."
6. It's God's way, not mine, as we
seek to adore him.
I In. 3: 12
"Not as Cain, who was of that
wicked one, and slew his brother.
And wherefore slew he him?
Because his own works were evil,
and his brother's righteous."
7. We are not asked to be spokesmen
for God but servants. (Bond)
G. Rest of the story.
1. Cain killed .Abel.
2. Am I my brother's keeper?
3. Where is your brother?
Heb. 12:24
4. Mark of Cain--God's grace to him.
5. (V. 11&12) Ground not full
strength.
6. Fugitive and wanderer.

f

5.

Jude - "for they went in the way of Cain
he remembers worship God in beauty of
holiness.
Heb. 11:4
"By faith Abel offered unto God
a more excellent sacrifice than
Cain. "

\
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Gen. 4: 8-16

II.
a

B.
C. He turns
on
III. Cain Refused To Hear
A. Talked with Abel.
1. Sin originates in the heart.
2. Many men have plotted evil.
a) Abner
2 Sam. 3: 26-27 Joab took aside - 5th rib
b) Joab Killed Amasa
2 Sam. 20:9
c) Absalom Tamar
2 Sam. 13
3. Sin is always in the heart before in
the deed.
Rom. 6: 23 "For the wages of sin is deathll
B. Talked with Abel, his brother.
1. 16 verses 7X BROTHER.
2. It compounds the crime.
C. Slew Abel
1. Case of willful murder.

2.
2. First murder--brother against
brot-lIer--(don't say what you wontt
do) .'
Lju. 22: 23 Inquire among themselves
3. Premeditated---chose time & place
4. Bottle up jealousy & hate--it will
explode.
5. Watch your heart.
Provo 4:23 "Keep thy heart with all"
6. A religious act caused murder!
IV. There is Always a Consequence with Sin
A. The Questioning Lord Came
v-9" Cain , where is Abel, thy brother?"
1. God is not seeking information-rather seeks to bring him to his
senses. (Willis)
2. He wants him to see the seriousness
of his sin.
3. God made us strong enough to act
responsibly.
4. "There is a community of interest
in the welfare of humanity that
makes it incumbent upon all to be
concerned and thoughtful for the
well- being and prosperity of
others as well as ourselves."
(Coffman)
5. God's question leads Cain to see
his responsibility.
B. Cain Evades--"I Know Not"
"Am I My Brother's Keeper?"
1. Stung by question and the word
brother in his throat too.

I
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2:

Lu.
6. Rather
"I am debtor both to GK &
c.
: What hast thou
1.
cover our
the open.
2.
immediately or delayed
brings us to face our deeds.
3. Sin leads us to think God does not
see; produces arrogance.
4. How heavy was the heart of God!
D. God Proceeds to Tell HIm What He's
Done
1. Blood cries.
2. You can visit a museum in J er . &
see human lamp skins on lamps;
bars of soap from human fat--above
it is Gen. 4: 10 on a plaque:
"Listen, Your bro. blood cries out"
3. Remember Judah.
Gen. 37: 26-27 "What profit--slay & conceal"
4. Now--there is always a now--it may
be today; it could be tomorrow-as God wants none to perish.
Rom. 1:

Ps.

(2)

Bloods~~all

(3) Blood
ground but not forgotten.
Fugitive~~ literally moving,
wanderer
(1) No longer sweet relations
with man & God.
(2) The unsaved have no place
to hide.
(3) Human reasoning vs divine
revelation leads to wandering.
( 4) Alone in the midst of a
crowd.
(5) Ultimate penalty of sins is
isolation.
(6) No longer a settled farmer
but a wanderer.
E. Cain Cries Out--Too Late
1. Punishment greater than I can
bear.

b)

(2)
(3)

The

2.
3.
4.
5.
man
it
your dealings with him.
6. Shows God not yet finished with
him.
7. Cain had no right to complain &
no reason to despair.
Northside, Terre Haute, IN - 8/22/89
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WHAT ELSE IS 90?

Akf¥
S~ 'ttl

i~e~O! 5: 9
A. Who else is?
frU::S
B. How many have risen & disappeared?
1. Foster Street
0"1U'Yj gl1
2. Grace Avenue
Jlli2- I~ e- (
3. Trinity Lane
C. You are to be congratulated on strength
of continuance.
J Pfed
II. As rare as you are, also rare.,...are 90's in
the Bible.
i:J1t;r;b1
A. Enos
Gen. 5: 9
)f~ifff life I~b
Sarah
Gen. 17:17
A(JJ!Jfal1
1. Neither about 90's birthdaYI7'rather
begetting & conceiving.
IVCJ~.-li
2. Know of none with a birthday
celebration.
B. We do have:
1. Sons of Zerah--690 (IChron. 9:6)
2. Solomon's servants--392 (Neb. 7:60)
3. Sons of Gibbar--95 (Ezra 2:20)
4. Lamech--595 (Gen. 5:30)
5. Pomegranates--96 (Jer. 52:23)
6. Eli--98 (I Sam. 4:15)
7. 99
a) Safe sheep
(Lu. 15: 4)
b) Abraham circumcised (Gen.17:24)
.8. But just 90--rare
Enos and Sarah
i III. If I were 90, contrast with church.
A: Not much time left.
1. So 11th Street

ha Ie

,
'.

2.
B. Could not:
1 .. Be youth minister.
2 . Drive the bus on trips.
3. Wash walls & roof.
4. Take care of the nursery.
C. But the church is not so encumbered-already 2000 years old and much alive.
IV. But I want to go back to Enos--90 years
old & begat Cainan.
A. Not marvel at age but just starting
his family.
B. 81.5 years more living.
C. Begat sons & daughters.
D. Died 905th year.
E. One of 10 men listed, Seth's son.
V. What did Enos (the frail one) see that
can touch us?
A. DJJ}ls of opportunity vary--for some
long, some short.
B. Days of mortality unfold all around me.
1. Also saw moral deterioration.
2. Measure our days and think of
mortality.
C. Days of confusion perhaps--Enos &
Enoch.
. ..
1. Sheet on church attendance.
D. D~s_to jn§j: sta'Ct somQthin~ beneficial.
1. Only change is constant. (card)
2. One does not discover new lands
without consenting to lose .sight of
;
the s~e for. a very long time "-,f!l
<.

e~¥\4j ~

J/

~~/ 8ft YYJetv 'fira dt
erp/f 1/14
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3.
E. :pays to trm,D a family--how well--Noah
soon on the scene & no righteousness
to be found.
1. Read Larimore Rules.
2. Newsweek card.
F. Days t~agni4- our God,. ,
I am an old man and I have known
a great many troubles, but most
of them have never happened.
(Mark Twain)
2. Read Ps. 3.
G. He is listed as an ancestor of Christ
(Lu. 3: 38) What is our connection
~ith Jesus?
'-Gen. 4:26 "Then began men to call"

1-:

\
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96

7

to

2 %

s

50% say
wrong

moral

25% say
because can

wrong
up

17% say adultery catch
51% say adultery more common
than 10 years ago
36% most married couples they
know have had affairs

~:
1) OFTEN DESIRABLE
2) FREQUENTLY NECESSARY
3) ALWAYS INEVITABLE

--Author Unknown

'1k~~~~
Ik &lJA;t(L); ~~

I like to use the illustration of an experiment conducted by Jean Henri Fabre, the great
French entomologist. He took a number of processionary caterpillars-so named because they
always marched in militatry-like formation and lined them around teh inner edge of a
flowerpot until they formed a complete, unending
circle. For three days he monitored them as they
marched around and around the edge of the flower
pot, never once breaking the circle. At the end
of the third day, he placed several pine needles
the food of processionary caterpillars - in the
, center of the pot. For four more days and nights
the caterpillars marched in a circle.
-over-

,

\

Eventually they dropped dead form starvation
and exhaustion.
They had been walking less than six inches
from food, and yet one by one, they starved to
death. For seven days and nights they marched,
and never once did any of them leave the
circle to eat.
--Frank Martin
The Kid-Friendly Dad, pg.24

\,

T.B. Larimore's "Life Rules"
Be kind. Be meek. Be true. Be humble. Be gentle. Be
polite. Be patient. Be earnest. Be careful. Be hopeful.
Be faithful. Be cheerful. Be grateful. Be generous. Be
prayerful. Be courteous. Be unselfish. Be thoughtful. Be
consecrated. Be conscientious. Always do right. Do as
much good as possible. Do as little evil as possible.
Eat to live and not live to eat. If possible, be
perfectly pure. If not, be pure as possible. Always make
the best of a situation. Be clean in thought, in word,
in deed - always clean. Conscientiously consecrate ail
to Christ - head, hand, heart, body, soul, spirit, time,
tongue, talent, mind, muscle, money - consecrate all to
Him who gave His very life to ransom a recreant, lost
and ruined race.
A Pause for • • • GOOD NEWS
Faith Village Church of Christ Family Newsletter
•.•••.••••• Les McGalliard
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Chasing_ Fads or
Cultivating the Soul?
E read to know that we are
not alone." That's what a
student once said to C.S.
Lewis. If you've seen Anthony
Hopkins' performance in
"Shadowlands," you may recall
that line. It Once again reminds me ofthe legitimate and
powerful role books and reading can play in life.
I don't know if there is a connection betwel'ln the
number of books published each day in the United States
and the acute loneliness that seems to permeate our
contemporary culture. I do know that on an average day
in the Uriited States 105,108,286 Americans read a
newspaper. Out of that vast number 27,000,000 read
their horoscope; 52,000,000 read obituaries; 70,000,000
read "Dear Abby"; 79,250,000 read the comics;
81,500,000'read the editorials; and 86,202,000 read the
sports page.
Did you know that 124 new book titles are published
each day? I have no idea how many people access the
Net to read and discover information they believe they
must have for school, job, or home. Many of us digest
our daily portion of information and in our more
honest moments acknowledge an acute ache in the pit
of our soul. Christian bookstores alone sell 34,932
Bibles every dayP Maybe the connection between
reading and loneliness is not a valid one. I'll let you
decide.
You might recall Mother Teresa's visit to this country
several years ago. She reminded all of us who would
listen that she had witnessed poverty allover the world,
but she had never seen the poverty of the soul that she
discovered in this country. She found us starving to death '
for love and real community. It does not enter the mind
of most of us that a good book, one centered on helping
us cultivate a strong inner life, could possibly help us to
remember that we are not alone.

"

Paul and His Books
This relationship between reading and loneliness got
me thinking about the apostle Paul and the
circumstances in which he found himself. You may recall
his first letter to Timothy. Paul had reminded the young
preacher about how to have a healthy congregation
without losing his own soul Paul had encouraged
Timothy to confront godless teaching, seek godly
character, model godly servant leadership, develop godly
leaders, practice godly stewardship, and evangelize, edifY;
worship, and pray to the glory of God!
Timothy found himself smack dab in the middle of
Ephesus with its smorgasbord of religious options. Nero
was on the Roman throne and decadence seemed to be
winning hands down. In Paul's second and final letter to
his young associate, the apostle underscored the
importance of being a healthy leader. This global
Christian found himself deserted, tired, and imprisoned.
Demas had abandoned Paul, embraced the world, struck
out on his own, apparently chasing fads (2 Timothy 4:10).

the stream remember

II.
It . ~J~£I,§-1t?

B. IL~~L!h~~~~lL~~!l~J:at~QJ1~~~ar,t~L.UQ.,<~
one thanked God.
C. lrit -dfdnTf"rain< til the flood were
thanks not said until afterward?
D. Even with the altar did they say thankSc
- it does not say so - yet the mood and'
moment demand it.
'III. Study of Gen. 8:20-22.
~h""GuilLJlii~:altar~

1-:- Flood

is over:····~
2. Dry land appears habitable.
3. First altar built.
B. ;lltar
1. !st.Jll~llJjmled .

·

~.

c.
..J.

2. Lit: a place for 61 ayi n g :
3. Altar = high. lifted up
Togk of eyet:y clean beast._

1. 1 of 7 (male) & (female)
1 of 14 counting the couples .
.. 14 2. very. generous to say the least -

/fl~r

his sacrifice a major one.

1': 'if' .iI· One man enthused said - not

10% ~f1)~ let's make it 20% of what we give.

n'" D. Burnt Offerjng _

i.

Only this.

2. ~o .§in. or E.,eace yet as offering.
3. This recognized sovereignty of.

Qpd...... (Bry.ce)
4. Lit. "Thjpgs that ascend".
5. Does our worship reach up to
~n?

6. When Heaven is your home what do
you envision doing first? What will
be your 1st act. of worShip?
E. Lord smelled a sweet SAvor.
1. "Happy day"~ when Jesus washed.
2. An odor of satisfaction - Jily?
a) Sprang from .,gratitude and
o;b.edience.
b) Truth conveyed - we are saved
, only through life
anothe!::.
Q,) T~e of. a greater sacrifice yet
to G.QII.l,e..: Jesus gave all.
d) iM!AQriZ~ "All religious services
~. ich are not perfumed with the
odor of faith are of an ill savor
before God" . (Calvin)

or

\

\,
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3.
F. God Responded.
1. God viewed as treating ground as
tho it had no real value - not now!
2. No universal disaster, no destruction
i
of the balance of nature.
I IV.
Fqr what are we grateful? _
iPhi1.4~§"Be careful for nothing:but in everything
I Rev. 7 . 12"Blessing ,& glory, & wisdom, & thanksgiv:in
IHillsboro Church (Wed.night) - 11/26/86
I

I
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a
several times.
"You're sure he's the
for
a friend asked.
I've had a
luck
him. He examines
a medicine.
welL

Richard

one

himself in the

mood for comnol'linp' hi",

when it came to finantheir church.
After the sermon, he
tas
hat for the
It came back
Just to
he
upside down and
nothing dropped out.
"Now let us give thanks," he
said to the curious congregation.
They wondered what he could
possibly give thanks about.
"I thank Thee, Lord,"
the pastor, "That I got my
back!"
Sometimes it seems that there is
nothing we could possibly give
thanks for. We feel like Simon
Soggs in W. F. Croffut's
Give Thanks for What?
Soggs lists all the adversities and
problems of the past year. Way
down a long list he asks:
"Give thanks?
Jest look at what a fix we're in!
The country's rushin' to the dogs
At racehorse speed!" said Simon
Soggs,
"Rotten all through - in every
state Why, if we don't repudiate,
We'll hev to build, fer big and
small,
A poor-house that'll hold us all .. ,
Give thanks? How mad it makes
me feel,
To think how office-holders steal!
t."J'ht."h",,~..,rl

with
and
take

on",.. "",
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The man who first called it the

Life is 10 percent what you make
it and 90 percent how you take it.
- Bits and Pieces

of an
the possible ex·
Let's face it:
hard to be genuinely thankful
for liverwurst.
I've also witnessed variety in
prayer length. I've heafd four
word prayers and prayers that
were so long the food had to be
reheated.
I guess, like most people, I fall
somewhere between the extremes.
On the one hand, I realize that
praying is important. But I just
can't bring myself to go to God
before sitting down to a Pop-Tart,
especially at 6 a.m. when there is
nobody around to appreciate my
spirituality. So where do I draw
the line?
To pray or not pray? And how to
pray? Should I pray as long over a
hot dog as I would over steak? Do
I have to close my eyes if it's just a
peanut butter sandwich? Does
God understand those hurried
times when I pray while chewing?
These are the issues I try to
resolve each Thanksgiving. Now
that I have considered it, perhaps
it's more important just to be genuinely thankful. Maybe even for
liverwurst.
- Eutychus
Page 347
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Name means

Bo

c.

:19).

D.

seed and

2.
sign of the covenant--rainbow.
F. Lived almost
century.
1. Saw tower "and dispersion of
humanity.
G. Old,m~nof. 62Q.yearsJtha.t. alone
crea.:t.esinterest·in· .tBep~rson)
through all the vicissitudes of life
starts all over as aj·w~ft~l~ullih.
1. Lit. "man of the ground'! -- honorable occupation--not lazy or
indifferent in old age.
2. May have seen Seth, Enoch,
Methuselah.

2.
3. Worked--no old age leisure and
depend on someone else--not
expecting sons to take care of him.
nor expecting God to do special
care.
H

.,;;. .;

f fall.

.t; .•\ln~.

2. Can It imagine it happening to the

noble man.
3. Don't know how long this was

after the flood.
II.
imp~ty

tells the errors of its

her~

(;'

1. Best of men can fall.

2. Must be kept dependent on God's
grace and strength.
3. All need the pardoning mercy of
God.
4. Only Jesus is perfect.
5. ~ver know when temptation and
carelessness can overcome one.
6. Noah who was kept sober in
drunken company is now drunken
in sober company.
Luke 21:34
B

';tt~~_;~~
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6.

make one
assault.
him that thinketh he standeth take heed
lest he fall. Watch and pray ye enter not
into temptation.
C. F~el the. W9~·9.""7D.RUNKEN
1. Bible tells it like it is.
2. Drunke:epess leads tq", further
shame. rljYl71£Cf; Or f3otit,*)/Lt(
3. It leads to sensuality.
Rom. 13: 13 - "Let us walk honestly as in
the day . . .
1 Cor. 5: 11 - "Drunkard with such a man ..
1 Cor. 6: 10 - "Drunkards--not inherit
kmggpm •.
4. Exposes our infirmities and
secrets.

4.
D "1P:~'i~.i.~ .
,f;~,"'--' aJild fold.
, '1. He SIns
ns 'nls daddy.
2. Impropriety and gossip.
3. Grandson Canaan does worse thougl:
not
4. ~. . . . . .~. . . . . . . .~?
5.
6.

What was the sexual offense we are
not told?
Flagrant filial irreverence, no son
has the right.
Th.e way man regards the sins of
others is a touchstone of character.
1)0 we see' drunkenness as a joke,
a jest and enjoy its scene?
It'~ des<?tib~~~~,)!~oking on" yet
whijn Noah awoke he knew somethinr bad been done to him-cursed Canaan.

5.
E ....

dietjUWJ . I Ed Uj cadM9

dici r

Fffions .

2. Om ebB?

3.

* 11.

2,Lfft\9rcy; another-PGP

7.

i

these

4.
5.
I Peter

6.

7.
8.
9.

I Peter 4-:8 - "Charity covers a multitude of

s-ins. Ii

10. Took garment, laid it on both
their shoulders, went backward,
covered the nakedness of their
father.

8.
11. Honored their dad and preserved
12.

in
13. .....

.... . ' .

Lev. 18: 6-7

". ad

.... ....~~ld4fee her

n~l/dj'}tB/;i-~'/ fil~lIJ(J'fIJeJ;-

~h~l~ ~~=-~~m:::::Fffa~~

mi..,.f.t€d him.
1. Not told what was done nor how '
he knew it.
2. But it resulted in curse of Canaan.

III.

tt~. se!~~~e~~~~= ~

B. Also p.~ Did,ii1ft!-- ri,l4)t90teBd/tJ(t>f1tl 1
1 Cor. 10: 12 (; 1(7- p;:>Clr2Ce> (:Jf()"SII)f?
....,
Eph. 5:18 ~ nb-tdftbll}CC /1Ji/t9-jllJc ';;Pl!l:J:1. Hardly a sin to which intoxication
does not lead.
2. Drink unfolds our weaknesses and
unveils our secrets.
Heb. 2:15-16
3. Action of a father often determines'
fate of his descendents.
C. -Nothing more said of Noah until he
died 350 years after the flood - 950
years old.

!\
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7.
D . (F. B. Meyer)
1. How weak are the best of men?
2. Love of strong drink will drag a
preacher of righteousness into
the dust.
3. If our brethren sin, don't parade
their faults but cover with mantle
of divine love.
4. Abhor sin but restore one in
spirit of meekness remembering
we may be tempted (Gal. 6: 1-4) .
E. Lessons from this narrative are many:
1. Temptation and sin are of the
greatest danger immediately
following victory.
2. Satan assaults the soul with the
most vigorous efforts both at the
beginning of life (or a career),
and at the end of it. Either way,
if one falls, the shadow lengthens
to lie over the whole life.
3. Idle gossip is exceedingly sin and
dangerous.
4. Countless generations may suffer
as the result of a single
individual's sickedness. Cain and
Canaan both appear in these early
chapters as examples of this.
5. It is not the big temptations alone
that cause men to fail, but the
. little ones as well. Noah could
withstand the scorn of the whole
world, but he could not resist the
over-indulgence of his appetite.

\

\.

8.
6. Even the greatest a.nd best of men
are no substitute for Christ, who
alone is the Perfect One and the
Saviour of all men.
F. Past work does not furnish power for
future victory.
Franklin, KY - 6/15/03
Jason Cook (R)

wore on
until when you nn.:,...""..
door it would all start
side, A
of wood was
the

I fell in
theater and worked to earn
money so I could see plays
pretty often, Knowing this my
father warned, "One thing,
son: Don't go to burlesque
houses." "Why not,
I asked. "You might see
. thing you shouldn't" he replied. That was all I needed.
The next time I earned money
I went to a burlesque show.
Father was right. I saw something I shouldn't have seenmy father.-American Opinion, 7-8-72.

----~--"--------

Studies conducted
McDowell and Norm
shown that
many cases
is
the~
will have the greatest impact
on their--ruture and th~;view of themselves.
In their book "The mad JDifference," they
explain that children ~en give greater significance to a relationship with their father
because he is usually unavailable to them
during the day_ After conducting numerous
surveys, they found that the five most important factors in the formation of a child's selfimage are (1) a close relationship with the
father, (2) spending a lot of time with the
father, (3)spending a lot of time with the

wak~

-over-

4
a
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A True Advertisement. II
saloons
a
town
should all agree to advertise facts, this is what they
would say-"Wanted.
"One hundred boys for new customers. Most of our old
ones are rapidly dropping out.
"Ten committed suicide last week.
"Twenty are in jail; eight are in the chain-gang.
"Fifteen were sent to the poorhouse; one was hanged.
"Three were sent to the insane asylum.
"Most of the balance are not worth fooling with--they
have no money.
"We must have new customers--fresh, young blood.
"Or we will have to shut up shop.
"Doesn't make any difference whose boys you are--We need
you. You will be welcome." Record of Christian Work.
Peloubet's Select Notes
-Page 106

I once read about two
who were raised in the
alcoholic father. As young men,
each went their own
was
in the home sear·
does to
ched out these two men. One had
turned out to be like his
a
nO]pell8SS alcoholic. The other had
turned out to be a teetotaler. The
counselor asked the first man,
,
did
become an
the second,
did you become a teetotaler?"
they both
"Whate
you
a father

'.
'.

'.

B.

4. Where was
- (Whyaren1t
we it).
C. Said - Make Brick ,- eurn ThproughlySri ck vsStone - Slime vs Mortar.
'
1. lit. a man his neighbor.
2. Bricks from tlwhite·t -m~ning due to
nature of day.
3. Usually sun dried - tryese burned.
4. Slime -to boil tar pits1~pholt', Bitumen.
see "bivilized men, not sav~es.
6. No stones in that plai~.

to

s.

2.

O.

0 •. " - Us -0 ty ... Tower - Heaven ,... Name'
-~er.

'1. Go to = come on.
2.,. C~in first ci'ty bui Ider •
3. H$Od 'in the Heavens lit.
4 .• Name - reP'itotion.
0) Ambitious
b) .Proud
c
••-c),iExalt'setf
d) lntoxi c;c:rted with own P'lw.er •.
e) No place for God's name.
r

•

5. Aveid befl1Q4cQttered.
e) M.i,n~n unity. " ,
It) 'Hented securt~. '
-"",
.. ;.. ,~",'I). "eyjdJ e~.1t G.od '.Si name rt~f1 au...:1
·1.LWI~ __ tolee. , I '
l.·,Na.~f< ~f_nescopes,God's.ye'e
.'J~:):jB".eyes of the lord (We in"
'
~t'3 ,HA"I. tn•• are naked"

··'2,.AU'reveaJed."
,
lft!.'ffTltere is nafttiflQ cover .. hidknoWft"

"'JIiI!IIM'I".

'J~ '~I,;'''e4..

"

~ '~4.~.'S htttIWeste4in man"
c.$:,,<~I, ....,'e· ;;.I~ks;.wl') to ~ :whatw.
'iqzit "

'Jj

........
...

in

,·,.,<:"II~

t~• • ~.~··&

.,'.,;.:

.'. , .

•.

.

¥, to man,

.". .,' ...

GcMI haC teleak

7. Lord Is. carefu I ond thorol.l9h before He
passes judgement. So shou Id we be.

I.

Babel

1. Confusion - or gate of God.
2. To confound.
3. Doesn'texplain how" but maybecl<tJltnge
meCllning of words - Duck {verb or bir_1
West End Wednesday Night - 12/5/84

sion that the Christian's
was to God
and God's laws first, that civil governments were not of God's making and, indeed, had been formed in violation of
God's overseership. He
was run
leader in the restoration movement.
in

followed'
openly throughout the havoc that
followed.

was a
father
Christian Btfptist and had shown it to his
own brothers. TogeJilerthey.,_wnrked in
their·Baptist e-hutch"iry:iU2; lQgI';Uhe,J;.on-

gregation, to_retur.nJQ.Jh~__!'::It:~)\LIes1ament
plau,untiLthe congtegationJdcked them
out. Then they. joined a church that was
part of the
Lipscomb grew up in a small congregation for which his ~",.,gl<LUU._U..H,~HG;Ol""'~t:U
HI~·S,~~~~~,:~.~~~,~~~~;~~~~::~:.:~~~~_~:~~~~~

William was far better in the classroom.
In later years Lipscomb told of a time
He ,;dso
when he
of

to
Union. CaJlse.
Lipscomb's biographer said, "Amid these
chaotic events David Lipscomb moved
with as little perturbation as possible."

Schooling was scarce in Franklin
County. Lipscomb spent much of his time
working on the farm alongside the slaves
his~Jaiherownea. Now and then when
there was opportunity, he and his brother
would go to school awhile.

A Guiding Principle
Wher:,_ [>avidwas Jhirtl';cn,llis father
sent !iI~alla'bisQrQth~r'to live ~ith th~;r
gt:andf.ather for a year so they could go to
seheo L Th e _::::'~'''.:'''~:'. -''''-''''_"''''.'"_,.''J.. . .'c'St}!"!?::;"
turt:_.Jn t.haLye_arDayjdmemQdzed. Jb.e.~.
Gospelsand Acts.
"lTavlCi and William, his brother, .re-
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Now, with the war over, it was
the journal.
..w..,~~'!',~~"" ,"""""0"0 Ql>
gin
Later Fanning began
ran Hc)pe Institute, a school for girls.) William Lipscornb_was_toojllJ90,eoVenc_QusideJoediting
David Lipscomb thougl1t
would make a
editOf,
not
viving the journal was
to
Lipscomb, so he did

time. For
pressed
times he simply stopped, p1:lbHshinguntil
he...ha.deuQugh mone), for ilnQth.cLissue.
His own living he ma,ie_ b)' farming. His
of
had
been simple, and
the farm made him and his wife self~sus-

In addition to
the
vocate, collecting and distributing money,

TheGospel
tion in January of
nil1g<inci
tors. It soon became clear that Fanning
had turned most of the work and all of the
editorial direction over to Lipscomb.
Through the postwar years, Lipscomb
used the Gospel Atjv()cate to raise!110ney
to help people in the destitufe' South.
Lipscomb's biographer wrote:

and farming, Lipscomb
to
.the churchesin thc. aJ'ca. He

atlQlltwhat
t01Lchedby
tions in the
were either
started or
by David Lipscomb.
In his work of helping the poor and
encouraging the churches,. Icipscomb
baH'teF~h He preached
and worshiped with blacks as well as
whites. The congrcgatiouhe grew npjn
.had .been
believed that all
people should be welcomed into the
Lipsc;omJ) Jhought this work of helping church. The movement .toward separate
the needy inth~,oSouthwould beooverin a
white churches .gave
he
itoften·,
Year or two, but he was wrong. A drought
hit the South,. making conditIons evert
UUlua,'S"U to do all of this work
worse for poor people.
is difficult to say, for it w0uld have been a
choleraepidemic struck Nashville.
heavy load even for a very
person,
Through all this
Lipscomb solicited and
was often ill.
Lipscomb possessed an insatiate desire to help
the stressed people of the South. Before the
crisis was over he had raised a hundred thousand dollars for the poor. Upon receiving
money he would send it on to the elders of a
local church to be dispersed among their needy.
His rule was to help the needy preacher first so
he could go and preach the gospel. Then he
would assist the widows and orphans and finally, help the people of the world.
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an unuf his

But we

to find him; and if we must
we prefer to deal with an
hnn",·",,1.· disputant.

time, Lipscomb ref'tJsed.1Q.
personally. .He attacked beoot.Jlcopk,When
editors got embroiled in a' fierce
an editor of another paper
attacks turned personal, Lips,
refused to print theartic;,les.
years passed, and the divisions in
brotherhood became more proThose who were against musical
refused to

0

start an
had always been a dream of
his widow deeded

or

st~ND~RD
PlJ ISHING

8121 Hamilton Ave.

Cincinnati, OH 45231

CLAIMING GOD'S PROMISES is the Adult Discovery study for Winter 1984
estate to make the dream come true.
she turned to for help in this
Lipseomb became one. of the tru&teesof·
thc.Eanning
resQonsible for raising fundsi'Q], it. lie
appealed to readers of the Gospel Advo·
cafe and traveled
to raise
money.
in 1884. Lipscomb
The school
visited frequently, always admonishing
tidy." In'
the..girILthere to
affection·
time he merited
ately gave him,
Neat .and . .
Tidy."

century was almost
Advocate, Lipscomb

Gospel Advocate is the last
and doses thirty· five
to the Advocate ....
the infirmities of age
incurable disease, old
its work .... I have

[ have not always
tried to do what would
have tried to get them to be
which would build them
fit them for the service

Lipscomb thought a moment and said,
may be adjusted in thi.lt
he was still in·
School,
and far, and he
in the Nash·

Even his enemies, though, paid tribute
at his death. For, as one admirer wrote,
David Lipscomb saw both the "faults..in
his friends and the virtues in his foes." III
November 18, 1984/THE LOOKOUT
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LSo you have
A.lt's

t. Class

'invu:4'ably is

problems.
2. Open discussion adults--its probl~ms.
3. Camps encourage counseling.
f.Chl1rches have min. of counseling.
"'''down right odd unless you have one!
•. But if you think you have one let me tell
you of aoother. The rea80n for tetbng ~t
it:~ to tell you of the waters of
1 "f'Qreigner in another ,land .

•..••

~.

··t.~t.~tOilft'
~S!i;UroliU

is r

_4

.'I, .He ~anQs

.';c,.~IC~llltf!(Jn

b,

it~

de8j)Ue

a1brte .a:nd (Jej'tUla~~.
an~lwho

bondage .
•" would 00'
~\!I.n~:u t~ plaoe ~l'~"'.~~"

me!

.

.~' thi 3 cJlpto~,tar~

you stJy:'" .W:':", .......

. oth~rcMpter .. ,
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I.

When Pregnancy is Announced
Gen. 18
I. Many of you are mothers - when
you first heard you were pregnant
what did you say?
A. Great joy
B. Too much on me already
C. Surprise
D. Feed another mouth
II. Let me tell you the reaction of
three women who had this
experience:
A. First we go to Sarah - Gen. 18
1. Lord appeared - plains of
Mamre
2. Abraham indoor of tent in
the heat of the day
3. 3 .men - ran - bowed invitation to wash feet and
rest (Lord and his angels)
4. Morsel - Sarah - 3 measures
of meal equally - calf,
butter, milk (20 qts.~
3 seahs)
a. Gave their best
b. Wanted Lord in their
house
5. Old folks promised a son
a. Laughed (Isaac)

\.

_.

about

few s
Idhood
Jesus

3.
4.

5.
6.

and
s
ss
6)
(How do I stand before
?
a. Commands practical
b. Ordinance - regulations of
worship
"But they had no child" life has shadow and sorrow
Priest ministred in temple incense - angel - prayer
heard "great before God"
turn many to the Lord
How shall I know this silent
V 23-25 Elizabeth
a. Didnrt share his doubt
b. Disgraced man keeps silent
c. Believing woman - gives
birth

3.
d. Completed his work as he
stayed in temple
e. Modesty fruit of piety
V 57 Now the time came for
Elizabeth
7. Elizabeth - my God is an
oath - thus God is faithful
to keep his promise
C. Now Mary - Luke 1:27
1. Virgin - "Paul never
preached it - need only
crucification and
resurrection" - false idea
2. David's house
3. Angel - highly favored Lord . is with thee - would
not say that to a wicked
woman
Deut. 22:13-22
4. Troubled - greatly agitated
5. Fear not - found faith
6. Conceive - Jesus - great,
Son of Highest, throne,
reign, Kingdom no end
7. How? Holy Ghost
V 38 Behold the hand maid
a. Did not challenge the
announcement
b. Did quit the method

Riverwood Bible Class (TCO) - 12/6/95
Berry's Chapel Bible Class (TCC) - 12/7/95
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THE DIV.SITY OF GREATNESS
ten. 18: 16-19
I. Put the penci1; to it.
A. How many ~men today would you call
great?
(Wife to hU$balpd. "One less than you
think, dear .'1
B. Why did you choose whom you did and
what do you see them doing?
1. Advise if free i counsel--pay i work
miracle ..
2. Dream--creature catch--set alarm.
II. If--and as it should be--did you have
Bible men in the list--if so, surely
Abraham.
A. In one little paragraph--Gen. 18:16-19we see it outlined.
1 .. Billy Mattox & Kiefer statement.
2. May we examine the evidence.
See 8 evidences.
3. George B. Shaw--Hard hearing.
III.

As I look for greatness:
A. Great men walk with God.
Gen. 18: 16 "Abraham was walking with them"
1. Angels came & promised a child ..
·2. Were also going to investigate Sodom
3. Divorce causes: Money. in-laws,
sex, addition, religion. children.
4. Germs on $1.00--nothing live.

\
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2.

B. Secondly, great men establish great
I
friendship.
jv-17 "Shall I hide from Abraham what I am"
1. God speaks after the manner of men ..
,
2. Abraham is his friend.
lIsa. 41:8
rames 2:23
I
3. With friends we can bare our souls-I
they have our trust.
Ps. 25: 14
Amos 3:7
1 - ' 4. Secrets' of the Lord with those that
fear Him.
5. Abraham a prophet and has a right
to know.
20:7
6. _Candidate "Rather vote for Devil."

i

C. Great Men Have Lofty Purposes.
v-18 "Since Abraham will surely become a great"
1 . .§pAt for religious reaaoll--she
.worships money.
2. J!!mtism Gen. 1: 1 1 part land;
2 parts H20.
3. _Cleaning- shop--rempye or sew..

i
D, Great Men Are A Blessing to Others.
Iv-18 'tAnd in him all the nations of"
I
1. Ladies pulling at shpP'ping cart.
II
2. .Lost husband clip.
I

L __._ .__.__ .__ .________

\.

E. Great Men Are Home 'reachers.
For
L

Dan. 12 3 "Those who lead many
3. We have a
4. Our

5.
as
6. Our children are

wOr'k of God.
7. Abraham had time to pray with and
teach his children.
8. Isaac with him 75 years, Jacob and
Esau 15 years
9. Those who expeCt family blessings
must be conscious of family duties.
10. lnIDIT@£~e--sl~.ruL-QrLitj;Q!!ig:ht.
0.

11. J!~Y~L.Jlu:y~QrQJhm'~l~_tbJ!rLl.Lg:QQ_Wle.s.s.

F. Great Men Teach Households
. 1. Influence servants and workers.
2. He was the only Bible they read
since no written word--his teaching
and his told experiences counted °

H.~~~a:t Men Know What Truth Is
v-19 "By dping righteousness and justice"
1. Must know--take notice of these
basic truths.
2. Preserve pure faith and pure morals
amidcorruption--and this is said
qn the outskirts of Sodom!
3. Be serious in our worship of God &
behquest in dealings with all men.
4. Note:. declare his judgements to be
executed on workers of iniquity.
5. l?J!yi(LM~~~.ctm.
6 .~1'.~rI!Llimlli.--l,Q~2L~lif~..
. Greater AUanta Christian School--3 / 4 / 95
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Bob Orben; "The Joke Tellirs-ftanl:ll:lOok

The candidate was beating the
bushes for votes and stopped to talk
to a famler working in his garden.
"Here's mycard,"- he said. "I'm
running for the state legislature and I ~hope you'll vote for me. "
~, ,
_."Vote for you?" the man shouted.
"Why, I'd rather vote for the Devil : :
himself. "
.
"Well, " the candidate said, "in case
your friend decides not to run, I'd like
for you to vote for me. "
Winston K. Pendleton; "Funny Stories, Jokes, and
Anecdotes"

rr:S Digest"

--
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limits for Con- ~

I'm in f~vor of ~~:Cide whether the

nty or life.
gress; I Just can
term sho\lld be ten, twe IIIcld l.. Wesll~
~..\.,atest Jokes

Quoted in Robert Mak.

..

The old man lived in a shanty by the
river. When cold weather came he
put on a scruffy old coonskin coat
whenever he went out wandering. One
evening some duck hunters spied what.
they took to be a bear advancing on
them through the riverside brush. Before old Jim could shout, one stood up
and fired. The hunters rescued him and
rushed him to a hospital, where a nurse
immediately undressed him and began
to bathe him.
"You don't take a bath very often,
i do );oo?" she sniffed, scrubbing vig'orouslY.
i
"Nope," drawled old Jim. "It ain't
! very often I get shot. "
,--.----

.Camm/eG. Pyles
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Issues That Face The Home
Gen.18:16-19
I. My assignment: Issues Facing the
Home." I begin by quoting great
folk of various generations.
A. First, God's view of Abraham.
1. When God wanted to start a
nation, He starteq with a
home.
2. Our text shows many great
principles.
a) Authority-see "command."
b) Example - "his household after him."
c) Obedience to the "way of
the Lord."
1) To do justice.
2) To do judgment.

3. Clipping on Abigail Van
Buren
4. Rearing of Alex Campbell
5. N.B. Hardeman quote
B. Thus I believe we are off to
a good start.

--

~.

,

II. It is not a desire to be
negative, yet that is the framework in which we usually place
issues.
A. I will deal mostly with the
negative.
B. But please remember the
antedote to the poison I tell
about is the very opposite of
these things in a positive
way.
C. I'd like, as an aid to memory,
to suggest the ABC's of home
issues.
1. The absence of parents.
2. The banishment of
Beati tudes.·
3. The compromise of
convictions.
III. The ABC's of Issues
A. The absence of parents.
1. I do not believe it is the
crime of the male alone,
but also the female.
2. Both are needed - even as
a young man wrestles with
what is E-mail.
3. Ideal home has a mother and
a daddy-though not always
possible-neither can
e~tirely take over for the
'Other.

Y-'

3.
4. Black athletes give houses
to their mothers, not dads.
5. Why are we absent?
a) Satan enters - see
Bledsole card.
b) Haggai clip.
c) Christian Appeal - front
and back articles.

B. Banishment of Beatitudes
1. How much are we teaching
our children?
2. Are we role models?
3. Gallop quote.
4. ACU findings.
5. Mark McGwire interview.
6. Kid friendly dad card.
7. Bungalow clip.
8. Clean sweep.
9. Spiegel quote.
10. Can opener on Tuesdays.

C. Compromising of Convictions.
1. I love the Passover
celebration.
a) Feast a joy.
b) When our children "ask"parents are to answer.

\

Homosexual

IV.

Issue

, TN - 6/14/

:CA@'
I was reared in a ~h a
mother and father~~~ny
loved each other, so I know what
love is. I have seen both a son and
a daughter safely through the
trials of their tempestuous teens,
so I know what satisfaction is. I
have had by my side for 25 years
the gentlest, kindest, most considerate human being I have ever Ix!
known, so I know what happi- / "ness is. I have praYed. And my
prayers have been answered, so I
know what faith is. And because
I have known all these things, I
know what wealth is.
-Abigail VanBuren

j
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HOW ALEXANDER C
WAS REARED
"It was their rule that every member should memorize,
during each day, some portion of the Bible, to be recited at
evening worship. Long passages were often thus recited, but if
. only a single verse was correctly repeated by the small
children, it was received with encouraging approbatiQn.
: Attention was usually called to the important facts or truths
presented in each recitation, questions were asked in regard to
them, and appropriate remarks briefly offered. Finally, the
Scriptures repeated during the week were again rehearsed on
the evening of the Lord's Day.
"This sacred day also was faithfully observed. Every
member of the household was expected to go to meeting, and
, it was understood that each one was to give, upon returning
home, an account not only of the test, but of the discourse
itself, emhraciu&. its leading points. This was designed to
secure, on the part of the young especially, a proper attention
to the services of public worship, so that the church might not
be a place for the observance of cold and lifeless forms, but in
reality a house of prayer and of true religious edification~..
.1 "[Alexander Campbell)... , long after the death of his
mother, paid to her memory the following tribute... " 'Having a
peculiarly ready and retentive memory, she treasured up the
Scriptures in early life, and could quote and apply them with
great fluency and pertinency from childhood to old age. She,
indeed, also possessed a mental independence which I have
. I rarely seen equaled, and certainly never surpassed, by any
woman of my acquaintance. Greatly devoted to her children,
and especially to their proper training for public usefulness,
and for their own individual and social enjoyment, she was
indefatigable in her labors of love, and in her attention to
their physical, intellectual, moral and religiOUS training and
development...

\

"To my mother, as well as to my father, I am indebted to
for having memorized in early life almost all the writings of
King Solomon--his Proverbs, his Ecclesiastes--and many of the
Psalms of his father David. They have not only been written
on the tablet of my memory, but incorporated with my modes
of thinking and speaking.'"
--From Robert Richardson, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell,

1897, pp 35-37

family,
birth
N()W, many of thQSc, perhaps thus born again have,
addi tion to an·j without the, slightest authority on
earth from Jehovah, become f,dentified with ot.'1or institutions, and in that act I verily believe tlley have
gone fa.rtherthan God ever intemEKl, NOw, the difference
between that class of people and myself is this: I am
try ing 1:& get them to leave off that for which there
is no authority and just stay where they were the very
minute they became Go:! 's children. feeling absolately
certain tllat as long as we are governed by the Dible ,
tha 1: is sufficient. Other matters have but a destructive influence by their divisive nature and their partis an spirit.
I 10 not claim, and have never so done~ that those
wh0 h.'we taken no stand with denaninations are the
only Christians upon earth; but here is the con~ntion:
d~ving simply believed and obeyed the gospel, we pro~ose to be Olristian only. Now, there is a wonderful
difference between saying that we claim to be Chris~ian only and that lve claim to be the only Christians.
The Bible clearly predicts that the Lord's people,
some of them, will be engaged in .a state of confusion;
and the Lord bils his people to come out of that state
and j~st stand, if you please, as humble Christians
onl y •I I . - - N. B. Hardeman, Hardeman t s Taberna.cle Sel1l1Ons,
Vol. 2~ page 252-253.

I

t. troW SATAN :ENT~RS 'rtMi10M:E /

UTI/.. Sa..

A. Mak~s a supreme effor~r one--Eve.

"f

B. With this one he finds greatest weakness and
concentrates his efforts there.
1. It may be secret desire to eat the forbidden fruit-·
adultery.
2. Tempers, liquor. gambling, vanity. pride,
selfishness.
3. Money. power. popularity.
C. He gently prys loose the moral restraints.
D. He raises questions about the right of God to lay
down rules.
E. He appeals to the desire to be free and do as one
pleases.

\

--

Home. sweet .. .

.zn::

5b.

A modern woman confronted
the zealous Realt{U:4Vho was trying to sell ~vj(~~ her. "A
homel" she ~. "Why do I
need a home? I was born in a
hospital, educated in a college,
courted in an automobile, and
married in a church. I live out of
paper bags from fast food
places, spend my mornings on
the golf course and my afternoons and evenings in front of
the television. And when I die I .
intend to be buried at the mortuary. All I need is a garage.
Thomas S. Haggai
quoted in lGA Grocergram

can't understand their
but we need to hear what
are
In this age
marand transferable
a
growing host of angry voices are
chorus,
joining in this
grieving for the
relationships and the normal home
ences they have been denied. We
will likely deal with their grief
and anger in America's social patterns for decades to come.
Recently a host of popular religious leaders have raised their
voices to decry the absenteeism
of fathers in so many American
homes. Their concerns are on
target, of course, but I think
We're overlooking something
very obvious.
With so many fathers going
AWOL, the child-raising duties in
America are being borne valiantly
by a growing army of single mothers. Former education secretary
Willialll. Bennett correctly observes
that"-fOl:.SLout-u(JD. ch~klre!!j.!L __..._ :
single.::Q~~nt homes, tJ:.~i~!!1:~rj§...
th~..ooo.wJiQ:.lSJ:Lnl].g~.:~ Mama is,
and she's bearing the load.
"Noah loaded the Ark with two
APPEAL

a
points out a modern nClY'.fli'Y
" Me.tl.iILQllL~9cJety_ar.e..tl9L.- ..
allowed10JaiUn_.c.lills:~ ..butar~
allowed to fail in per~onal rela~_...
tionsiilps~"-1ieIiOtes:'"wniIe-

~()!ii~n.::a:re.a.umYi<nO:Jaitin-.-.
car§.eL_but.not..alJo.we(Lto.fail·fler~-·-

sQl1litll'yJ!~_.!!1Qtb!::r.JU1!l.wjfe"::--..

,
I'd never really thought aboutq
it that way, but Raines may be
right. This may explain at least Jin
part why so many lonely ladie/I
I
are struggling to the limits~( ,
their ability to house and £; ed apd
nurture their offspring wit littlr
or no help from the fathe~ whp
sired them.
/
I
Let's pay special trib)1te to ihis
growing band of modqtn he~pes,
these mothers who a~ftinst al\l
odds are doing their pest singlehandedly to raise sOQs and
daughters in a difficult
world.1f!I1

1l

tI\

I
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The current survey,~er, indicates that 75 percent of parents say the ome· s the most important, 16
percent name the church
3 percent say the school.
The prevailing opinion among all groups and faiths and
in all regions of the country is that the home is the
key factor in the religious and spiritual development
of children.
From:

The Search for America's Faith,

George gallup,
David Poling
Page 50

lIT B.::,
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SURVEY SAYS ...
You might remember the television game show, "Family Feud.» The object of
the show was for the families to match their answers to answers given by the studio
audience. The family wh9se answers were most often matched by the studio audience
was the winner. After the family would answer, the host, Richard Dawson, had a
famous line. He would very dramatically say, "survey says...." and then the answer
would be revealed.
Recently, Abilene Christian University surveyed 530 teens, ages 11-19, who are
members of the church of Christ south, west, mIdwest, and east regions of The United
States. Survey says.... and what it does say should be disturbing to people of the faith.
\,

1. 39% believe that adultery is the only biblical reason for divorce.
2. 22% believe that Christians should only marry Christians.
3. 71% said they were interested in the church.
4. 92% believe Satan is real.
5. 79% believe God will punish the wicked in hell.
6. 65% believe that church membership does not matter as long as you love God.
7.81% believe that God guided the authors of the Bible as they wrote.
8.80% believe that salvation comes by faith and baptism.
9. ~bel}.!v~ th.atC,h, rtm",'an,s should partake of the Lord's su,pper on the first day of
the week.
10. 22% believe women should never take a leadership role in worship.
, 11. 14% believe that one ml,.fst be an active member oftbe church to go to heaven.
12. 11 % bel~eve that it is ~~o~g for girls t~ lead yo.ut~ group devotionals and songs.
, 13. 10% beheve that mus1S!1 mstru;ments In worship IS wrong.
1 14. 81% of thos~ polled, who said they did not drink alcoholic beverages, said they
)
were virgins.
1 15.37% of those potted, who said they drank alcoholic beverages, said they were
I
...
I
vIrgins.
116. 85% polled said they were virgins.
Wayne

'I"
I

I
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The Record Last Week
Bible classes AM Worship - 97
Contribution - $1,456
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arder to hit a baseball or to open your
?

der for somebody to open up and
live side than to hit a baseball.
I always work on hitting a baseball.
to work on showing their emotions.
nan upstairs" has a plan for you. It's as
In.

crazy; But you know what? Everybody needs one,
whether they want to admit it or not. Everybody has
some problems they need to talk to someone professionally about. I'm not afraid to talk about it.
It took me 28 years to try to start to figure out who
I was. Can you imagine somebody that's, like, 50
years old that never started?
Q: In the public eye, everything's either all good or all
bad. That's what I learned from you in the past year:
how complicated human beings are, and how to tolerate
that complexity and the undertow that exists in every
human life.

---

complete transcript of Ken Burns'
2-hour interview with Mark McGwire.
In the transcript, McGwire talks about
last summer's exuberant home run
chase as a counterpoint to the rest
of the news:
(

KB: So were you an antidote to a year
of politics and scandals?

MM: It took the heat away from him
[Clinton] in a funny sense, yeah.
KB: Do you dabble In politics or have
any opinions on all that?

MM: No, but he called me twice, the
night of 62 and then the last game,
70. That's pretty cool.

Q: Harder than hitting a baseball?

t on this Earth for a reason, and he
It's harder than anything, and today the majority of
hat it is. He -gives you certain talit
doesn't work. But if there is a child involved and
with most people is they don't want We are complicated. It's that simple. But nobody
they
see ~ this bad stuff that goes on, the chUd is
is. Obviously, he gave me the great wants to use common senSe and talk about it. They
going
to be worse off.
•tion I have to hi.t a baseball, and the want to talk about the simple, easy things.
, to play the game. There's been so
Q:Where did that concern come from in you? I know you
ll'Ough my life. Adversity happens Q:You tell kids who come up and say, "You're my hero," donate money anonymously to groups that help kids:
!!lowyou down, kick you in the butt, , that ·your mom or dad should be your hero. You should Are there ~es~ur childhood that you are
d I don't think it happens by chance. consider them."
confrpntjng.or dealingWith DymaniIBflng i~r
That's the way I was taught. Eut how times have children aRd your concern?
tn open heart, too, that allowed You to changed: Divorce is at such a high rate; there are chil- No, it is just seeing how messed up children are today.
en being born who'don't have a father. It's tough for I have been lucky enough to be put in this position to
ds with Roger Maris' family, allowed
:ompetitor Sammy Sasa during the
hem to say "My parents are heroes" because there have a slight say and try to help people. That's where
chase. allowed you to keep your son, aren't parents around. Another thing is that people the man upstairs puts you in situations to do something.
ter.
on't want to stand up to the responsibilities of being The way.children are being raised today is not good.
)ility to be who I am. I'm not going
parent. I went through a divorce, and divorce isn't
To see that they are not interested in school, thaj
md try to be somebody I'm not.
asy, but thank God I have a great ex-wife and we've they are getting into drugs, getting into violence, the
~motion in my press conference,
e things work out for the better of the chi1dren.l've thought of kids bringing guns to school and shooting
~eve it. Athletes aren't supposed to
people come up to me, professional people, and say, people - there's a reason that happens. You have to
e - I'm an athlete, I'm a human "You know what? My wife and I are going through a get back to their homes.
.
19S, I have a heart just like anybody .hard time andwe read what you said, and we're workvho resist showing their emotions ing on it." It's made them understand that two grown Q: Cecil Fielder said sometimes when he's at the plate the
lon't advance in life.
uman beings - OK, the hardest thing in the world ball looks as big as a watermelon, and other times it looks
smaller than a golf ball. Talk about that moment of sight.
I I am. Take it. I'm talented in my
y is to have a relationship with the opposite sex.
I being who is sensitive toward my
To me, the ball looks clearer. You 1<
MCGWire
can see [National League presi.ther people.
dent] Leonard Coleman's name on
~4it. You can see the Rawlings stamp.
s that what makes heroes interesting
"0
It strength but their weaknesses. You
?~
You can see the dot on the slider;
lsion to the word "hero," becaUSe you
.~ you can see the tumbling of a split
tJr obvious gifts, but your weaknesses.
II
finger [fastball). It goes with really
.d to talk about them. If people look
studying that pitcher and bein
'This guy has a suit of armor on;
totally mentally locked in.
ieshim" - my Lord, how false is
Q: How did you handle the pressures?
;0 talk about my divorce, and going
lIDS I had injury-wise and going to
I am realistic about tWngs. I real• How many people are going to
ize the season is a very long season.
psychologist? They think you're
.
Continued on next page
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People who

don't show

•
emotion

don/t advallceiri life."
l
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Five Major Time Wasters in

t€::Hom~ B~Jo r

1. Television. Nothing has gobbled up more time
than the one-eyed monster that resides in
most living rooms around the country.
2. Newspapers and magazines. I enjoy my afternoon reading as much as the next person, but
if my children feel left out, my reading
time must go.
3. Unnecessary housework. An old professor used
to refute the saying "If it's worth doing,
it's worth doing right." He would reply, "I
can think of a lot of things worth doing that
are not worth doing right - like ironing and
-over- ,

II

2 ,
foldin~ bedsheets." We all want to keep a
clean house, but we don't need to let it become an obsession. Time with our children is
more important.
4. Personal hobbies. An enjoyable hobby can be
good for us, but not if we're constantly
using it to get away from the wife and kids.
Let's use hobbies to get our kids involved
with the family, not to escape.
5. Catching up on office work.
"Wait a minutethat's not a waste of tiem!" you might say.
,ut i~kertainly does take time that could be
spent with your kids. We all have to use our
own time to catph ~ on occasion, but we~~~

see 'Tni.lT It re,1IIiY/J1S '1hetPl~tl~ fa I/PI'
~'VJt- ~ ~ Tk ItJfirencifet 7Rc/. It1-3 YH;JI{/t ).;}iJy'hiJ
~ho \1-1 J
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__THE PLEAf"o~(
!tj::11zrz'\,
BUNGAlO

"I can't understand why yo
'
your place a bungalow," said Smith
to his neighboL
"Well, if it isn't a bungalow, what
is it?" said the neighbor. "The job was
a bungle, and I still owe on it."

Dl B.1

.......

Time for a Change - A survey sponsored by Spiegel. Inc. found that one
out of every five Americans rearrange ;
their furniture every sin month. The\/.
most common reas
un or thisOr,..
action is boredom,,tjfJ..li-

-

o.q

17 percent of parents read the Bible together with
their children
44 percent of parents talked about God and religion
with their children
31 percent of parents prayed cr meditated with
their children
23 percent watched or listened to religious programs
on TV or radio.
From:

The Search for America's Faith,

George Gallup,
David Poling
Pgs. 50, 51

01. .C ..2.

\.

dren.

42

meals.
services. attended other church-related
read the bible
talked about God
with their children. watched or listened
programs on TV
rad
chilHere are the

of
said gr
their children
38
attended church services with their
children
-- 28
attended church-related activities with
their children
OVER •••• ••

abandon their
there
are. those parents I respect and pull
for. It appears life has dealt them
some tough blows. They cannot do
what they would for their children, but
they se, ;:l0' willing to die trying.
Thsthom ncubates what our

soci~become.

mother.

. .·. F!1¥~~

uaJs strongly concludes, "Aeoost.ruetive, .supportiVe; Mdt

_. ___...

_:=_~_~ - drejglati~·~· ~°l,t~-::.
· ;~:o::e:.·~~~
are.

strengtheIililg~·un(lergiidmg~

a Children should

..... -.--.-.._-_. .-.-.... -_..

be e:r:posetl ttl parents deeply in low
with each other and unasha:meil to demonstrate thai " in. the presence of tkeir'.!lJjUIIJ.
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THE MOUNT A'IN"'7'THE MAN: THE MASTER
Genesili 22
I. S8i1I~ J ~'~I .~ YRUli II Nt IIfliMfUi~:
A. ,... rialt '

B. HIli'

I

tt T"

r'

til r 27

I Itl".

,J lihl!

11' I Tri~d
,

C . May I t'ell you the very familiar

Gen. 22
B.

Q.llt~
,
n~ore?

and

1. Waited fulfillment of promise.

ldl, " sent away wit~' all that
heartache.
S. A
'. failed f1
.Isaac.
4. All future based on him.
5.
2.

6.
7.
IIlYtr@.? PI i I,

r lLJdUt"<
A. I may not knoww1}at it
"

B.
1 Pet

7

mea~.heN

but I do know. a perfect G<?d '~~, (
anyone to do \'dong.

1
!
1"

'

2.

c

"

dge

~

~
4. Only way to be truly strong is to
have faith.
a)
ate·
~_ •.u'RjlllTk\~~the

_lm~

c) Faith is

of faith.
e~~~,e,~~ec:l

D. • . lill. . .··;eSfffifimid.
1. Calls Abraham.

in dutifulness.

a) 7th Communication - and last.
b) _ . ..t!lMn I - ready in a moment's
notice - rORMcr<l ]jlre aathelete
UU
II I HUU liWho, me?
'
2..-'
j
H.
a) II
. lilting of what he said.
b) fit r
II I I 110
IUP'• •

I

n

In

of
)
~; ::n::::. :::::::::=J:~nn~g_ .
~f,(COffman
LPrtJ

says mt. was Calvary)

-==;,;j~~3.

....

~'"

•

a

S

:;;.-.

HilLWl1

he

nr*wr.i' fer ,Abraham

to now rest on Isaac more thani
future with God - he' it.
b) ~~.ililiBili

_ _-=--

\

\,

_.

1:t' is

r.

~. /.pt:f 1iffhtm tb

w1td- 3•

: 1 Sam. 3:18 ~"hiYn4coJ
d) dip t mn I b
Inllaity.
4-'''!~~;ff
.ti} . So~e mak~ play that Abram
misunderstood - offer, not slay.
b) Broadman says a parable.
(1) Abraham thought it up him~
self.
(2) Not real?
c) Abraham was not crazy - would
never have thought of this
~~Q;?d sai4, do it.
-".""'~ . . . Mferwe .

.

~l_II.'~_~."'exr~ "'IV

a) Explain to Sarah? Pagans?
that a man would cut the throat
of his own son to the glory of
God?

b)~1!1
c)
d) .

deep
1!tIWbble.
e) Never rose late.
Mk. 1: 35"ln the morn. ,rising up a greatwhlle
f)

9 . H '
7

Ps. 119:60"1 made hast~,

·~g)"~1 I I

e.

,

&

-if...,

~

delayed"nbt to.keep

111m

Morgan.

---2> h) !: : 6:LJi2ftic¥::J~~~o~~~t
i

I j[

\
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'fie art.

I

1

On journey no word or deed
betrayed his plan.
2. Retained complete mastery
feelings him

Jo

2.
(1) 10, 20, 33

(2) Old enough to walk from
Beersheba to Moriah, understand nat1.lreof sacrifice,
carry wood up- a' mt., grasp
God's will, & be ready to
die.

GaL

John 19:

why?
2. Fire, knife, went
a) Lose your only son by your own
hand.
b)
~~~ll~~i1i~~~edeepeJiied the
parents' bosom. (FJB)
3.
presence

Did actually provide for us.

·

6·1

Isa. 53: lO"Yet it pleased the LQrd to bruise him:
Zech. 13:'
:
e) 2 ways Ram & Lamb.
f)
I
the

~1. v_~~
2.
3.
4. Submitted.
John 10:17-18~t:Idtl

F.
Heb. 11:1
James 2:21

1.
2.
:IIiIIIIJt
3. H I g MUS

qi .. : 2

"6i EItEd Wah IP

2 3 £

dISlGiM.

(Loiexeau)
4. When put to the test we truly
discover God.
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

C.
,:

?1.
~

2.

\.

"

7.

v~. ._

A.

promise.

0

1. With an oath.
2. 7th X

3. Faith rests on promises received.
Bllr iii t
iii n •
.:---~
... 1. Equal in number.

2. Gate secure.

w. sooa

11111:·

1. Jesus
Gal. 3: 14-16 - tlmf-h

OMJ

Secv$' m~

2. All nations reconciled in

t
c,,!e .'
Him &eAfI~

L 'i'UI.U

ohn 8:

l

"

?

UgtOh.
E 'f*st 9 SF . J
I.
U j7.
Mid. Tenn. Bible Encampment,Beersheba Spgs.,TN6/25/87
Antbine,Arkansas - 7/'1.'6/87
Earleyyille,TN Church - 8~7/87
David Simpson {Bap ized.
.
road S~.Church, MlneoIa, T - 9/16/87
Sycamore Chapel, Ashland City, TN-9/23/87
Dalraida Church, Mpntgome.t"y, AL - 10/1t./,87
40th & Hazel Chu~ch,PIne Bluff, AR - 11711/87
West Side Ghurch.Searcy~ AR - 2/10/88
Watters Rd.,Pasaaena, LA- 3/1/88
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Abraham journeyed across trackless deserts, down valleys betweer
Lebanon, under snowcapped Hermon to the strange land. of Canaan -famine struck -- nearly 100 and his wife 90, strange visitors came to
the oaks of Mamre, the laughter followed and Isaac was born. Then
suddenly Genesis 22.
How do you explain it? Are you losing your mind? "None of the
ra:nacmed ever knew how deep were the waters crossed."
Together Isaac and Abraham built an altar, Isaac had done so
many times he knew what was to be done, he knew something was
missing, Abraham could see the question coming. Isaac is no slowwit, he could count - daddy, fire, wood, knife and Isaac.
Isaac came close to watch smoke - it could have been me is the
idea. Look to skull-shaped Calvary, another father watched his "boy
crawl up that hill, wood on his back shaped like a cross, he too ]aid
down and nailed him there. There was no cry as the Lamb is dumb
before his shearers. You know why? God could not save his son and
save me at the same time. He died for me to live and to that cross
we must all come running. What God asked of Abraham he gave of
I
himself.
l!~ "The next day John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith,
. Behold the Lamb of God, which take. th away the sin of the world. "
(This from "The Word Comes Alive" by Ward)
. (John 1: 29).
--
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exchange.
E. First time
~:?~i#.tu:lfi~j?~et> .
A .E~m,~l~f~r;~.I;WQmen.

1

'.

R,~t~'jr;~~~tf.i.;

1. Held up in Scripture--not the Virgin
Mary ... ' . . . .
k#~'

ISI:}c,!,,~5'a:;t ·!1~k,;,UiHt&.'Ai" ····Y'€rtair'atb~~<~:;,·,··. . ·t

2. Not known for glamour, flesh,
though lovely.

B .,As.A1t'e.alil.i· •.$'he''W'~!iI'i~~~.s;p.~rfe~~.
1. Episode with Hagar.'
,...
2. Laughed about Isaac's birth when
she was 90.
C. XetRe:ye.red.
1. Married more than 60 years.

2.
2. Left Haran when 65.
3. So S$ipture !lterlJlly speaks of· the
live~""~r:al) .of S.rah.
4. Sarai--the contentious one.
~'
5. sarah--the~r,iq:~~_~~t Np'J'he,vt!Jf

M.\

Gen. 17:15~1~. (~An)~iHp/·~ l(J~ot~~
6. Yet walked by favor & grace of God.
D. Lived: a long time.
1. 127 years. J~j M", f~ilAful" pVO/ltJ$eJ
Heb. 11: 11 "Through faitbalso S. herselfll
2. Faithful to the end.
1 Pet. 3: 6 "Even as S. obeyed A./calling him"
3. Not afraid of amazement· of fear.
4. Ever devoted to her husband.
5. Isaac 37 ather death.
Ps. 91: 16 "With long . life will I satisfy"
E. Ai:. ~c,.~~':i.!!.oIt.jft"'Hrbft.
1. Another name for Hebron.
2. Literally the town Qf Arba--he must
have been a man of renOwn.
3. 22 miles sQuthofJerusalem.
4. Hebron the original name, suppJanted
by Kirjatharba but restored at tbe
conquest.
Gen. 13: 18 Plain of Mamre which is in Hebron.
5. Ar·ba Hebrew for 4, thus City 6f
I
Four.
6. Hebron = Alliance. ~

, F . · · Wita,···~··.·is fiemaaun~· ·Qispo~ing of
tn.i"~y.
1'. .
Blill\~W.
Iv-2 "';'~'."if ~1i;_\i~l!~ .~.j.. .t. ..~"
II

i

"'.ida .'

A. 'I:~i~!i~~ jAit~~~.~if~ lfital

l_________~~~i~~~

_ _ . ___ . __ _

\.
\
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1

3.
4. Can

5.
6.
7.
8.

over lost love.
the
bra~st.

D. Came to Weep .
1. Means to flow by drops~~fl quieter
and more moderate S6r,row.
2. Salvation does not dehumanize-we cry!
Ps .1",Q3!14 "For }tekuowetb our fr(Wle, he r."
I Thess. 4 :J3"But I would not l1~ye you"
3. Crying is not improper--Jesus did
loudly.
4. Here is a parting not,to be reversed
in life. I t 'a final!
5. So Abraham cries--first time and
only time so stated.
6. Stl,'9n:gest manhood has its roots in
tender ,feelin,gs. (,Straban)

who have

YQ:U already have

want
B.

--we all
be buried on our own possession.

Negotiiltion~Begin.

1. First Abraham describes self and
needs.
2. Stranger & Alien.
1 ehron. 29: 15 "For we are strangers before thee'
Lev. 25:23
Ps. 39: 12 "Hear my prayer, 0 Lord, & give"
Heb. 11: 13 "These all died in faith"
3. Needs a burial plot.
a) La,a<L,,,li)~,Qm,i,~y~!,tJ?:~m~,.~M,,,be:'0fi~
n&~,.a'X~.,ac¥~:;si,'ie·f

Gen. 12: 7 "Unto thy seed will I give this land"
Gen. 13: 15 "All the land which thou seest"
'Gen. 15: 18-21

Acts

:5

4.
See "intimations
for he looked beyond to a city.
Heb. 11:13-16
Heb. 11:10
c) Through the gloom saw city of
God.
Phil. 3: 20
Heb. 13: 14
G .Pt:Jliteex:changes.
1. Abraham called a mighty prince.
a) t%l!Ili:ex~'1l!~1iogiQJil~'ii~¥~Q~Si.iii,t he
~Q.~~!:i/,,~JlAiiiiQkii,,~J)od •
b) Being>itQii.Go.dl\th~t ~x i8to the
sefz1;~t:g.~.isi .stalWl;p~d

with tHe

imaf§eiQI. . God;. (Stt"ahan )

2. Wants a practical honorable
sepulcher.

6.
3. Note all the 3X bowing and exchange
of words.
4. "A friend takes nothing he w@uld
nQt :r~s~e. II (&r_an)
5. Business is carried out with
scrupulous care.
6. Effort to "~kesure. n
7. Abraham ever a courteous gentleman.
8. We need to be civil to all.
9. Religion teaches good manners.
D • EphltQ;JilPrQP,Qs~ and COlknter Ones.
1. Abraham wants a cave.
2. Ephron selling cave & field.
3. Abraham will get more than he really
wanted.
4. M~ ,= . _uole ~ 2 l~.e caves.
5. M~~,~~ .~t1J..~~ ti)~~Qr¥() of a
gr~ij~;;~. ,(Jib:uce)
6. Moslems won't let you go below and
see them today ~
7. Took infeftment in his inheritance.
E .M~~·.1i'.M

1. First mention of metal as medium of
exchange.
2. Money not good word here--cam~
later.
3. Metals were soft in absence of
presses.
4. Men would snip off edges and sell
lighter "coin".
- 5. Lightw.eight coin--same word for
castaway.
1 Cor. 9:27

\

\

7.

6. Abraham was honest.,
Rom. 12:17
7. He believed God would keep his
promise.
8. 400 years later his folk got it.
F. TraD.~CJ1.. e-ItI-Te
1. At ~ in open, detailed,
repetitous.
2. 400 shekels very high but Abraham
rich. Shekel a wt. not a coin.
Gen. 13:2
3. ~.e~·tQe aGy_~. .e--"what's

a *.","/~~n liS?"

Jer. 32:9
4. Middle East seller sets high price,
buyer loWer & they negotiate--here
Abraham just pays--meets emergency.
G. I~eftfi~:
1. First possession in land is a grave!
2. Faith moving to duty puts a check
on sorrow.
3. Rachel alone not buried here-JSarah, Abraham, Isaac, Rebekkuk,
Jacob, Leah.
South Nashville - 4/30/95
Harpeth Hills - 4/30/95
Robmson & Center, Conway,AR(L.c1ass) 9/19/95
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Ge~'\ 2511-10

~ oam:.tQ the last ~ of Abraham •
.... r~ctrried (V. 1):,
.l(.~d~his wife.
•. . Many'sons.
B. He divided his property ("1.5).
h Gave it to Isaac.
2. Sent sons of concubi nes away.
3. Some soniS are more impressive.
4. Make a will - be fair. Provide peace &
prosperi ty • '
C.He completed his days.

1. He lived!
(0)

\

Gen. ~5:29 /lAnd Isaac gave up the ghost, and died,.
Gen. 49:33 IIAnd when Jacob had made an end of c .
Ps. 31:5 Iflnto thine hand I commit my spirit: thou he'
lu. 23:46 "And when Jesus had cried with a loud v .
Ps. 37:37 "Mark the perfect man, and behold the up;
B. Good Old Age - Old Man - Full of Years.
.
1. Li t. with a good hoary age.
2. Full of years lit.
ao) Satiated - completely satisfied.
b.) Satisfied c living.
c.) Tasted the sweets of life - ready to move on.
d.) ReadY" for transition to higher realm.
3. Note good.
Prov. 16:31 liThe hoary head is a crown of glory,
C. Gathered to his people.
1. Reunion c those gone before.
2. Presupposes continuance of life - in consciousn
3. Went to a better country.
Heb. 11: 13-16"These all died in faith, not having
4. Soul1s immortal.
5. Rt. & wicked are separated.
D. Isaac & Ishamel buried him.
i~. Two olqe~t. p~
errrfooirm sacred rites.
,"
~~

~JJd.,.~cJ.iiA.; /1 ...17 ,fJW.LtN'4.JNtM~

\

"

LCVE~" £~ NO SEXUAL ADVANTAGE

\Gen. 25: 15-21
I. G,od calls
t~ purity. , f
A. Never is more challengetf than in man - w,omal
relati,onship. l
B. One ,of the bJ-s fav,orite pl,oys is "Pr,ove y,oU I,ov.
me. "
C. If either falls victim t,o such a play, it is n,ot I,ov~
II. Pd like t,o tell the st,ory ,of Jac,ob & Rache1.
A. Laban suggests Jacob's w,orthy ,of his hire.
1. Had tw,o daughters.
2. Leah.
a.) Means wearied, dull, stupid, pining, yearning.
b.) Tender eyed - didn't sparkle like Rachel.
3. Rachel.
a.) Ewe.
b.) Beautiful & well fav,or.ed.
(1) F,orm.
(2) Outline.
(3) Make ,of b,ody.
(4) Well made - beautiful in appearance.
(5) Desired pers,onal symmetry & grace.
B. Jacob asks f,or Rachel.
1. L,oved her at 1st sight.
2. Better I gr~e her t,o thee
. than t,o another.
a.) Stay in right circle.
;
b .) Seek parents' advi ce •
c. Sirved 7 years.
1. Hard servi ce •
2. She was W,orfh s,omething.

rt

;

\

.~wy

\

\
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Z.

i

3. Uncle Homer got 25¢ for wedding of Uwhatever •
she's worth to you."
4. He was 570r 77 at the time.
5. Seemed but a few days!
a.) Love stops the clock.
b.) She made him lose track of time.
D. At the end of the contract, he asked for his wife.
1. Wanted to go in to her.
2. Relationship was pure & true.
a.) "Going to marry anyhow"
b.) "What's a piece of paperll
II. Marriage Feast & Deception.
A. Made a Feast (V. 22).
1. Mishteh.
2. Drinking.
3. Banquet.
4. Bride - ale - brldal.
B. The deception.
i
1. How could Leah be a part of it?
.
I
2. Jacob had done to him what held done to his dad~
3. Sins come home to roost.
II
.
2 Sam .12: 10-12 II Now therefore the sword shall nevel
C. Jacobls credit.
I
1. Didn't annul marriage.
I
2. Accept custom that must not be>"()therwise, as
!
c'iJstom grew to moral obligation.
I
3. ThO he loved Rachel more, Leah had a place in •
his heart.
4. He:was keepJl"lg his.end of the bargain so he thot
I

!

-~

II

\
\

DEALING WITH A C(),NTENTIOUS PERSON
Gen. 26: 18-31
I. Perhaps everybody has had to deal with a
contentious individual. (It could be that
I am that person).
A. Isaac had that problem and won the
day.
B. Let's study his method and use it.
C. Story is in Genesis 26 and has to do
with a successful man digging wells.
II. Let's begin as does the Annual Lesson,
August 16, 1942, with these facts.
A. We do not know how long this aggravation continued, but probably from
1830 BC until 1790 BC.
1. Abraham was 100 when Isaac was
born.

'~
". .,

-'-.

i Gen. 21: 5

-I

2. Isaac was 40 when he married.
Gen. 25: 20
3. Isaac was 60 when twins, Jacob and
Esau were born.
i Gen. 25: 24-26
,I
4. This story comes after their birth.
13; The place it occurs is the valley of
Gerar, Beersheba .
. 1. Gerar near the southern boundary
of Philistines.
I

""Y-

'

~.

2. Not far from Gaza or Beersheba.
3. It had a king of its own.
4. The well of Beersheba was dug by
Abraham and with an oath with
Abimelech was confirmed.
5. It became a town by that name and
was Israel's most southern city.
C. People involed in our story are
Isaac and his herdsmen; Abimelech,
title given kings of Gerar (little
Pharoah for Egypt). Abimelech was a
strong character (read verses 6-11).
Remember Philistine was that narrow
strip along the Mediterranean Sea.
Isaac livid at Beersheba (Gen. 24:62,
and 26:11).
D. An Event
1. Famine came and Isaac went toward
Egypt.
2. The Lord stopped him at Gerar.
Gen. 26:1-11
3. Isaac became very prosperous.
4. Philistines envied him and stopped
his wells.
5. Isaac began his moves.
III. Contention came (V. 18-2l)
. A. He re-dug wells.
B. He found one with "spring water."
1. That would save labor.
2. Flowed freely.

!

Rom.
Rom.
Phil.

Gen.
Gen.

i

Gen.

3. Others claimed his wells but he
kept moving and digging new ones.
a) Sitnah (enmity) - They took it.
b) No retalliation, moved on, keep
the peace.
c) Earlier Esek (contention).
4. What about us?
12: 17 -19
"Render no man evil for
evil."
14: 19
"Let us follow after things
which ••• "
4: 5
"Let your forbearance be
known."
C. Isaac moved far away.
1. Dug another well and they strove
not.
2. Well Rehoboth (broad places or
room) •
3. He said "For now Jehovah has
made room."
4. He loved places and furthermore
he recognized he was a foreigner
when in Gerar.
5. He went to Beersheba thus moving
away from strife.
6. He stayed there.
27: 1
28: 19
7. Finally to Hebron when 180 years
old.
35:27-29

L

\
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D. He

.25

.

L
2,

3.

elements

well

4.
5.
but

6.

E.
One party can make a war but
takes two to sign a covenant.
2. Forbearance is a beautiful thing
and is very personal.
3. We are not called to contend.
L

r

STRANGE MATH: 1 WRONG + 1 MORE :::
ACCEPTABILITY
Gen. 28:6-9

I. The training & instruction to capable you.ng
folk today is amazing.
A. Introduction to Science.
B. Training in 'Computers.
C. A few years ago: New Math.'
II. But can you add two wrongs and make a
right?
Let me tell you of one who tried it.
A. We all know the story of the stolen
birthright & blessing.
1. Isaac - old, dim eyesight, death
near.
2. Esau - go get meat, his son.
3. Rebekkah , Jacob, goats (not deer).
a) Feel
b) Deceives
c) Curse on me, my son.
d) Obey my voice.
i
4. Dress Jacob in Esau's clothes, hairy
arm (Note Jacob her son.)
5. How so fast (v 20)- The Lord
brought it to me, voice of Jacob,
hands of Esau.
6. Art thou my very son? I am.
7. Kiss, Smell, Blessing.
8. Immediately Esau + food.
9. Isaac trembled, Esatf1's bitter cry.
10. Jacob well named.
11. Another secondary blessing.
12. Esau hat~d, planned to kill.
13. Rebekkab sent Jacob away a "few
days" (never saw him again).,

'\

-

2.
B. Jacob Dispatched
1. No, daughters of Heth - "What good
shall my life do me?"
2. We want children to marry well.
3. No daughter of Canaan - but
cousin of Padanaran.
4. V-3 "EI Shaddai".
III. Plan of Esau
Gen. 28: 6-9
A. When Esau Saw -i. He is an opportunist.
2. He imitates a good example.
3. He is more interested in what his
dad might want than in his mother
or his God. After all, Dad had the
blessing. (We cater to what helps
us. )
4. Daring transgressors glory in their
shame and wickedness.
5. He became too late wise.
Matt. 25: 11
6. Example of after-wit; which for us.
B. No Daughters of Canaan.
1. Pleased not - lit. were evil in the
eyes of Isaac.
2. Perhaps a dual effort - this would
get Esau in with the Ishmael side
of the house - not just Laban.
These are close - ot~rs 500 miles
way.
3. Marriage so vital.
a) Let it be from one's kind.
b) Your faith determines how you
spend your money; who your
friends will be; your recreation;

1

We do
the
What

show

1)
(2)
(3)

4)
(5)
(6)

to be better
than you would
you
have
g) Book
Common
cites 3
reasons for marriage.
( 1) Procreation
(2 ) Avoid fornication
(3) Mutual society, help, comfort .
h) Marriage is singular & for keeps.
(Lawson)
C. Went to Ishmael
1. Related thru Abraham - this should
please Isaac.
2. Jacob marries Mom's niece.
Esau marries Dad's niece.
3. Genetic problems not so acute.
4. But:
a)Ishmael - tho God in his name separated from the house of
Abraham.
b) Marrying out of covenant line.

r

D. Wives which he had!
1. Already married - two!
IGen. 26:34-35
2. His wives neither dead nor divorced.
3. Mahalath - Nebajoth
a) Also Bashemath
Gen. 36: 3
b) i cousin on Dad's side.
c) Nebajoth - Ishmael's 1st born.
IV. OK - The So What!
A. Intentions may be good but try to
please God first and then all others.
B. Never compromise a truth to pleas~
some man.
e. When we temporarily bargain for
frivolity, weakness, madness and
sinful passion, we are foolish.
""
D. Don't wait too late to please parents .
.'"
E. We can't atone in 1 thing & overcome
"'"..
all other mistakes.
-'" Judges 17: 18
Blue Ridge Encampment (Teenagers) - 6/22/88
Park City church, Fayetteville,TN (BC)-6/26/88
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Chl.lCk Colson

Jubilee, newsletter of Prison
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WHEN A PILLOW-13BCAMB A PILLAR " i
Gen. 28:1(}...
.
"
. change.
A. Caterpillar becomes a butterfly.
B. Nectar becomes honey.
C • Grass become~ miI~..
II. I
W.fl.'IZ~ &plllow become a pillar~~8.

A%:

fl

~)O

/110

j
!

'

in this drama is I
.Q..-mmny man, one merciful God, and I
a lWttderfull of angels, '!I:f J10 oI'dJ1J1111¥1:a~ 1

(U HdLl.~~~cters

. 1. tot I!R! 3 LIt 1 dIS £ RBI. JOII d_' :.{t, J . b
CA.. rf8j('(;1...£{1
a I(( a ) H'IS name IS
aco .
#
(j nv"b) He's just deceived his dad ana

~

stolen his brother's birthright.

JuteIltAtd1JcJ(c) He's just been dispatched from

flee (Z,[ Hie

I
II
'

I

home to search for an appropriate'
~wife.
~~
cf> He's on a 500 mile journey and
$'Jn ge. ~ _
just logged the 1st 50 of it.
fJ8K~ ~nJJ"1L (1) sam. e journey his granddad
11~ 4. 'l/hIt!/1Jtt'
made only in reverse direction
r~~IJJ M~Nibhi (2) Also reversed emotions:
.
1~~If"
..rlII VV,IV,f,IIY f:J.
Abraham in faith, Jacob in
~ fear.~rla:~..,;)tjilti\
..
e) Scholars have guesse'd he'~ abou
77 years old.
2.
S
ens' 1 111. 1£1gl•• "··
a) See his possible emotional status
(maybe you have been' to this
certain place as the sun sets,
darkness, alone).

t3(){

t

\,.

-

to run

(1) Hedges for curtains
Heaven for canopy
Earth for bed
Stone for pillow
God for companion
(Spurgeon)
(2) Many famous pillows of stone
of antiquity.
(3) Lit. Head bolster.
c ) fils· Ilft!Nlr II !HIiictiiii;; Sins ILI_
(So impressive we'll have 3
"beholds" . ) Itus:yla,clder.
(1) Only usag€f::of woi'd is here.
(2) Coffman scoffs at it being
a stairway; others think
't .
i J.
1 ~ was. ,"/lia

3.

,

(3) Pulpit Com. says stones of
mt. seem like ladder.
(4) .,&d
t7?
j nsaeef\
(a) Earth is the Lord's.
(b) Note ladder reached
Heaven connected with
Earth.
(c) Song:
o the love that drew
_----::::>
sal. plan
o fhe grace that brought i
it down to man
(5) ~ls ascending & descending:
(6) 'lffr
£ lP stood above - God .
stands above it all.
d) Whet js Q? dS7 'f'
Lpn
I
& earth are connected l'
"9 (1) Heaven
(a) fisJe SUE dfttr today to
-7
reach it.
.
J

T

1

_____?

(b)

'--:f _ _' I

1 Tim. 2: 5 /fY!JIC-

j S

---'--;:>~'>

eWe! js proclajmed "13
0&1

I

]9' avenue of

tCoaa&£Pfi. cation.

GO r/ (tt-.ed, ~

(c) Thill

.
wry je oyj'Jipe.l, open

God glven, exclusive,
satisfactory.
(d) Qii jg kt 7 noaa tin us ~ tb~.1t2..'-.·-A~r---:7"!::>.
o«.I tli' 16 woe 1solated from
,dfJ8P~(~
H~n., ,
tf.
,.:..1 e) 8esus I dilu h nun lit 11 I 1 iii U
,
tJlJtijlJfJ
(1) Nat. came with open mind.
~ ~f (2) Jesus was his interest.
(3) Jesus the center of
. WI
redemption.

~
t

\

'.

I

4.
f) The way is plain - he clearly

.
saw the ladder.
Bf TCfln Bill si:la} JOG eUllU S. puny. f 'At.
1. "I Am" 6td tctt\tr 1)\ 'tile ftl;fS, -"bJ,:t.p~
a) Always start with God.
b) He has a plan for our lives.
c) Listen
d) He's meeting God personally for.
the first time./{:{~b5fyt?d Jlbfi,!dl
2. He, renews his promise. ~ute:J
i
Gen. 13:16 1WIII t\\~ ~ Geed lH W
f .
26: 4 r~ T'J~De 'I Set-i ~c..1+i ~ is '& J/.. t ~ oJ rs eP
a) Seed

ae

b) S)1Wtn

I lib]
I .dh uniTbisal Kingdom.
c) With thee.
. j
3 • • un thee reviewedt Rene~
a) God is ever there.
b) His word brings comfort.
2. V;;J,
c) Tho Jacob started dishonored
God is merciful.
Great future ahead.
Jr;f~k
nlhJ910
Won't le~v~~o}u.
-/. f n
Deut. 31: GbJ;~ he. ~ 40
c. !/,fee) ?
Josh. 1: 5 $;{~ ~irtt '70 Jo .

tB

t!

r

~

1 ehron. 28: 20 lI"2W Jd
~~
Matt. 28:20 ~ ~ ~~ if' , " " " / / '____ i/
Heb. 13:516' "). \4./1'11 ~)eWt Ifleb,&If ~-y;..e.

40

f) Great to have noble dad and

granddad but Jacob must act in
his own right .
g) God is ever faithful.
tI\ ~f\ ef- hIS' itUJfltflS ~~ 11\ JeJhvNp kI

e

--.-... ?

\.

r12 Kings 6: 17
IRom.

l.~
5.
1
cYf>eJt\ 1\9 ~ ~ I~ »\~ ~ ~ 1
8: 32 ;Je., Tfl~ "if~VlJ 1lDt" AI oS" WS1. ~
.,:

!p~

i

I

c/

Jl6Gb

1.

'13.

a)
b)

ICs}'lOr~~e.ofc)

5-it./;u~

ktei:sd)

;?tI\ )<,J~

o

e)
f)

Ps. 139: 7

wltJ

*'iL''--'-';:tr .

£IlChs .... ,9 !e~)~ & £bI
Tad js jp 1W£> 1N«fee
Omnipresent.J.LJ
Jacob sees:
::;p-(S-;J It
.
Divine Companionship h~
Divine Protection
Divine Sustenance f~£dttJ~vdft
Divine Favor
7~ .:rr
Divine Salvation
I
Note God is inAIII......_ . . .
ill tIs 7stone. ..
'$u- C})P;:)l6
- l«BO ra nce 1$ •
tragic - . pe 5! 9 Hnt If Scd!
Afrai - Divine presence scares.

lit
f' 1 . nco@ii@hM
me{
tfMu.i I 1. rO?W 'rl.h ifiY /
Psnmn s wHen.
-7
F

Q

<JU

D.-iiiHs
1. Early
2. Stone
a) A~ had an altar h~:. Gen.
.8
-.;;b) Suppose he used his granddad's
stone?
c) Honor God & commit futU1>e to
him.
d) Poured Oil.
e) Named it Bethel.
(1) 11 miles North of Jerusalem.
A$ J",.l:!?Aj:;(2) Ark pitched with~n - word
""';1l!e'-~
Beth - thus "ttl
s
arA liPS r F
. . tlMle.
<

,

\

-

"~

.

r

(S) ~s Luz _. almer.1dtree -

Gog .ranges ~hin~s!
.,
) 'Made vow - Ria m21l~ Sot'\~ 2$1'5 o~~.f,r
(1) 1st in Bible
. lliet'Lf19/t;'6!?!}
(2) Voluntary
;
(3) 2X for tithing - 1st Abraham
& Melchizedek
III. Lesson Learned
A. Do you see the Open Way?
B. Angels show Providence of God
Hos. 12:4

i~je~~1~1~l~~i~~;:~tT~ .~/~1{~~8$

l

l~~~~i~~~Ille:1~rf!89/ 17i'H~

....

wash.ington St.,Fayetteville,TN - 11/9/88
ureka church, Olney, IL - 2/6/89
40th & Hazel, PineBluff, AR - 3/8/89
R

IE)

ROl

ratt ;')fs 2- 1122 ff9
;Cox Blvd •. , Shetfield~:AL

A1ltrttlJs
~k 9:£?}Y23 J8r~r (R)
, . .farnmt
"Go /dman (R 1
.

MM. Wdlfne SegJtu,t (Rl
hadtj GJtove, Vuc./z TU-veJt, TN - 5/24/89
vlid L~p~c.o.mb Middle Sc.hool (Chapell - 1/17/90

a nut St., Dickson, TN ~ 1/28/90
Chisholm Hills, Florence, AL - 8/22/93
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Through each perplexing path of life
Our wandering footsteps guide;
Give us each day our daily bread,
And raiment fit provide.

o

spread Thy covering wings around,
Till all our wanderings cease,
And at our Father's loved abode
Our souls arrive in peace.
Such blessings from Thy gracious hand
Our humble prayers implore;
And Thou shalt be our chosen God,
And portion evermore.
James Strahan
"Hebrew Ideals in Genesis",
pg. 23§
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IN-LAWS, OUTLAWS, AND BY-LAWS

Genesis 29
I. I'm assigned two chapters to cover, InLaws and Outlaws.
II. I really don't need but one chapter with
a little of Chapter 30 quizzed in,
skipped Chapter 31 though I have many
notes on it.
III. I've added "By-Laws" as we will note
some things both advantageous and disadvantageous to marriage and how--just
a little extra thrown it.

IV. Let's go to Genesis 29.
A. Jacob leaves home under duress as he
ahe birthright
l:Parents
2.
lives up to his name.
3. On
way, via ~ development to becoming ........
4. On his way to S
IliL.
a) Wi. 1G 6C dEl it
b) W_I J
Jib L
c) COSJQf gTg?? Nq

n

..!'.r

-==

Hosea 12: 12d)J,. A
IIIJ!
J;
e) He's 7 years old;l2!Lpe
Jb o!~J bgr when he marries. ~H
e"pJIJ~~h f) His fam. ily will have some
ft; dtJ her
problems .

....

v-26.
He asks

the

&

5.
C. Then came Rac
and the sheep.
1. ,Jacob s ·
aJ:er sheep--_~of

'r

r.

2. Saw Rachel who
(v-9).
3. Saw sheep--II
but it's okay to marry someone who
has it."
4. Rolled the
excited.
5. a)
Kisse.d--:.Rlalclh~eil
t• •l.~~'~I~Yr~
K Ie

a.
b) Eliezer found Rebecca--same
well?
c) Watered sheep--ve?
I I Pant.
6. Rachel ran and told her father
about Jacob. G
III

M~~

J;

£

F~.

D. Laban hospitable, brings Jacob home
v.13-14.
1. /1

;

customary greeting
then.
2. Ran, 1
E. After one month
'ked.
1.
where get your mail?
~alary expected? CeJf~I'~
Ii ve~
~. Open ne gotations--not rlerve for
J

;

wAefeite
I

naught~

3. Be a shepherd.
4. Two daughters.
a) Leah, older,

jS

m.," 1f

'l»1

"D

Ja"

or

b) Rachel, I~first woman named
for animal world maybe,
younger sister.
c) Leah adEM 2jlM, hard to
interpret, principle beauty,
luster and softness of eyes.
d)" RaGhel - "b d £I2d, weUr" - excellent figure,
exquisite, delicacy of features,
appearance more sensational.

t'.

j

\

4.
5. Jacob lov,d RacJiel--gl1c I
3i2UIFd
tl ad
L!u mE Un yeal. ,at· few
days.
a)

b)

.Phn -. S [
it, dee
I

OJ

'~.,

1.1
~;

-,

J 1F
'L

c)

~~fflaSfIJ
~l:"- d)

e)
f)

ife,

11 5 . Thflllffgh
her b 1
ly (Hosea 9: 9 ;
Judges 9: 10), Ephraim led
n 1I lien that divided Israel.
Her bbdy ne I
; Ulh,
practiced i 111 &y, followed
Abraham and introduced
c 7 J ' Zil
Leah, fiB
I~ , stronger of
the two, W
°
, . rcb _ .mily, mother of L· lens,
1
rchs and a
·7 2 " son 1 71 gave us
Jesus, David, li $ 1 ·t , buried
by Jacob.
Rachel was dowry via crafty
Laban.
Relations honorable, v-21.
Head to toe
?nttT, but
beauty alone not enough.

i.? ;

t .,

e@at

T a r ntH

J

lilY

with the ordmary things of life.
Fir&JQye storytn Bible .
.s~~. g) Al
ed
;, ... ~ tle.J ~ort--~oal in life makes work
"V
, r
pass qUlCkly.

5.

:2:

E. Tlu;1I NT, I i IblnW'@8I!1}1J,rr-'
1. Men of city came,.
~wjl

2.

!o;.

~
Jj!±?lp~.
ave Jauah
.......iII -=~
_.-pwlth
~

Also give .p.lflh.s hand-

maid.

nil; £lam don It know how
they pulled it off.
Laban saw Jacob could make him
rich. Will get double, year's
service.
Had to be 'liN IIU 1111811. .eduth
LaM lid lUiI!!Hel. Rachel pretty
sure of herself that she'll
eventually get him.
Jacob didn't know his wife was
Leah until next morning--l1d Ii *rk
tent.
FII9 8&8lL lJl:ne--J acob fooled Isaac.
"Be sure your sins will find you
out. "
"Whatever a man sows, that he
will also reap. ff
"What is thL thOU hUst abhb [Jato
m@IItI& - v-25.
"Wherefore then ha§t thou beguiled
me?"
a) Horrible fraud.
b) Heel snatcher taken by the heel

3. E&I

4.
5.

6.

+%_
7.

lin

m

GftiI:

eli

23

8.

---....'71

\,

-'

,-";.

,

F

1. Worked seven more
wo
w~g.

2. Got her in a week.
3.
!
4.
over
5.
G.

,

Jacob finds himself
and a safe return

~rty

to

1.

of us.
2.

Riverwood C/C - 8/10/05

j

l

\,

c.

II.
went on
up

Strahan
Leaves Bethel's ladder to
450 miles of 600 mile odyssey.
c) "We became Ql!YJ?icllJl~JJJ.JIlbl~L.&"
liglitsorne;~we tread on air~lifa

i(=rj:O]Qnger:Jfki~~Jl~

think it wi!L!tey~r be<.~o~JfuJ~rson)
!Isa. 40:31 "Buttneythat wait upon the Lord"
2. Jacob knew where he was going!
3. Finally to Haran, Padan Aram, .
Mesopotamia.
. .
a) Targeted town.
/' jOPtil'l1~ .
b) Good to mature honorable plans.
B. Jacob at the Well
1. Important place of meeting.
2. 3 flocks of sheep.
3. High Noon
4. Wait for all flocks to come, roll stone"
water.

2.

court
Rachel--never
5. Jacob told
how to do
work.
Plan to
b) Yet not
custom.
c)
up?
(1) Double vision--Girl & Sheep
(2) Marry one that's got money.
(3) 20 yr. course in University of
Hard Knocks--7 yrs. to
marriage.
6. Rock's moved.
7. Rachel waters sheep.
8. Now on not Hebron or Esau but
Rachel!
Gen. 29:20 "They seemed to him but a few days"
9. Sparks flew Heb. man. & Syrian maid.
a) Candlish "love that was quick,
strong, lasting."
Thought of her in dying.
Gen. 48: 7
(JJ t6
rk 1111 d

3.
D . Jacob Kissed Rachel (Gen. 29: 11) .
1. Folks started running everywhere.
a) Rachel home to tell dad (v-12).
b) Laban ran to Jacob (v-13).
2. Jacob lifted up voice and wept.
a) Ugly?
b) Missed opportunity?
c) No--Joy. "No man could be a bad
m@ who lOved as Jacob Iovea
Rachel. " ( Coleridge)
I
d) He IIlso "lOVed his God.
iDeut. 32: 9-13
~II. Side Issues
A. Water essential to story--no well, no
Rachel; no baptism, no salvation.
B. Good marriages last & are not hastily
entered into.
C. Good marriages honor the providence of
God.
IV. A Love started when "Jacob Saw Rachel"
(v-10) .
Beautiful story of the way of a man with
a maid.
I

:Devo/Harding Lectureship - 9/30/91
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WHEN YOU EXPECT THE WORST

Gen. 30: 25-on
I. Who of us has not had bad feelings about
the future; i. e.
A. An exam physically demanded.
B. A soldier taken from home to the
front.
C. A testing as to worthiness;
1) Loan for a house.
2) Application for a job.
3) Procedure for taking care of
parents or a loved one.
II. Were your fears justified?
III. Did the worst come to pass?
IV. Or was God merciful in your deliverance?
V. Tell some encounters in the life of
Jacob--with the hope you too will have
a happy ending.
A. Jacob and Laban, father-in-law.
B . Jacob and Esau, his turn brother.
1) All family troubles.
2) All involve money.
3) All claims on both sides of the
event.

\

\.

~.

VI. Jacob and Laban
Gen. 30:25 - "Send me away, that I may go
unto mine own place, and to my
country."
A. Leah and Rachel plus hand maids have
children.
1) 14 years for daughters
2) 6 years for cattle
3) Wages changed 10 times
4) Laban - Gen.30:27 - learned
blessed
5) Make a livestock contract
v.31 - "Thou shalt not give me anything ... "
v.33 - Color of cattle mine.
B. 31: 2 - " Countenance not as before."
C. God told Jacob of Bethel to leave.
1) Shared dream and plans with Leah
and Rachel.
2) 31:20 - "Stole away unawares .. "
3) Told Laban three days.
4) God spoke to Laban--speak not
good or bad.
D. Laban overtook Jacob
1) Stolen away
2) Daughters as captive with sword.
3) Flee secretly--no celebration--no
kiss--done foolishly.
4) It is in the power of my hand to
hurt.

-

~.

~.

5) Afraid, take by force. not live
6) Not eaten of flocks. loss of torn,
stolen, drought, frost, ten times
changed.
E. Stone covenant - Galeed, mizpah.
sacrifice.
v. 55 - fI And early in the morning
"
1) First crisis averted.
2) Get set for second.
VII. Encounter with Esau
A. Birthright eaten
B. Blessing stolen
C. Saw favorite of Rebecca
D. Chapter 32
1) Angels corne after covenent of
peace.
a) Not a time of enmity with
fellowman.
b) Troubled sea reflects not face
of God.
c) Wrath does not invite God's
approval.
2) Mahanaim
a) Jacob proceeds with duty.
b) Walk in way of his commands.
c) This is the Lord and host.
3) Dispatch sent to Easu
a) Inform of prosperous state.
b) Depreciate Esau' s wrath

,
\.

4.
c) 400 men "greatly afraid,"
"distressed. "
4) Divided family and property
a) Keep your head
b) Prudently provide
c) Chivalrous and meek
5) Prayed - not worthy, only staff
deliver me, keep promises, show faith
Prayer 32:9-12
6) Presents sent--drove after drove
Prov. 18: 16 - "A man's gift makes room for
him and bringeth him before
great men."
Prob. 21: 14 - "A gift in secret pacifies
anger. "
7) Promptly dispatched
8) Humble: alone now two bands
9) Wrestling match
10) Hand maids, Leah and Rachel
11) Jacob first bowed seven times to
ground
12) Esau ran, embraced, fell on neck,
kissed him, wept.
13) Parade came bowing.
14) Urged him to take gifts, declined
journey together.
E. Read rest of Genesis 33
v. 13-17
v. 20 - "God, the God of Israel - altar of

God.

s

_fair

~'.

stOf£is'at;Clinst Mb~ri-in ...·t(Jw I

\
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7. Wages changed 'OX maybe not literally but~·1
expression to say as often as he could & to
Laban's advantage.
8. Uses (V. 8) "I see your father's countenance" I means "I have been observing. "I've studied it
out.
9. Interesting God noted what Laban did (V. 12).
(a) God notices sinners.
(b) God notices what is done to His chitdren!
10. laban was still rich.
11. Cattle = sheep.
12. Gift of cattl e rea II y from God - not from human
ability in primary matter.
13. Grissled = spotted.
14. Old sores last awhile.
15. Jacob's word for serve "means pant" - exert
strongly one's strength.
16. God so intently interested in His children He
notices even the breeding habits of His
children's flocks.
D. Wives Offer Comment (V. 14-16).
1. Don't call a family conference unless you want
input.
2. Henry said, IlWorthy wives never interfere c
~g:sband doing duty to God."
3. 2wives of 1 mind - agree.
4. StJid Father treated them as foreigners.
5. Laban entirely used what came from daughters he had eaten. it up.
6. Jacob was obeying God.
J

,."

;!}

\.

I

\,

WANf~ A~Ot5~T?Ou

CAN SlT

CN~

Gen. ~1 :Sl-35
I. We are in the midst 6f Jacob leaving Haran.
A. laban's -not the same - son started rumors.
B. lord t<;>1 d Jqcob to leave.
C. Jacol9--rcallS' wives for a family conference &
they decide to leave.
D. All that remains is the execution of the plan.
II. Flight of Jacob
Gen. 31:17-21.
A. Moved with dispatch.
1. Didn't take any of laban's cattle.
2. When in danger, depart immediately.
3. Jacob Ii t. "lifted up" - proceeds orderl y c
matters.
4. Still felt he belonged to Isaac--the ties of
home!
B. laban was at sheep shearing.
l.~ Festive time of harvest.
2. Kept laban away from home.
3. Jacob didn't let him know he was leaving,
i.e., deceived his mind & intelligence.
C. Rachael stole her daddy's gods--teraphims.
r. ~trange action.
2. Possibly small human figures.
3. What were her motives?
(a)'!Keep her dad from worshipping them.
'I
(b). Granted· title to property.
(c)~ Still heathenistic at heart.
'"
(d) Thot they w.ere good luck - won'thurt any
thi ng to· carry a buckeye.
(e) Keepsake from home.
_~ ___~~_~___~

\

3'1

4. Jacob offers rebuttal (V. 3 1 - 3 2 ) . :
(a) Perhaps viewed stealing charge as an excuse
to search.
(b) Afraid - force:;:: to lit. strip skin from flesh~
(c) Jacob himself would instantly kill thief.
(Don't be too sure of yourself).
(d) Soft ans. here turns away wrath.
5. Laban's search (33-35).
a.) How would you feel searching daughter's
quarters for your stolen property?
b.) How would your daughters feel if so accusec
c.) Note each wife had separate quarters.
d.) His search lit. feel out or explore c hands.
e.) Humorous to see man hunt for his gods.
For us, our God looks for us!
6. Jacob's Hot Words (36-42).
a. ) Never made exceptions for losses.
b.) Stayed in all ki nds of weather as area
subjected to keen temperature changes.
c.) Wroth = burned.
Chode = strive c hair or hands, intense.
d.) Said Laban felt of everything!
e.) Don't eat female sheep.
f.) Said worked so hard he was fatigued (V.42)
7. Monuments of Peace (43-5at.·
.
a.) Circular pile of stones c an ahar in middle
b.t Folks with one God need one heart.
c.) Proper ways to end arguments.
d.) Different~words used maan the same thi ng
"Heap of wi tness.

'.

"

_.

~~J

,
i

e.) If we are sincere, we are not afraid to
ourselves to public cerembhies.
f.) Completely separated one· from another - this
is the way to ha ndJ e temp f'stti on •
g.) If spiritual IHe is feeble,; you need public :
ceremony.
'

I,"'~~/:;"-J~-7'

lb.~·.-J;~·iJc4-~-~.
r11lJ4IAlU~dtiJ.~1tb.+~~¥
10-12-8.

L

B@

can clear up

c.

I

L

We can
Galeed.

2.

back to
the

3,
is

Savior) .
4. Visit River Jabbok, called Blue River!
today, and see
5.

II.

~~::::::::~Ii==::~::~~)--we've
his without
usually wins by cunning--

with
many.

2.1

po-

D. Ell pI ; g alI Uill ddL1

tecMn, after all he's always won before!
E. FoJ.18 ae 3&22612 &1 hIE 66li1fSKUj though
did not count daughter--4 wives, 11
sons.
1. J alJ;bok fl"QlJll1l wl?8:Uinc--word pl.
Hebrew way--ye abeq.
2. Alone--to pray?
II

=-••

:e~~h

~~·,,~··~&vctlacob

and a

Iotoig wrestling match begins.

1. It's apt.
2. The assailant is unk£
3. A
Ie in his path of

r.

returning home.

a) ~
b) WB

II!I

[[[

UJ

liln.

dbll"'?~r

f.h?
c) We do not know time of night it
all started--w J I ' • " j ,.,ob
dij b atdPt.iM"'man" did.
d) ThO 011.12_1, at ••. _mrp~3,,;;,,"'!;;not
J a~ ,~ th~ man.
Lam. 3:3-10
e)

.'
.:

!

3.
a) 1st X his enemy is God not Esau
or Laban.
b) ( .

II

IIllt.

c·fr.='

In'

6

~tes.

2.
a)
b) :IliuuIHlber

Exo.

MoS'es.

that my"
c) God lets us see his attention to
us, he'll even change this man's
name!

3!:,1&ft~,'ftf~ :tet.~ ~e

3.

~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .rof

~.

a)

MansO?Il!\tu_~r'~
b~d socket.

a touch,

b) T . II IJ_;llIJ!Uck.

c) 1&12 ilj:~""6cate hips.
d) Since hip touched we see the

gW Jl"'~~' •• I«~~vt~,
riii •• ,*_'~'tOWess.
Clark--Iuxation of thigh bone .
.

;J~.

4.
N<iI.I'HI~}H••,_",~;';~d allows
mal8ll.f'tie' mighty with Him.
b) God opposes with a "No" parts of
prayers.
c) God chose not to prevail.

,

"

4.
d) Li
to aCQb.

'me~wa.,--give

victory

5. \\IIJ:~''''''''~g?
a) Day comes--Jacob has \\l4IC_IllJeft do.
b)
. . . . . .~KS comGod--can ~ on
_ _ _.II)~. Wives need you.
c) If
til
r
d) Spirits dissipate at daybreak.
e) Night demons not abroad at day
time.
DC
u
. a§dll
J! ;
iding of
IIIt'morn.
6. ~~ . •;"~ ell; IIllpicr\lillJM;:~ . . .
a) A lame man learns to cling lest he
fall.
b) Manifests great hunger for God.

2"

c)

Rd

3

i

&7.

d) Jacob must see he deserves
nothing.
e) To '

£

di
f) A(

1

'11H T Q ]
& dhd chastened.

6

Ing he admitsl
i

Inferiority.

avv&;l'~_':'~~~
I 'tT
v>· ~.L.:'a'All'M=> ,~~HiW.~.
A.'

,
II

I
I
[

; be

!

"

i

.. 1. ~U!l88 index eh~tv.·per801'fality.j
2. But why ask if he already knows?

'I

. 3. N_

.fll£ l".d01_Jt~M~""'t1mf~s

why we forget one so easily.
4. Not so much for information but to
show the change that's corning.

IL_._._.___ __

._~ ~_~_~

I

I

I
i
I

_ ..____~..____.~~___~__ ~____._~

--

wrestler.

2.
3.
4.
5.
b)

c)

d)

God.
()fG'O~--greater

. 12:4

than any

worthy title.
God.
f) He::.who rules as Goa.
g) mihter with God.
h) Gpd's strives.
6 . Significance
a) He;~,~~vails over man by cunning.
He ~vails with Godby sube)

M~,y,seeing

m$~sion.

b) God's purpose--overpower J.
c)

=J~r~,r1§'i'J~;hppi~tit~eai:

d) N~:"~~;~",go,~,~!".~Hl) . GRc;l, . f1nd man.,
e) sa,,'Ja'fi'fel' becomes supplIant.
,
f) If powerful with the Almighty
.
surely you will be with man.

6.'

Fe.

7. is]]

P.
Learn to be
with what you've -got
raUlI1- than want more.
b)
Manoah also asked.
i
'Judges 13:17-18"M. saith unto the angeloftheIl!
!
c) lIIW:ven is not beholden to man.
d) We don't grasp every blessing
nor understand it.
thing: what does God

a) G

?

b)
c)

I
I

I

d)
e)

. now sees hi~ weakness, must
not rely on his own strength.
Wins by surr:ender & confession
of unworthiness.
C~,~$.n,atch blessings--it's a
.If of God.
By submission do we win.
Hosea said J. wept.

-_Ifl

I V ~4@elde_.ntitfa
I
~
IA"'I.t"'M~~

1.

to
presence of

• •_ _

_

II

2. Name of place reflects honor to God-~
not to his _own victory .
. 3. ' -

.i,,,'

B • •!llltrJiW;";;-~~ ,without :& within,;

1. Always does when soul's in harmony

with God.
I
2. A new day dawns for Jacob.
IMal. 4: 2"Unto you that fear my name shall"
I

L_~.

!

\
\

"

-

r

3. W. . . . ',~

r-..

Jt~t

'61

loft~liness

7.

1
I

to

to
3.
4.
Gal. 6: 17
5.
6.

(Meyers)
Then hold on--a better day dawns.
We bear marks of Jesus.

True faith must persevere.
1I.~better than a whole one--'
s. . . .al enrichment may come with
ma@'rial deprivation.
·7. A~.~ in 60d we still may limp
. froa losses, adversities, anomosity.
8 . Son.: Jaw:tS;.;:

1&

Harding lectureship - 10/1/91
"" . Madison - 10/23/91

THE 2 COATS OF JOSEPH
Gen. 37:2-4; 39:6
I.
II.
I

IIII .
I

:'

been your experience,
is
'
to

I

house.

IIV. _ _

A •. IJiIl
1.

1 'Wi,Wg,,;,1 -

J'os~ph--God

will give me yet

another son.
2. l'l yean old.
3. Jacob 91
108.

I

now

B.
1. LitQ,Eally "S~Jierdifi'g.
2. T~8t to~~~. fH1Hlft'twaches
child to be uMfui.

Homes prepare to lead ,~. ~utllre li,fe.
No Bible--Iearneclvia. ~4tft""••lg.
Father...w.aa, at home wlth 't1t~m ~
Home we learn resRfGl .'.et" _ri'lr.a.
Rem.&mbe,r .sQmeof his brothers old
enough' tQ. be ,his daddy.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

C.
1. Talebearer OR
. 2. Trvt,h. i.r--child of 17 lacks
maturity.
3. Weakness on.Jacob to. _ _ him as

a ,sp'y"""ana, .i~~~r.
"'-·'··<bV/".. :".;%··J"·~•. \'~"";""·

;

,.'

,

..

, _~"'~~"""'~'_'"1W<>'-"~'""""~""'_""",,",~~.L...

-

L

3,

4.
5.

E.
1

No

Sam. 13:18-19
.

2. Mark of a

~ Jeast a preferred one. Expresses
Dt"" J}1e-.t"'lArank, distinction. Regal robe.

ileJJ,,{
n

"p

tJ

Itt

3. Tunic--to cover, usually to ankles,
sleeves to wrist.
IV 4. One said displays superiority, rich
and valuable coat of ends and
pieces. (P. C . )
5. Shows Joseph was to be future
leader and the sheik of the
intentment.
6. Steiger says nothing in term
indicates sleeves or color, but KJV
comes only as attempt to give
meaning to total term--thus
contradicts Josephus.
,I

3.
F • • C&C&h J - ,
1. Hated
a) Jealous
b) Talebearer
c) Would not go along with their
ways.
2. Could no
e eabl
i
a) Oli of father's sight all restraint
his presence might have
inspired--gone.
b) Hatred progressed--disgust--not
speak--hurt him.
c) "A

1:15)
(P. C. )

3. Rightful honor comes at great costs.
4. Unless veryex:~fta1 circumstances

are there,

a.!!..!.r:~..5'!tUly.... e~~

1. IJo.::tni!~A1:::~o:,
B. F't'J9J)tnfl'rlfiI"'"
1. .sp @lftbJ of 1!1i1Ii1@!k@C!ft~r."

2.

Ma_"'I
•••dtlI,'Q,~~,,E)ut King's
businneses.

"3. AI. .

u.n. as"'"n@

for~

~1ioidiis animals

D.
Eo

Refused
a) Told her why--v. 8 & 9.
b) Prompt & full.
c) Yet she is insistent--day by day.
d) Harkened not--nor to be with
her.
e) Adultery--great wickedness and
)

1. Business
2. No men in the house
3. Caught by garment
a) "Persistent
{b) Joseph can't live anywhere else.
c) Can It tell his boss.

5.

v-12

4. Ran--flee fornification--surest way
to handle it.
5. Left garment--careless? Can't cover
ever detail.
Le~"'goa~ft'tiB her hand. fled, got
hi~.

G.

i

ga lid I@JCngz:

:1

1. Joseph lost job but not virginity.
2. Lost lofty position--ended in jail
but lost not his purity.
3. Lost master~s esteem but not his
character. I n 11~~r;{h~?

IVI.
I Hills
I Double

199
i
Springs, AL - 11/7/99
I New Concord, KY - 4/19/00
I Silver Point - 7/27/00
IOId Union, Castalian Spgs., TN - 7/16/01

I

\

Recently I read a thought-provoking article that pointed out the
great value of youth. think about these facts •
••• Jesus was a young man during the whole of his ministry •
••• 50% of all Americans are under 25 years of age •
••• In Los Angeles, there are more students (in all schools) than
there were in the whole U.S. in 1990 •
••• Thomas Jefferson was only 33 when he wrote much of our
Constitution •
••• At 27, Patrick Henry was a national hero •
••• Alexander Hamilton was only 19 as he set the finances of a nation.
••• Those between 18 and 34 buy 38% of all the homes in America •
••• They also buy 43% of the major appliances, and 47% of all
furniture sold •
••• Young people spend $11 billion a year, and influence the
spending of $30 billion more.
But, as J.R. Chism said, "the main reason we are interested in
young people is because of their souls."

~~)

(Copied from the Graymere Bulletin)
John R. Vaughan
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Gen.'
b. Act of faithle
3.Judah advise

torernaina widow
'til S!Lel~h, yo,~er)J~ll:of age, to marry
a. Remained at l~dah \s house.
b.}. got cold . feet.
c. Thinking Tamar might .possess strange
power wouldn't allow wedding.
(l)How would you feel waiting to. grow up
to marry someone else1
.
Oeut.25:5"If brethren dweUtogtller,

Matt. 22:24"SaytillgM~~ter ,MQj~s
t s wife dies
:Ga;~it.sl1~ll.
1. Gon~iderable tioo'e ,~tll~Ji?:.

c. Jooah

, ,;t.JHe~1I%~s. to jiH'~.G~
',~'~''''~'~'Iiif.: liJta;h~ .the Ad;ul'.~i~e,.

~h~'ftng till1e.
,JB.~ll.
'."

.

,r1$bt ·a;.~,~~hQ~a:

,"".""4~"".

·cr~U!tily ..'

widowh~~)·

,

'.

I,

\.

-

, he. was her'
E. The after e vent $ • I
1. Tamar ~oes home with~ pledge and
pragnant., , '
I
2. Removes yeil and puts on garment of
widowhood.
,
3.Kid sent but couldn't tiM harJot or;get
back bracelet.
a.Said no hfirlot there--ewidentally T,amar
okay.
4. Three months later Judahgets word
Gen. 38:24 With child by whoredom.
a. Tbink or the gossipers heyday .
. 5.Aat~ted--asks to bUrn ner..
i.N Tannar came.
~n. 38:,25"Di$cern, I ,rayff.e,
"~J~€lah's review.
1
Gen. 3$:26u Shehath _~'1\1l~lre .
iil.SJile tded,~nig~t.J:m~~~to . . j;~~ •.
wa.sri~htlyhers.
...' .
b!'H.<j0tWin~by Judah.
"
.I>""L.U,,"-L

t1

¢.}-

.

·~Di.U\1~r

."

·ltyllJ$ts,

ves.

':~b3.l'(!~
l:8~*j\Lld 1\,t

El)-

-----~?

"~

,

2 •. Graphtc
3. :letused to
like a tree.
4"One defeatooe
5"ly hook or
Jesus.
6 . .8), itrce·st s'he saveda!ive the line by·
which Jesus was to come.
7.In Jew and Gentile blendlng of blt1ad .by
Judah and Tamar you seeJesus ready to
·riUl!ice
,,\ a'll. ·one.
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BIRns IN A BAsKET
Genesis 40

1. ~Mry .AC.~~-A!!imple~,~M.~ihe

~~~·iv~~~·¥':ro~:1~~=~:!·
in great principles.
B. We must profit from what is taught, so
let's go to our.stopy.
II. Jqaj)pGm
j~JIiiIlGAt"'iI';Ja:. t~ but

"4J.
__
·tp,m.

~!srgQ~
tlw-'itilf I&ilIe •

~JI!Iji_~·~'fts:ffllt·d

'r&uJd

A. Pc.' 21
7
ph
B. Now Joseph finds himself with iiiiiiler
p

c.

r

1.
2.

_II"

oDj•••

Pha

CMl'~ ;:c~:th~~~' I;~;- ~ft~2~~~

..'s
pesence.
3. Important assignment as he had
the King.
4.
s Kin. Jl3.~"ok.
co_tion
D.II F
E. elF
i f f It
1. Guilty of some. political blunder not
told us .
. ,2. Offended = _n'e~\>'a'~
3. 1M2
\ bEl! fit JU,lJfc"8y

prrUII ..J'4.a:i>'~',~ek.

= Qp~ke 'l0"rih.
Prov ·~~upN~~f~ KN;. i'$;?s _alJlf..~s~
4. Wrath

l~ ~ hurB- 1d;fJ!- n,f,:?PI will '~Hr ;c

.

'.

'.

~,

r

2.

F. I Pd. PHi'
1. Poiillln _

.

tJ.t!1l

3tf::{

'~'-'QaPtain of the guard.
2. Joseph b . nltthere--means cqaiiil).lfed.

Ps"....±ft5::!::I8

--=r=.-:=~

G. 1.~

saw

2.

.1'

3.
_--:::;;>.....

----7"""

Jilt is very important--rebel
or comply.
b) CymQ1iJyent Joseph cotllrl treat

tIiim...-i1y •

c) Sometimes we are thrown with
worst of men.
d) W~ can bQ SUpti'QHU~ ia a flld!!lt
nswrow s, kel"e".

III"",.....:Ji€llIAI?Il " ' I

of

A~N1~rln·;~n.
1. Length unknown.
2. T~ 'e.mhierrt~·ca:hltot;,control.
B. ~JJ.!Id'
1. ..iMp ttrrmture.
2. ~..fft'~lt.
C. ,Ii.lt~
~ 1. . .--~ used tg. say Egypt

tft'N:S

~

had none--proven wrong.
~hes.

2. - .

3. -W, b*sem,
4. Clusters • .

a

5. P

ar.

a) Cups had no handles or stems .

.,,

1, He alone can.

2.

wrote
on interpretation of dreams.
3. Providence of God will present a

~-,,,,-',!/#

2. Many yearn for truth--"tell me"-"how can I unless someone guide

3.
IV;".";~,,,~~~~ted.
A. 3 branches - 3 ~.

B'. ~up.
C. ~e.

i

4.

·~~~.i·~-:t.:"

~==~t~in~g

:U:UIIII=II:l:lIl:r:!J_=,=J-="=''''='

2.

innocen tly .

T~of me when well with you.

3. Sh~ndness to me.
4. M
n to Pharaoh.
5. B ' o t i t of this' llouse--OK to
try to get out of misery.
6. k J_"'~n. A

f
'
:
;:
'1;
te~d/! ff'If;/
~Jiiii!iii!iii!!!~::;w~&ng.
~}

7.
8.

:--7'

~:

a)

VI.

"

\.

~.,

._.""1iiIMI~H'Y

1.

EsJ

I~fteng

5.
,1
meaDS favor--

UfJ' _hands or put

o:lP'ftooks.
5 . . . . .lbh--

a) Disgrace.
b) Indignity heaped on him.
6.

D~~"~,,,"'''%!'~''fte.

a

went to

.'l,.,wWIiI]h,t~'!~~'M':1"l'W';"-had

h~varJIi!81i1i1~~~!!t:m lung-oaajBiI?~£UU5"n_e.M! i~~Iffijftling",
,

"lrJiaoiQlih ~"MI.:"·""~§' "ffitnbrrow . It'
~!.,,~,_,a.>~WMf'f!,:"t6'wrohg
~'}"'l'~~;'t~'-i!liI£Jef~P8.mily
fe~,i:.9.B;n~·.I_Hwtll;g'M"l!fll§!"!Molns-

s~'_III['ka,p",,'~~ffilred:

VII •.

A.

of the details
of the Joseph chapters, authenticated
from Egyptian records in the case of
the famous I, R
' , • ne which 1st
. provided the clue to the decipherment
.". and understanding of the Egyptian
language.
B. To','a: great'Eilxtent I PI rt t'
gocy
. ~ of"
&, Cnts l'
trol
---? ove
1]11] j J' I 3 &23 US date
. . ' on the calendar.

----7

1

m

C~ sa
p:::::~~::::~~:::::PI', or d' Til or l ?t

\.

-

>
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6.

D.
~
~

_
- -could
- -not
. J~h

--only
the truth.
2. Some news good; some sad.
r~at

VIJ~IM.~"'fI'!k~

A. tJ ;
& red.
1. Bl at I i!w""nt out of prison than

iw.
2.
Be

w.z :I[II1~··tH

&2J

1.

3 ') .•

Sp~'e

(QJti. 41:1).

3.

----7

4.
5.

-7

6.

~sperity·.

years in prison

.1

~IRDS IN A BASKET

Paragon Mills - 6/28/93
'West Nashville Heights - 8/9/93
Jefferson Ave., Cookeville, TN - 9/20/93
Elijah Wright (B)
Jacob Wright
(B)
Schochoh, KY - 10/11/93
Radcliff, KY - 10/25/93
i
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JOSEPH: PR1S0N TO PA LACE

1

Gen. 41 :39-44
I. Some men are such a joy.
A. Unblemished record.
B. Vast tria Is.
C. Wide scope of living - Joseph one of these.
1. Pick isolated incidents.
2 • Tell bare detai Is.
3. Hopefully, he serves as an inspiration to. us.
4. Few men have endured more - many have favorab
compared him to Christ tho no Scripture says aboU'
any type 8. antitype relationship.
II. Events from the Life of Jos~ph.
ect
a.) Rachel's 1st child.
b.) Rachel dearly loved by Jacob & yearned for
children.
.
,
c.) Joseph, "May God add or increase" all he ha~
thru Rachel till Benjaminborri & Rachel died. I
d.) Good boy - even told of.his brotb.c.(s mispehav
Gen. 37:2 "These are the generations of Jacob, Jose
e.) Parental partiality via coat of many colors,
naturaHy favor those that behave. (\Nil! you
I,~ave your 90o.~ t?,i)hose thq,t love not the
. church?)P;.~t;@v/7 I~
Gen .,37:3 "Now Israel loved Joseph more than all hi
f. )/t:>reams via God told of higher honors.
~
2. Object of brother's h9tred & envy.
. .
. ~.)Blinded bYEm~y t~ey saw n~thing Good i~__h_:.

~I

b.) Gk_~_._C?Y!'_enyy'.
(1) Does person merit his advantage.
(2) Did God providentially grant.
Matt. 20: 15 Ills it not lawful for me to do what I wil/
(3) Are you happier because of it? C mine (Jf1J11
(4) What is it? I"3 11,;V)e 0He01h'\ eect?MjP· r ;un 7fo;:} ?
James 3: 16 IIRottenness of ,the bones II
(5) Is it God like?
(6) Is it petty for me to dislike one who can do
~I

B
1. We need ever to

osperity &

adversity •

2. Jos~ph s~ely not happy as a slave but ?Ie?s~d tp,
be In Pot. phar' shouse. left.ut bt h~d '" J, ;'W.5 ~
3. Yet wife sought to seduce him5/1ettJfJj1f-'$;:~j i
Gen. 39:6 I1Joseph was a goodly person & well favour
4. He had the ad.,.YIDit.}u)f handsor:neness.
I
5. Joseph was one of "unshaken constancy. II
6.Custo.!!!S of,world sanc!!~n such as she' proposes!.
a.) Wanton.
'
b .) Profane.
c.) Drunk.
d.) Gamble.
7. ,"I.ndulgence is living II - men .,tory in their sham,
8.lfsin 's non important , explain Gethsemane &
I
<;zalvary.
I
9. Solomon said IIfools make a motk of sin. II
I
(Pro v • 14:9)
10. It was against God.

'JI
I

-

4. I

Gen. 40:14 1iBut think on me when it shall be well wi!
5. He needed to learn trust in God's deliverance,
not pharoah--not arm of flesh but the Lord.
6. Revenge never his method.
over all the land of f
1 • Sudden changed: prison to palace.
2. Story of his life: Daddy favorite, dungeon, slave
Potiphar, etc.
3. From any state God can de I iver us.
4. Seems dark: his case never properly tried - but
when God ready to move it did.
"Til his time was come, the word of the Lord triec
him. II
5. Nothing impossible c God - never at a loss for
means to do his purpose.
6. Wait - even in suffering.
7. Cheerfully submit to providence ~
8. God appoints the Kings.

9.
Gen'.
IIS0 now it was not you
sent me hither
1 • God overrules.
2. Christian can be content.
, Gen. 45:5 II
·therefore be not grieved,. nor angry

I

1 " Jacob had seen the wagons.
I Gen. 45:27-28 (Read).
2. Jacob met Pharoah.

L

~-~--~---------"-'".-~'-----'

i

\

..

-,----------_.--- --- -

Gen. 50:15-17 Read.
a.) Are we vindictive.
1 Sam. 24:19 111f a man find his enemy r will he let hil
b.) Pled mercy because of ,Father.
c .) Joseph wept.
1·
(1) Suspicion worry him?
I
(2) 17 yrs. he·s been kind - will he change.
!
(3) Or delighted in the evident repentance?
,~~dWMJvdlNi L'ML.~. ~ 7--12.-81

I

1~r....L '-7-1S

-'-'-

I

I

I

\

';,
\.

9 • forgotten by
10. Was 30 & the
B. look at it this
1•
obscuri ty to
2.
to

B. 7
1

2.
a. )

b. )
c. )

d. )
e. )

...J
3. I
VI. His Sons. (JS-2 - Y\2-:ti)
I'
A ."Ma~ied Asenath, daughter of Potipha-ah.
1. Priest of ~r dad.
2. Great person.
3. Marriage hot condeml1ed, yet not like Abraham's

chllaf~.Q_usuat11rai9.,:~~·-'~·""·~>·~~··'···'~--·--

B. Sons born.
1 • Manasseh.
a. )Means F~g2!ten - miserable toil forgotten •.
b.) Men ex~ their fee!ings thJ:u names.oi.sons
c.) Birth of chi Ltlren i nter-preted a~ divi ne favor.
d.) Signi fi canceof name.
(1) Won't alT;~";;;;;or~f former misery cha~
the v~~~~-of his.. ~~ehTs~t;:·~·~-~~:-·
(2) H~Lr:t~.!~~~!M!!!~I':Q9!L~~~2~2/'"
(3) Forget Canaan - some thiAgs can 't ~~eDQCt •
(4) Yet not ahs'olut';;'fy~t' WCJS relative!, Means he
wOs relieved of former pressures & would
overcome his toss bybui Idi ng hi s own house.
2. 2nd Ephrai m,,:..
~.) Means Do.ubl.e Fruitfulness.
b.) Fruitful in adversf'fY.
c. ),. can overcome.
d.) 2 boys became 2 tribes - no tribe of Joseph &
;te,vi got no land - pri est to s:erve others thus
avoi d the 11 •
e4Also shows he'd not completely forgotten his
father & all his toil, but it didn't overcome
him •.

v

.

I'

4.
f.) Sadly, no inform$tion that says Pharoah ever
,
turned to Godth6.
VII. ~o~.w~~~ great chapter. '
A. Fidelity & Pietyrewarde~cr.-,
B. All God's words & promises alwpys come tr~.
V. 54 IIA ccordi ng as Joseph sai d l1
C. Good Administrator.
D. Savior of People.
E. Whim of Oriental despotrr:tot to overcome him ..
F. Totally Justified.
V. 39 IIpharoah "There is none, discree't & wise
G. Not frustrated that all desires not fulfi lied.
H. Suppose he gave any thought as to why there was
a famine? Why didn't he communicate c Jacob? 1
I. He was tested - confi rmed.
I
Deut. 18:22 "When a prophet speaketh in the name 01
J. Trampled on by a nation now bends the knee to
him.
i
, K . Encourage frugality & being somebody via buyi~
rather than gi vi ng to them. ,
{
VIII. Lif~~jJI see Dearth in ooe plgce - ,plenty in , 'II
another - can yo,:,forget' &·be fruitful!
/j

I

......W 14...'S

.

b

,
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~ADDESd~IFT AND JUDAH'" JOURNEY
., Gen. 43:11-14
I. A family crisis occurred - food was exhausted 8.
there was no ~ay to get more except at the risk of
a family member.
A. Story of Gen. 43.
It 1/
I)·
1. Famine was sore in the land (V. 1). ivtT Ae~
2. Jacob seeing the food's exhaustion said Go again
8. buy (V. 2).
'
3. Judah introduces. II The Man'\JV. 3).
"r/.., I.
(a) How often we speak like this~ w~-e/ '(:'.-r NL
(b) Air of mysterious dread.
nouJ ~r; fft241 ,
4. liThe Manti said.
(a) No bro. - no sight of me.
(b) Clear alternative.
5. Judah1s proposition.
(a) Send Ben - we. go.
,'(b) Retain Ben ~ won't go.

i~)Is~::~ ,:h:~~~a~~i~~Xh~~a~ijo~ IW~

, (~j\Nhy hcwe you.dealt so c me to tell you hba:l
bro.. ',?
(1) Always second guess.
(2) Always pass blame.
(b) ~ns. "The man asked straitly,~ y. 7.
(1')"15 your dad alive?
'
(2) Have you another bro.?
.
(3,)J,We ans. - could we imagine he'd say brin~
bro. down?
. ::[ ~ Jvdah said ~ehd him - we will live & not die ..
"
)Jour little ones JJ - 'I will be a surety for him.

-

.j.,

1'\-wrSL chvn"i-b:JI.. Au (!}w'I6tt1V
I Thess. 2:7 'I1But we were ge~He'among you, even tiS •
(a) Camus quote, "Man can be nourished only by
the wine of the absurb & the bread of
indifference. II
--, , r 1 1m til en.
Gen. 50:21 1I.J.<;>j~f~,d,~9It~1~s'.k>'~lhis~1) • f). 4
.
I In. 3 :15 III\tO'tfI"uPde'rer 'Adfh~e't'etIi81 file-abiding In h
Prov. 18:21 IIDeath & life are in the power of the tone
If Say it with flowers, say it c mink. It
'l
But never I no never I say it c ink.
(a) Don't imagine wrong things.
(b) Mark Twain & mirror.
'1

d'

!

:i

(a) Is it dog eat dog?
.
Gen. 24:12 110 Lord show kindness to my master Abra~
"I have wept in the night I
I
fr~m the shortness of sight I
That to the needs OF others made me blind
But I never have yet,
had a cause to regret
For being a little too kind. il
(b) Can we relay reality of Jesus - Campbell quote.
""
(c) Check for 1¢.
5. like Ed & JUdah - take a little honey c you.
~~~-",,'a
~I~ ..~ •. ·

I

~.~~'.~t_-1J

\.
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"This
her. "It was
but
that it's
you tell me how
: gum out of my ears?"

tion at a
Scout camp, the
director found an umbrella in
the bedroll of a
Scouter.
Since the umbrella was abnot one of the items of
the director
asked the lad to
The
tenderfoot
countered
with his question:
"Sir, did you ever have a
mother?"-The Baptist Cour.
ier, 9-14-72.
e

is

I.

WHEN WE HAVE A REUNION
Genesis 43: 15What happens when w,e have a reunion-when we go hOm~?
~ "73 d,//Wf' u11tf'/tf)
A. We laugh 1/
1'1 ~~d.:"
We cry
'flU4 FWI ~L/t1A.et{
We comment -- "Look Good" P- - .
We leave refreshed
B. Bible tells the Joseph story.
1. More space than any other in Genesis.
2. From Genesis 43: 15 on I tell it.
It's time for the 2nd visit.
A. Judah becomes spokeman.
B. Jacob to be overruled.
C. Simeon, hostage, to be restored.
D. Benjamin to be risked.
E. Presents to be given, money to be
restored.
F. God to be trusted.
1. Reuben's offer.
2. Jacob's statement like Esther's
(Esther 4: 16) .
"God Almighty give you mercy"
Egypt Revisted
A. Sacks--traveling bags.
B. Stood before Joseph.
1. Public view.
2. Joseph speaks Egyptian language .
. 3. Saw Benjamin and me'Ves to private
view.
C. Instructs ruler of the house:
1. "Bring these men home" (v-16).
a) Country boys, shepherds, to
palace of govenor.
b) Which folk do I use?

W.

II.

v-14
III.

,
\

5.
Governor.
D. Fear
1
2.

sacks?
on
on us,
fall, deprive of liberty.
Terror --"must be shaken
first over the pit before coming
to senses". (Barnhouse)
d) Seek occasion--make us slaves
and take our donkeys.
E. The Stewart is Informed.
1. Speaks outside the house.
2. Money restored.
3. We've got double money.
4. Don't know how it happened.
5. Tried to explain.
6. No longer deceitful men.
7. Oversight = something caused
to wander, go astray.

3.

4.

love.
conductor does not
those who do.

God

7. Do we learn
IV. The Noon Meal
A.
1. Brought into house.
2. Given water.
3. Asses provender.
B. They gave presents to Joseph at noon
meal.
1. Gave from their hand.
2. Bowed to Joseph--as in his dream.
3. Eyes to the floor.
C. Joseph questions them.
1. Your welfare (peace literally).
2. Is your father well ,yet alive?
3. Answered truthfully & bowed again.
4. No longer an open levee.
5. Joseph incognito.
6. Had not looked them in the face-contempt? Indifference? Absentminded'? Emotions?

Nu, 6:

Ps,
1.
b)

2.
b)
c)

arises.
3. Sought where to weep.
a) In chambers.
b) Wept there.
c) See marvels of palace.
d) Nature makes us kin.
4. Jeremiah weeping prophet.
5. Joseph weeping monarch.
Gen. 42:24
45:2
45:14-15
6. Washed face--perhapl? violent
weeping.
7. Regains composure & returns.
8. "Set on Bread".
a) "Dinner's ready."
b) "Let's eat."
c) Egyptian way of saying it.

F®

are
not
liMen marvelled. II
G. Host Sent Messes--Benjamin 5X as
much.
1. Gracious of host.
2. What manner of men will Joseph find
his brothers?
3. Can they pass the test?
4. Always right to keep the body right
and weed out openly rebellious and
unfit.
5. Purpose of discipline is to reclaim
the offender.
6. Will his brothers be jealous of
Benjamin?--they were of Joseph
years ago.
7. Are we content with what we have-or jealous?

5.

End

i

L

\..

made

E.
events how he can turn
1. Nothing shows
more
than
Joseph, so no wonder he has so
much told of him in the Bible.
2. And you name your sons Joseph.
3. Let's study the Annual Lessons of
September 27, 1942, bids us
review.
II. Some Facts:
A. Time at least 1,700 years before
Christ.
B. Place, Governor I s house and land,
Rameses, Egypt.
C. Persons, Joseph, Jacob and his
family, Pharaoh.

sack.
4. Demand
caravan to reverse
course and return to
house.
5.
this time his identity is unknowr
to his brethren.
6. A weeping scene will unfold as we
see resentment abolished, forgiveness reinstated, wrongs righted,
and God's providence revealed.
7. We'll behold the unfolding of
"I repent," "I forgive." "I love
you" as action reveals it without
the expressed words being spoken.
8. Let's move to the story.
HI. Events in Joseph's house.
A. Judah, and note the tribe, has made
a great, self-sacrificing plea, and
willingness to sUbstitute himself.

~.

B. By it Joseph is deeply touched and
on the verge of becoming emotionally
overcome.
1. He orders all out of his presence
except his brethren--still not
knowing who he is.
2. Egyptians are not to witness this
scene even as we shield the
bereaved at funerals for final
viewing.
3. Brethren must have been filled
with great wonder as this powerful
man had stated he'd imprison
Benjamin and send them to Israel
without him.
4. They are so amazed that they said
nothing.
C. Suddenly to the exclusive family the
confession, "I am Joseph."
1. Imagine their surprise!
2. Hear the question: "Does my
father yet live?"
3. They could not answer because
they were troubled at his presence.
4. They could not imagine what he
would do to them since they sold
him into slavery, t01d their dad
the lie that he was dead.
5. Conscience troubles us.
6. They know Joseph is Lord of the
land and he can do whatever
pleases him unto them.

me

preserve

1. You
sent!
2. God had life in mind.
3. God overrules man's evil for good.

a) Assyria rod of mine anger. the
staff of whose hand is my
Isa. 10: 5-7
indignation.
b) Nebuchadnezzar my servant.
Jer. 27:6
c) Egypt has yet five years
"neither plow nor harvest-thus persevere :pemant save
alive a great deliverance."
d) "So now it was not you that
sent me hither but God."

e)

(This was current to them,
as his hand tied that he will
not act for us now.)
F. Next order (9-11) with haste go to
my father (Read these verses).
G. Scene of weeping as actions show
repentence.
1. First Benjamin.
2. Then all the rest (V.12-15).
3. Demonstration of complete and
universal forgiveness.
4 . Kisses to all.
5. Surely great relief without any
revenge.
6. All, even Benjamin, could go home
and plan .their exodus and return.
7. All promised preservation.
IV. Now Pharaoh's part (Gen. 47: 11-12).
A. Read these verses.
B. Jacob believes when he saw the
wagons.
1. Can you imagine that caravan as
a nation moves.
2. Judah sent before him to lead the
way to Goshen.
C. Judah's son goes befope us to lead
the way to glory.
D. God protected them later as they
went to Jerusalem for three feasts-no one invaded in their absences.

\.

Exo. 34:24

"Neither shall any man desire
thy land ... "
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B.

II.

c.

A.
2.

are come-• •_.t~u1!:ne .

3.

B.

invitation 7 - (!p~1iY
Joseph could have issued the
invitation
ultimate power--the King.
2. I~.~tely & si~e~mlly given .
L

.

~ltr;t 3.

~,;r.
t(S~ ~8't5.
........ '.' . .. .
.
th~'f!spot--h:e:"dld

~ p! lut not'F;;£jvel'step his b()llilds.
M~ 6. Lit. "it was good in the eyes of
Pharoah. It
C. Pharoah's Invitati~n Indug,ed:

-/J'
e/ll '
1 R'~iigl,&,·~~t;1t'",;",';f:;;~!)~'b'· '.J:diid: ifZ2 :i~b_;~~;t'~l~;:~~~:;,~;~tJ~' 8fif~ J8If
a) An independent invitation above
Joseph's.

2.
3.

4•

5.
6.

l

b) We have preachers, but it's the
Lord that invites.
Good of the Land. of Egyyt. -L.
a) Best part c,,~ ~x~,tJlfV-)
b) Wealth of Egypt placed at disPQsal of Israel.
Eat of fat of the Land.
a) best we have - Goshen.
b) Riches & mOl?t fertile.
c) Sounds "heavenly."
It's a command! From my mouth, lit.
Lmld die wa~ns.
a) lilt: sutima in Wbh but .. will
hW wore.

I

b) WH1Pj h.

c) Small 2 wheel vehicles--good for
roadless desert.
d) Usually drawn by cattle.
I
e) Not only Joseph's invitation,
!
Pharoah's command, but ObViOUSI~1
wagon loads of gifts & return
transportation & provisions.
I
7 • • •fU"4 not~ltrstuff~
I
f.J~·"
. ~ Eyes not grieving over what you I
M
It~~? leave behind since the good of
Stt! ~~} ....~ Egypt will belong to you.
_.~
- ..J
b) as L it'D 11&.£ tI tG deLI eat ilia
tAflrJi"
dtie?
'·0 §l &§ •
glJlt4.
c) But why Nwder udtb . i tllments
,.
when I I diG going to a new
hfime.
d) Don'Lfullaw )four... own·in.stincts-6 Dlanes dove into Myrtle Beach
Atlantic:--pilots did not trust
I

Ok

j

\
\

3.

1

instruments--fol1owed each
0"1'.

1.

into sea.

~t

a) Change of clothing for Sf 2:Mt

oc1!! l l !JiEm . the RlIti?;.
.p,. de* to
d) Robed in the 1st of Egyptian

b) Dresy to

/

t

c) Dplu

st

II

thb ObcasiOn

craftsmanship--even as we put
on Christ.
.
e)
Gifts
show
love.
J
f.¢ 5h1.J~2 • S~cia1s for :Benjtuftin
Illl:c4>'~J a) 300 pieces of silver--price of
~ . 10 slaves (Exo. 21:32) .
.~lJ'J--5 . changes. of raiment. .

~D~~a~s:rs ~f ;:~··thingS of Egypt
~.

b . 10 to return on.

_i'_~i~_,.p.

E.

Lit.

'l~~,1.

'Wif'l'd

2.

1i'iR. u .'

1/~

I

:fan not

...
JrS 1 iJdI_~rf:3'
lVtIIWIt,.,_. . . .;.,,~t emot ons,
a~~~!i~rels.
.
pt Into arguments while
trav$ting, else that thwarts the
mission.
D~ 'i.

~!':J!. !: ~::~~=~e t:ct;~~fo:Sc~!~'

tJi.i.il;MJ

.; 5.

house?)

F~i:i._~S ~F"p.

6. \\iIy···ttmJ·

wa~g?

·Re~::,·are

,
\.

aU

1fpl~;;'J;t~~

4.
b) Rememberedb0w. they were
jealous of his coat. his dreams-wQald they be of Benjamin's
good fortune?
c) W.k1 they argue
the past
as to who did what?
d) Would they think Joseph has
future plots against them?

ev."

III
A.
(

- - ItI'1IiD!t

pte
you

t h d _ t . . tilt
.~ II
1. Believed he was dead. - ~.~O"!d~
2. Moaned him 20 years. C5 'if)(3VfV1)
3. Sa.w Benjamin, stBlfJOn, & tlRs newsjust too much!
4. TeN aU the WOi'ds, quiekly,
v

B.~==~
1. •

3iml'llle-

2. Some things hard to acc,ept.

42JJ.t

It.a.BtiSBW':iWUllIlf?_ti'-I,• . JI
3.

c.

~

we .learn if we keep

hearin .

3. W
me.

4. • . . . . . ililIM '__ •

pa."...t. tI

\.

I·"n_

eh

:
;

D~iiq] II J1

I

"""ft

1. Lived
2. His incredulity conque
3. Hemust--as we--believe there is a
better home prepared.
4. Our reward is above our ability to
imagine.

rtJ'fo

EII'_IIIII_II

ful- :

1.

~2
~.
M'#Zf~1

~~. One
(f;i'lf~ 2. Since th~ was enough be could not
~;~ _ / )1t>h.I..- be satisfied where be was--he must
Ctenn.~ ;1'("""
()vtVt'3Sf

,

. ,•

.

3. Follow voice of God--~.~'~7Ilk" word is s;ufficient.

G.
MMnt more than him being a ru'ler.
I

Tennyson

IV.

'.t6 .~i~ LI'>r.~ -

?i'f

Ulysses
./~

'

~oT5

Echo Meadow tfthrch, regon, OH - 6/24/89
Nashville J ilee - 7/8/89
'
Homewood church, ,Birmingham, AL - 7/9/89
Steve Watkins (R)
Union Ave., Memphis, TN - 11/8/89
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_________

~_~_,~

___

~
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Writer Arthur Gordon once said that salt water tl
could cure anything, be it in the form of sweat,
tears, or the ocean. I have thought about that
solution and used it often. A good workout, a walk
along the beach, or a good old-fashioned cry can
send us back, as better helpers.

#'1

HOW CAN I HELP -Kolp - P.131

~(Z

Peter F. Drucker, management consultant and edu-.!.l
cator, has noted that "anyone over forty lives in a
different world from. that in which he came to manhood,
lives as if he was emigrated, fully ~ft, to 8. . . lind
strange country." .""'~'" . ~.
Cl'Ift

PEOPLE WHO CARE

CuJ ~(l!'tUS~
~.12)

~

80 percent accuracy by m
. . , ..
croaks of frogs. Chang Chi-tSlll, a
pe}Sapt, clevised a f?~U.la w.hic~ bas '
Heen adopted by rrulhons of Chm6~
farmers and peasants. The fQrmllia IS;
"If fro~
.. :,:oak on a fine day, it. will.

_It

··'tllili:lt.'''.r

IIII1ia, 1tiIrIIe. . . . .1.. II dlt-'U
~

'.

\

\

I

4. V-33 HA11d he knew it, and said 'It i§ my

5. Moaned, no comfort
v::'35 IlFor I will go down into the grave.
a. Felt his son torn as was the coat.
B.Joseph saves Egypt and stocks for famine,
all come to him·,J?~.h~ rn"hd('J4)m(4z;-; :
l. Chapter 42 Jacob sends 10 sonskk asCi ~
a. Benjamin left at home. held ~:r.;lU
fOhj'
2. Joseph recognizes them as they bo ~ J
recalls dreams, speaks roughl~ J:,,,
interpreter, accuses them of being spits.
3. Denied- :-sons of 1 man, 12 brethren,
young$ is with father and "one is not.
4. Imprisons all 3 days and then another
conference.
5. All go with supplies, leave one, bring
youngest to verify and release hostage.
6. They are haunted by past (v-21, 22),
Joseph leaves to weep, bound Simeonjnto
their sight. 1) /'J. '.I l~ j,e Kl'lcw t
7. Gave them corn, restored money and
provisions for way.
8. At caravansary opened sa$ks, saw money,
scared.
,I hC2Hf w<!Nlt /orlfn If
,.TO,',,ld Jacob, "saw m"one~J an ~,red", but
• . can 't go!
S~ ~ C 'Url+-s.eelA.s,
C. J'ae":,ob,',
changes
",·ifd,,·,.},iee )~'
,.''i' ~t,
;",e.<'- L,
'~
"
.s/!.;J
5~w
1, lfeuben s
Sfay my 2
s In I/.;&,+-:,z..,
~ .W'ill' d'yolJ tell him y(')u had .abrotn~r.
, ~'J~_h"l'libe surety" or our little Ofi;es
'i_til',die.
I

II

VI

v.r

~:.,

4. Time is no~important.

.

.

w'' l

5. IfIf it must be so now, do this" and so the~
went Benj., double money~presents and f !
prayer "God give merc~'
\A;ifll~et!
D. Appeared before Joseph.
~ ~ tfl' 4i~)') i
l.Jliake real noon meal a he saw::"f3."tJtU''''· I
2. Joseph qU~}~911~ abg~famq~ leaves wee pl.
3. Great seg1:A~teQ 1ea~~ ~~t1aps :f"riffiies - i
Joseph, Egupt and Hebrews.
a. Hebrews seated by age marveled.
(l)Reuben, Simeon, LetJi. Judah,· Dan,
Naphtali, Gad, Asher, Issachar,
Zehibun, Benj.
M ~~ f~J
h. Benj. mess 5x
0 hers.
::j)ie.:i!;
S
4. Sent awayoney and Si~p. 7
5.0. ve. rtaken--not US--Olde.st to. you.ng.,.e~t .~
cup i~ Ben.~ept clothes, teturn~
'?)
6. Judah s spee$Y.t~ 1.f<lV'~l.#:~~:(\~d\IV
44; 33 "Let thy servan't. aoUIe Instead of the
7. Too much for Joseph, Egyptian, sent out
45:3 ',tram Joseph. " ~C).
.
8. God sent me, not yo~ ~'pre serve you a
pos~.erity in the eartn. "
.
9. Pharoah heard, delighted, ordered the
<wagons.
,
.
HL$nt wagons, money, cloif;es, foog., 40
Iden asses.
1
<~
11.'J<,ent to Jacob- -told him 45:26 "Jo~eph isyet alive and he is Io;~t~
26 '~l""~dfor he belle~ed:
I

I

·.~7;"AndtheY.£~!9~i~ ~~._~~.~~~_

,
\,

'1,1
a . Don It fall
way- -either puni shing
self for sa
,envY"o.f Benj. we. ~
quarrel ov. ..n mhe:cU",mce.
~
If$:
ill. Am I to se,e my,lov~d 0Iles a~aiI}? ~f )1
A. Is there Immoraallty?
~~
1. Character of God says IT. Jesus sarn
"God is not the God of the dead but of
the living.
2. We want life after this--it doesn't seem
complete.
Ecc.3:11 "He· hath set the world in
3. Curtain of death leaves lifei'f'lCQ~leJe-:
what more he could have done. .' e v .
the grave and yeam for re~.
B. Our ilrooJi s ~ttet' t
1.}acpb8ii1w thewa~Qiis- - belleved.

"it

rf-,

.

II

2. We .ee Jesus.

"1 4:rn the res./ and the Ute.~'
"{. have ·.tpe keys of hell and ~th.'f.

3.Jesus, our bQpe, ·our answ>er via:the
resurrection.
C. As .t$ .

·ma, 'our proof com

·lift our spirits~

\.

IT'S TIME TO LEAVE HOME

Gen.46:1-7
I. It is the nature of man and the procedure of families that there comes a
time to leave home.
A. Various are the reasons:
1. It may be to pursue an education.
2. It could be the call of the military.
3. It could be calamity and necessity.
4. But as life unfolds, we grow, we
mature, we marry--we are "on our
own. "
B. We may not at the very moment sense
its finality, we love our rearing and
expect to be back.
C. In a sense we see "home" as where
we grew up and long after we are
somewhere else we still go "back
home. "
II. I want to tell you of a complete family-oddly enough--that left home.
A. It is the story of Jacob.
B. It's the result of a famine.
C. It's the story of the p,,l'ovidential
prote"Ction of our powerful God who
can put all the pieces in place.
D. It's told in Genesis 46 and 47.

--

III. You will recall:
A.· Joseph, the lad with the coat of
, many colors and the egotistical
dreams gaining the hatred of his
brothers.
B. He is sold as a slave to the
Midianites and then to Egypt.
C. He has unbelievable experiences of
victory and defeat.
D. He eventually becomes Lord of
Egypt.
E. You know the seven years of famine
following seven years of plenty,
Joseph is Governor.
IV. In great drama Joseph reveals his
identity.
Gen. 45: 3
"I am Joseph; doth my father
yet live? And his brethren
could not answer him."
Gen. 45:5
"God did send me before you to
preserve life."
Gen. 45:7
"Preserve you a posterity in the
earth and to save your lives."
Verse 8
"You did not sen{il me, but God."
Gen. 45:8
"He hath made me, a father ... "
A. Time--make haste--for' all Israel to
leave home.

-~

<',.

1. Lots of weeping--even Pharaoh
heard.
2. Fame spread.
3. Bring them to Goshen--the best
of the land.
4. Sent wagons for transport.
5. Rainment-- Benjamin five changes
and 300 pieces of silver.
B. Jacob knows none of this.
1. He thinks Joseph is dead and has
believed it 22 years.
2. People can be honest yet woefully
deceived.
3. Sorrow as strong as though
Joseph were dead.
4. Believing a lie does not make it
a truth.
5. But when told Joseph is governor
of all Egypt his heart fainted
and he believed them not
( Gen. 45: 26) .
6. But when he saw the wagon he
revived.
Gen. 45:28
"And Israel said, it is enough;
Joseph my son is yet alive."
V. Events of the Exodus
A. Went immediately - faith obeys.
B. Beli~ved God authored it.
1. Stopped at Beersheba and
offered sacrifices.

\

--

3.
1:

. 46 3
. 46:6
C. Jacob meets
Gen. 46:29

D.

meets Pharaoh.
Gen. 47:5-10 Read
1. Journey 200 miles.
2. To the best of the land.
E. Jacob lives 17 more years--dies at
147 years.
1. Later buried in Canaan as it's
home.
2. Here he gained great possession.
3. Great funeral procession. took
him home (Genesis 50).
4. Loved God wherever he was.
Gen. 48:15-16

5. He always took God at his word
and stayed faithful through all
trials.
6. May your leaving home be
rewarding.

,
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THE clcsf8i iHE BEGjNNf~
Gen. '00
,
1. A II of us know the moving story of Joseph & Goc:f's
providential protection.
A. The last chapter of G en. says much.
8. Shall we see these principles.
II. Gen. 50:1-6 <lAnd Joseph fell upon his father's facE
A. Age should intensify our love of parents .
Exo. 20: 12 "Honour thy father and th,ymother: that tl
Eph. 6:1-4 "Children, obey your parents in the Lord: I
1. Do we remember with visits, cards, letters.
2. Is there an overt expressed interest?
3. As parents do we deserve such recognition?
8. What have I done for my parents this week?
III. Gen. 50!7-9
'12-13
A. Time can heighten family responsibilities.
1 • Joseph didn It beg off.
2. Was not too busy.
3. Yes, others could have buried him - he alone is
Prime Minister.
8. Are w~ rightfully accepting our respons ibil ities.
III. Gen. 50:15,:,,18, 21.
A. Wilt we extend forgi veness for wrongs suffered.
1. Joseph's pure motives were misconstrued.
2~"Y?ur brethren may misundersta~ y.u.
3;~/ WIi> record Joseph ever cried at Potiphar's house{
0/ prison - but did here.
8. Hi forgiveness, was genuine.
Do we harbor ill.
Can we expect some misunderstanding even in .
families .

\

\

rl·EPh. 4:32 ttBe ye kind, tenderheart~di forgiving on~
IV. Gen. 50:19-20
24-25
1
Ie

. A. Add purpose to life.
1
,. life has bitter & sweet.
2. Can we propagate the faith?
B. Have I learned valuable lessons?
V. Gen. 50:25-26
A. Develop a fearlessness toward death.
1. Do you see it as the end?
2. Can we see life beyond the immediate moment?
I
B. He saw God's promised intervention.
if.uJ.~-J..'-flO
~
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HOW FULL IS OUR FORGIVENESS?

Gen.50:15-21
I. With this text we come to the close of
Joseph's history.
A. He's Lord of Egypt and has things
earlier to say about his power.
B. Text above is his last recorded
translation - 54 years later he dies.
1. We are not told what happened in
the last half of his life.
2. Fifty chapters of Genesis covers
2,500 years.
3. Bible characters teach us about
positions, fidelity or otherwise,
Joseph a great example of
fidelity against great odds.
4. He ever gave God the credit for
all good things.
5. God used Joseph'"s abilities.
C. Sometimes the grave lets us bury
animosities.
1. Abraham buried by Isaac and
Ishmael.
Gen. 25:9
2. Isaac died, Esau and Jacob there.
Gen. ·35 :20
3. All Jacob's sons at his burial.

,
\
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E.

F.

5.
evade.
1 John 1: 9
6. As Joseph said they would via a
dream--they bowed to him.
III. Joseph Forgives (19-24)
A. Fear not --Jesus' words too.
1. Great to bring peace.
2. Great to be honest with guilt.
B. Note God's place: Am I God?
1. It was his place to handle.
Rom. 12: 19
"Avenge not yourselves ... "
2. God overrules hurt for help. He
used l Jos.eph to save much
peop e alnre.

3.
C. Not only forgive, but help them.
V-21
Rom. 12:20
"But if thine enemy hunger,
feed him."
Rom. 5: 8
"But God commendeth his love
toward us ••. "
D. Joseph "spake kindly."
1. Margin "spoke to their hearts. II
Matt. 12: 34
"For out of abundance."
IV. The End
Gen. 50:22-26
His last words.
A. Saw his grandchildren.
B. Died 110 years old.
C. They were taught the promises.
D. Joseph embalmed.
Exo. 13: 19
Josh. 24:32
E. For us!
1. Do we live in all good
conscience (Acts 23: 1) ?
2. Do we believe any lie as the
truth?
3. Do we truly repent?
4. Have asked for pardon?
5. Have we in our journey received
"strong encouragement?"
6. Do we truly love enemies?

-over-
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